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PREFACE.
This book is based on the "heuristic method". \ Boys and
girls in the second year of the usual high school course can
prove geoluetrical theorems for themselves V\Tith suitable
aid and encouragement. Few of them can follow a proof
written by another, and decide understandingly a.s to its
YaUdity. TlJe active faculties are developed before the
critical.
It is intended not merely to be "progressive n in itself,
but to be helpful in making the entire course a progressive
unit.
It aims to develop the ideas of mag-nitude already 'known
to the pupil and to give them scientific precision. By his previous course in arithmetic and geography the pupil has become as fallliliar with the fact that a right angle is one
fourth of 360° and one half of 180° as he is with the facttbat
an inch is one twelfth of a fout. The treatment of angular
magnitude (see §§20-28) etc. is based upon these familiar
ideas. The usual treatnlent, though perfectly adapted to
those for ~7hom Euclid ,vrote, confuses pupils as now trained, and gives thelll the false idea that geometry is a species
of intellectuallegelodemaill.Using obscure ideas in proving
facts thoroughly familiar is not pedagogical.
As algebra usually precedes geometry, a knowledge of it
is assumed, and it may be thoroughl,Y· revie~Ted by the exercises applying it to geometry.
In selecting the subject matter froIn the great superabundance of material, those theorems and probleuls are
selected that are the most useful for practical purposes,
or for preparing pupils for subsequent studies. So much
of the conic sections is introduced as is needed in pr~
paring pupils for high school text-books on physics and
astronomy. The treatment of mensuloation is much fuller
thal1inmost text books, including everything that can profitably be taught without the- aid of trigollometry or eal-
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culus. In the earlier part of the work considerable attention' is paid to "field "vork". (See pages 44-46, 117,118.
Teachers' who use this material will probably be able to devise all the practical exercises in Ineasuring solids for "vhich
their classes have tiJne. The working plans for an accessible
street cut or fill, which could usually be obtained froll1 the
city engineer of any large tovvn, lnight be used to advantage in illustrating tbe use of the prismatoid. Most cisterns
are a close approxilnation to SOllIe solid, and builders
vvould usually permit their measurement at a suitable
time.
MORt young pupils find solid geometry more interesting
than plane geometry. The book is accordingly so arranged
that the teacher Il1ay either introduce solid geonletry nluch
earlier than usual, or gjve the course in the usual order.
This is effected by making all the less importallt theorems.
eitber supplementary or else exercises, making it possible
to postpone them to the review, without omitting' anything needed in proving subsequent propositions. By
adopting tbis arrangenlent, luany -boys ,vho are compelled
to begin learning a trade, before their course in geometry is
completed, "vould bave a knowledge of the parts of the subject of most practical value to them. This arrallgeluent also
luakes it possible for the teacher who desires to do so to consider the future needs of pupils in assigning exercises. Those
who are preparing for college may be givenalargerproportion of theoretical exercises without disturbing the instruction of the others. I think, how~ver, that a course in geometry, including a larger proportion of practical ,vork than
is usually given, would give a better preparation for college
mathematics, than the course, now generally given.
Euclid rightly laid stress on proving t.he possibility of
opel~ations, assunled to be performed. If ,ve train our pupils to neglect this essential part of the proof in school, we
may reasonably expect them to bring ridicule on themselyes
and on school education by neglecting it in life. They are likeIy to be unpractical, to 'be vvhat is falsely called theoretical.
The eyil effects of such negligence are clearly seen in sonle of'
the 'best text books on geonletry, which state, e. g.: "In
every proportion the product of the extremes is equal to theproduct of tbe Jneans." E. g.: 2 nl: 4 In
3 cu. In.: 6 cu. m.
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Is 2 m X 6 cu. TIl.
4 m X 3 cu. In.? The Euclidean method
of treating proportions, while strictly logical, is too difficult
for luany high school pupils. The treatment here given, see
pages 68-73, has been successfully used in 111any classes.
.T eaching pupils to observe the liInitations under which
truths proved of nUI11bers lnay be extended to magnitudes,
as here used, has been found helpful in leading them to consider Inore carefull~y the limitations needed in extending
geometrical truth to concrete magnitudes, in practical
applications.
/
The nlethods used or suggested in this vvork are the results of long experience. The author has endeavored to teach
eacb one of the forty-one classes he has instructed, either a,
part or the whole of the course in geometry, to reason independently. Twenty years experi~nce in teaching college
mathematics, and careful study of the results of geometrical
teaching in practical life have modified his vie\vs. All of the1nethods and 1110St of the proofs and exercises have been
used in the class 1"00111.
The greatest obstacle in the ,vay of success in provingtheorems independently seeJIlS to be the difficulty in calling to
lnind the propositions to be used in the proof. The following- expedients have been used to aid teachers and pupils
in conquering this difficulty.
1. The ~10re ilnportant corollaries and scholiums are
made theorems and problenlR, the less important exercises.
2. Related tbeoreUls or problenls are often grouped in
one section.
D. rrhe less hnportant theorems and problems are made
exercises or supplementary propositions.
4. ,The nlore important propositions are made familiar'
by making the exercises aI~d supplementary ,vork depend
chiefly on theIne
5. The free use of the principles of limits diminishes the
strain on the Inemory by sho\ving relations 1110re clearly.
H. The copia LlR index will often be of service. The theorems and problems should be frequently reviewed in such
manner as will best pronlote the associations of ideas needed. The exact subject ma/y be called for, e. g: "Give the
theoreUl concerning vertical angles". All the theorems on a
subject 111ay be called for, e. g.: "In what way have we

VIn

found that two triangles Inaybeprovedequal?" Anillustration may be given suggesting the theorenl, in general using
a figure. e. g.: "In the triangle ABC, A
35° and B
3f)0.
What is true of a and b, and ,vhy?" r'\ figure may be dravvn
and the pupil asked ,vhat theorem (or theorems) ean be
proved by its use. Many years ago I required the theorems
R,nd problems thoroughly nlemorized by number My
reasons for discontinuing this practice are suggested by
the note on page 9.
Pupils should be trained to do things in the easiest way
in whirh they can be well done. Except in a few cases, for
special reasons, the proofs sugg-ested are the simplest and
most direct I could devise, or find in non-copyrighted
books. If \vritten in full they ,vould, on an average, be COTIsiderabl~T shorter than those usually given The suggestions
occupy much lesR space than full proofs. The method of
arrangeluent also saves space. Though the book is
small in size, the amount of nlatter is considerably larger
than in most text-books. This nlakes it possible for the
teacher not only to select a course adapted to- the entrance
requirenlents of any college, or technical school, or one best
~dapted to pupils who do not take a college course, but
also to vary the exercises taug'ht in different classes. This
work is intended to help to train pupils to use all their
powers in conquering difficultie~, to emphasize the unity of
mathematics, rather than to lay stress on the difference
between algebraic and geometric reasoning-.
The analytical method is used in treating the conic sections, for the follo"\ving reasons:
1. Most pupils in geollletry use their training in practical
life as artisans, farnlers, etc., rather than a~ public speakers. Analyticallnethods are as much superior in training
men to discover the truths needed in their business as are
geometrical lnethods in preparing thelll to present known
truth in oratory.
2. The application of analytical methods to g'eometrical
magnitude serves to shovvt.hepupillnoreclearlythe relation
betvveen algebra and geometry, thus fixing both subjects
more firmly in the Inind.
3. Experience in a number of classes has proved that,
even in as short a course as four weeks, I can teach more
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about the conic sections by analytical methods than by
geonletrical, besides imparting the. necessary instruction
on the subject or loci.
To the best of nlY ability I have endeavored to avoid
trespassing on the copyright rights of otbers, even rejecting several proofs in the work as first prepared, though
I had used them in the class roonl long before the date of
the copyright books containing them, but life is too short
for exhausti ve conlparison.
I desire to acknovvledge Iny indebtedness to many former
pupils ~~hose suggestions have had a modifying influence,
but except in one case, §27I>, these suggestions have become
so interwoven with my own ideas and with those of other
pupils that it is impossible to nlake special acl{nowledgmente
I am particularly indebted to Professor A. O. Bersell, Ph.
D., of Augustana College, for aAsistance in proof reading,
and to Professor J. A. Bexell for drawing the figures and
for valuable suggestions. Without their aid it" vvould
scarcely baye been possible to complete the publication
under existing circumstances. I am also under obligations to my publishers and especially to Mr. G. A. Gustafson,
the patient and efficient compositor.
A. W. WILLIAMSON.
Augustana College, Rock Island, Ill., June 8, ]901.

SIGNS USED.*
represents, is identical with.
is equivalent to, i. e., equal in area or volume.
'" coincides with.
similar to, is similar to.
_
approaches as a limit.
\I parallel to, is parallel to.
~

I, Is
c:J, c:J ~

a stralg-ht line, the straight line, straight lines; side (of a polygon), sides.
parallelogram, parallelograms.
CJ, os rectangle, rectangles.
0:3 square, squares.
0, 0 1 0 8 circle, circles.
Q: E. D. quod erat de~onstrandum, which was to be proved.
Q. E. F. quod erat faciendum, which was to be done.
81M. similarly, in like manner it may be proved.
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GREEK ALPHABET.
Letters.
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Names.

Letters.

Alpha
Beta
Gamma
Delta
Epsilon
Zeta
Eta
Theta
Iota
Kappa
Lambda
Mu
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Pp
~

(T f)

T-r
Yv

cI>ep

Xx
'Itt/!
Ow

Names.

Nu
X.i
Omicron
Pi
Rho
Sigma
Tau
Upsilon
Phi
Chi
Psi
Omega

* In addition to those in general use in elementary algebra and to some
r
obvious abbreviations of words.

GEOMETRY.
PRELIMINARY DEFINITIONS.

Measure a chalk box: its length, breadth, and thickness.
We call each of these dimensions. Hovv 111any dinlensions
has a chalk box? Specify the diluensions of other objects;
as, a book, -a brick, etc. 'Ve can burn the box but vve
cannot think of the space it novv occupies as destroyed.
Like the box, the space has limits or boun,daries. These
limits separate it fronl the surrounding space. ""\iV e can
imagine the space ,vithout thinking of any object vvhich
has occupied it. We nlust think of this space as having
length, breadth, and thickness.

1.

DEFINITION.

Geometry is the science of space.

2. DEF'O Space has three dimensions, length, breaclth,
and thickness.
3.

DEF.

A solid is a limited portion of space.

How many flat sides has the chalk box? Measure the length
and breadth of one flat surface. Ha.s a surface any thickness?
As we can think of the space the box occupied without thinkhlg
of the box, so ,ve can think of a surface V\rithout thinking of the
solid of which it is the limit or boundary.

4. DEF.
breadth.

A surface has two dinlensions, length and

Limited portions of surface have various names, according to
the kind of surface, which will be gi ven as the surfaces are described.
Observe that each side or the chalk box is a surface limited, or
bounded, by four lines, called sides or the surface and edges of the

2
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GEO~IETRY.

solid. Ho"\v Inany edges has the chalk box? Measure an edge of
the chalk box. Has it any breadth or thickness?
Think of a line "\vitbout thinking of a surface. Think of lines
joining various points in this room.

5. ~ A line has one dimension, length.
Limited portions of a line are de.signated as follovvs:
A

B
I

G

d.

F.

.6

By a letter at each end of the part taken; as, AB, BO,
or A C)' By one letter near the line; as, d, or e. We may
also think of a line joining tvvo points; as, Fand G, vvithout
dravying it.
In how many points do the edges of the chalk box meet? Think
of a point in t,he middle of one side. Place the point of your pencil
one inch above the middle or your desk. Think of other points in
the rOOln.

6. DEF. A point has no dimension, but position only.
7. 'Ve represent points and lines by dots and lines on
paper, to aid us in thinking of the real points and lines
vvhich exist in our minds only. Dots and lines on paper
are physical solids, having length, breadth, and" thickness.

8. \tVe vvill lTIOre clearly understand the Ineaning of
lines, surfaces, and solids in Geometry, by also considering
them in reverse order.
1. A moving point generates a line.
2. A line moving side-\vays generates a surface.
3. A surface moving other\vise than along itself generates a solid.
V'T e may think of the line B
G
AB as generated by a point
moving fron1 A to B)' or, the
line AD as generated by a point
nloving from A to D. vVe may
think of the surface ABCD as A
D

Ex. 11
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generated by the line AB moving to the position DC; or by
the line AD moving to the position BC. Raise a book
from the desk. Think of the space it passes over as a solid.
EXERCISE 1. Construct a line on paper by moving the point of
your pencil along the edge of your ruler.
Ex. 2. Move a crayon lying flat on the_surface of the blackboard illustrating· § 8 : 2.

9. DEF. A straight line is the shortest distance bet\veen
any t\VO of its points. In this ""vork, the ""vord line means
a straight line, unless otherwise stated.
Ex. 3. Stretch a string and explain how this illustrates § 9.
Ex. 4. ~lark two points and, if possible, draw two straight
lines between them. How many straight lines can you draw between two points?
Ex. 5. Mark three points not in the same straight line. Draw
as many lines as possible through them.
Ex. 6. Dr'aw three lines intersecting in as many points as possible.
Ex. 7. Moye the edge of your ruler so as not to generate a surface. Move it so as to generate a surface. In what ,vay can a
straight line be llloved without generating a surface?

10. DEF. A plane is a surface, in which, if any two
points be taken, the straight line joining them lies ""vholly
in the sllrface.
11. DEF. A geometrical figure is any combination of
points, lines, surfaces, and solids.
Ex. 8. Slide your book on the desk. What is the path of its
under surface? What is the path of this surface when you raise
the book?
Ex. 9. How do plasterers test the surface of a wall? What
definition is illustrated ? Have you seen a ther mechanics use this
principle?
Ex. 10. Dra,v tvYO unequal straight lines on paper. Subtract
the less from the greater, using the dividers only.
Ex. 11. Construct on paper, 1) a geometrical figure consisting
wholly of points; 2) one consisting wholly of lines; 3) one consisting of points and lines.

4
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§ 12

12. DEF. A circle is a figure bounded by a line called
the circumference, every point of ",vhich
is equally distant from a point within
called the center. A lille fron1 the
center to the circun1ference is called A
a radius, and a line through the center
terminated by the circun1ference, a
diameter. It follovvs that all radii are
equal; that all dian1eters are equal; and that a dialneter is
t"rice the radius.
13. DEF. Any part of the circu111ference is called an
arc. The straight line joilling the extremities of all arc is
called a chord. In the above figure the chord CD 8ubtends the arc CED and is inscribed ill the circle O. The
arc CED is 8l!Jbtended by the chord CD.
Ex. 12. Construct with your dividers a circle ",,"hose radius is
1 inch and inscribe in it a chord 1~ inches in length.

14. DEF. Equal magnitudes are such as may be so
placed- that they vvill coincide throughout tlleir whole
extent.

15. DEF. Parallel lines are such as lie in the same
plane, yet, can never nleet hovvever far produced.
Ex. 13. How many edges of the chalk box are parallel to a
given edge? How many groups of parallel edges has it?
Ex. 14. Can a straight line be equal to the arc of a circle?

16.

POSTULATES.

(Operations which we assume can be performed.)

1) A straight line lnay be dravvn through any two
points and produced to any length.
2) A circle n1ay be described with any point as a center
and with a radius of any length.
.
3) Any figure may be revolved in any direction and
moved to any distance without altering its size or shape.

Ex. 21

PRELTMINARY DEFINITIONS.
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AXIOl\1:S.

(Self-evident truths.)

1) Things equal to the same thing are equal to each
other.
2) Performing the same operation on equals, the results
are equal. *
3) Performing the same operation on unequals, the
results are unequal in the same order.
4) The vvhole is greater than its part.
5) The vvhole is the sum of its parts.
6) If, of three magnitlldes, the first is less than the
second, and the second is less then the third, then the
first is less thall the third.
7) Through two points, only one straight line can be
dravvn.
8) Through a given point, only one line can be drawn
parallel to a given lin~.

*

Ex. 15. Illustrate Axiom 2, a) by adding equals to the equals
4 yards and 12, feet; b) by subtracting equals from the saine;
c) Multiplying both by equals; d) dividing both by equals; e) by
l"aising the numbers 4 and 12 to equal pOvvers; f) by extracting
the square roots of the numbers 4and 12. Of what denominations
must the equals added to 4 and 12 be? The multipliers lnust be
vvhat kind of numbers? Can we extract the square root of feet?
Ex. 16. 1 yd
1 meter, 1 meter
1 fathom. What follows as
to 1 yard and 1 fathom?
Ex. 17. 4 meters> 12 feet. Illustrate A.xiom 3 by performing
the same 6 operations specified in Ex. 15.
Ex. 18. 1 meter = 39.37 in. Change 4 meters to feet, 5 meters,
8 meters.
Ex. 19. Change 2 decimeters to inches, 3 dnl, 5 dm, 7 dm.
Ex. 20. Change 65 centimeters to inches, 75 cm, 85 em.
Ex. 21. Change 6 kilometers to luiles, 10 kill, 50 km.

<

<

18. DEF. Plane Geometry treats of figures all of whose
points lie in the sanle plane.
,. For the SIX algebrq.lc aXlOms Included In AXlOm 2, see Ex. 15; for those 10 Ax.iom
3, see Ex. 17. 'Ve do not consIder negative magnitudes in Elementary Geometry.

PLANE GEOMETRY.
BOOK I.
FIGURES BOUNDED BY STRAIGHT LINES.

19. DEF. An angle is tl1e difference of direction betvveen two lines at a con1n1on point, called the vertex of the
angle.
B
p
F

v
6'

A~

D

Fig. 1.

~

__

Fig. 2.

Fig. 3.

The lines AB and AC forn1 an angle, ,vhich is often
nan1ed BAC, alvvays putting the letter at the vertex i11 the
middle. If there is only one angle at a point, it may be
nan1ed by the letter at the vertex. An angle n1ay also be
nan1ed by a letter vvithin it. The a11gle x is the san1e as
the angle EDF, L Y ~ L FDG. * The arc on ,vhich v is
placed indicates that the angle v extends the length of the
arc, from ED. to GD.
20. DEF. Let C, one ext'ren1ity of the li11e CD, ren1ain
fixed at C vvhile the other extremity D revolves fi"on1 the
position AC to the position BC. DC is said to pass through
a straight angle. All the angular luagnitude about a point
is called a perigon. If DC, after reaching the position BC,

* Read ~, coincides 'With; L,

the angle.

Ex. 24

7

ANGLES.

continues to revolve in the sanle direction till it reaches
its first positioll A C, it is said to pass through a perigon.
21. Since, bet,veen two points, only one straight line can
be dravvn, if the straight angle ACB, -above the line, be
rotated on AB as an axis till it falls on the straight angle
belovv, they coincide, that is, a straight angle is half a
perigon, and a perigon is t"\vo straight angles.

22.

DEF.

A right angle

IS half of a

straight angle.

23. DEF. A straight line is perpendioular to another
,vhen it meets it fornling right angles.
Draw a straight line. Draw with the right angled ruler a line
perpendicular to it above and near the middle. Extend thIS line
across the first line. How many right angles have you formed in
the perigon ?
,
Observe, howf:\ver, that these right angles are not geometrically
const ructed, as only the straight edge and dividers may be used
in such constructions.

24. DEF. A perigon is divided into 360 equ~l parts
called degr~es, a degree into 60 equal parts called minutes,
alld a nlinute into 60 equal parts called seoonds.
25. Being like parts of the sanle thing, all straight
angles are equal, all right angles are equal, all degrees are
"
equal, etc.
26. DEF. An aoute angle is less than a right angle; an
obtuse angle is greater than a right angle and less thall a
straight angle. All angles, except right angles, straight
angles, and perigons are called oblique angles.
Ex. 22. Make an acute angle, make an obtuse angle. Dravv
tvvo lines cutting each other so as tQ form four oblique angle's.
Ho,v many of them are acute? Hovv many are obtuse?
Ex. 23. Hovv many degrees are there in a right angle? Ho"r
Inany in a straight angle?
'. Ex. 24. How many nlinutes·are there in a perigon? IIow many
in a straight angle? HoV\'" n1any in a right angle?

8
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Ex. 25. How many seconds are there in a right angle?
Ex. 26. How many degrees are there in %of a right angle? in
~ of a straight angle? in ~ of a perigon?
Ex. 27. Which of the following angles are acute, which obtusp,
which right angles? 90°,110°,45°,79°,110°,3600',7200',324-00",
18000", 5UOOOOn , 324000".

27. DEF. vVhen the sum of two angles is a right angle,
each is said to be the, complement of the other; vvhen the
sum is a straight angle, each is the supplement of the
other; whetl the Sllffi is a perigon, each is the conjugate of
the other.

r

'J

w

Fig. 1.

Fig. 3.

Fig. 2.

Nanle the complemel1t of x, the
of z.

supplemen~ of

u, the conjugate

'

28. Since equals subtracted from equals leave equal
remainders, the conlplements, supplenlents, and conjugates
of the same angle, or .of equal angles, are equal.
Ex. 28. Find the supplement and complement of 30°; 50°; 12';
28"; 23° 27' 25".
Ex. 29. Find the angle, conjugate to 30°; 120°; 270°; 010°.
Ex. 30. Find the complelnent of the supplement of ] 20°.
Ex. 31. Find the angle which is ~ tilnes its complement; 5
tilnes; 8 tirnes.
Ex. 32. :Find the angle ,vhich is tvyice its supplement,; 4 times;
9 times.
Ex. 33. Find the angle which is 3 times its conjugate; 8 times;
11 timeEl.
Ex". 34. The sunl of 4 times an angle, 3 times its complement,
and twice its conjugate is 12 right angles. Find the angle.

Ex. 34

VERTICAL ANGLES.

THEORE~I

9

I.

29.
lVhen tlVO lines cut each other, the vertical angles
fOr1y(ecl are eqltal.

Let AB cut CD, forming the A
f)
vertical angles x and Y1 also the
vertical angles tv and v. Then
the angle x is eqllal to the angle
y and the angle w is equal to
G
B
to the angle v.
FOJ; the angles x and yare each supplements of the
angle v, ~nd are therefore equal.
The supplements of equal angles are equal.

In like manner- it may be proved that the angle tV is
equal to the angle v.
Proof, using abbreviations.
Let AB cut CD forming vert. L s x and y, also vert.
L s, v and tv. Then L ~(; == L Y and L v == L w.
1. For x is the sup. of v and y is the sup. of v.
2. Lx == Ly.
Sup. eq. L s are eq.

3. Sim. L v

==

Ltv.

Q. E. D.

NOTE. Some demonstrations should be \vritten in full, to aid
the pupil in acquiring accuracy in the use of g'eometrica-l langua.ge, Tn general, it is better to write the abbreviated form. In
reading the vvritten exercise, be careful to use all the words for
vvhich the abbreviation stand!:;. In step 3, read Siln., In like
manner it may be ]J1·oved,. read in above for L, the angle, except
after vert.
The theorems themselves, at least the thought, should be
thoroughly memorized. It is better at first to memorize the exact
language. In repeat,ing theIn, or in thinking of theIn, think of the
figure. Review thelli often, associating with them other theorems
on silnilar subjects. Av;oid referring to them, or thinking of them,
by number, as far as possible. Thinking of theorems by nUll1ber

10
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§ 30

hinders the forlnation of other associations needed in recalling
thelu for use.
To save the tinle of the pupil in cases in vvhich he cannot think
of the proposition needed, the nUl11ber of the theorern or definition
is often given. Endeavor to do your work with but little use
of this help.
Do not use exercises in proving propositions'. In a few cases,
exercises are needed in working exercises, and tbey are then specially referred to.
Ex. 35. Prove Theorem I by using the angles 'wand v as vertical angles, instead of x and y.
Ex. 36. In the figure of §29, if the angle x is 35°, "vhat are the
other angles?
Ex. 37. It x were 90°, ,,,,bat ,vould t,he other angles be? Illustrate by a figure.
Ex. 38. If, in fig. of §29, x : v == 2 : 7, find all the angles.

30. DEF. A triangle is a plane, figure bounded by three
straight lilles, called sides. Make a triangle.
31. DEF. An equilateral triangle has all its sides equal.
An isosceles tria-ngle has t,vo sides equal. A scalene triangle has no equal sides.
~2. DEF.
An obtuse angled triangle has one obtuse
angle. A right angled triangle 11as one right angle. An
acute angled triangle has three acute angles.

33. DEF. Any side of a triangle, but usually the 10,ver
side, is called the base. The angle opposite the base is
called the vertical angle. 'rhe line from t11e vertical angle,
perpendicular to the base, is called the pef'pendicular or
altitude. In a right angled triangle, the side opposite the
right angle is called the hypotenuse, the sides including
the right angle are called the legs.
Ex. 39. Dra\y as accurately as you can, with ruler and pencil
only, one triangle or each of the six kinds defined in §§31 and 32.
Specify orally the base and vertical angle or each triangle and the
lep;~ of the right, triangle.

~ANGLES

Ex. 40

PROBLEJ\i

34.

11

AND TRIANGLES.

I.

To con8truct an cW1.gle, equal to a given angle.
G

H

. A ' - - - - - -.....M~-8

D-£~--------=G--

f

At E, in ID~ construct an L == LA.
1. With A as a center and a convenient radius AM
const. '-/ MN, limited by Is L A. *
2. With E as a center, and EG= ~ as radius, canst.
'-/ GHnot < MN.
3. Open the dividers, one pt. on JJl, one on N, and
with this radius cut off '-/ GH == '-/ MN.
4. Dravv EH, then L HEG is the required L.
5. For apply AM to its equal EG, A on E, and JJlon G.
·6. '-/ BO ~ '-/ GH, t

-,A.2

every pt. in each being the sanle distance from E,

'7. The pt. N

~

H,

an equal part of each I being cut off.

'8.

Step 3

. '. AO falls both on E and H.

9. . '. AO~ EH.
Between t,YO pts. only one I can be dravvn.

10. .'. L A
11. .'. L A

~

==

L HEG.
L HEG.

Magnitudes which

~

are equal.

Q. E. F.

Ex. 40. Ext,end the arcs MN and GH to complete the circles,
and construct another angle' equal to the angle A. Construct two
angles in the opposite direction, each equal to the angle A.

* Read const. '-', construct an arc; Is, the sides of.
tRead '-", the arc "

~,eoincides

'With.

12

PLANE

GEO~IETRY.

PROBLE~I

§ 35·

II.

35. To construct a triangle, t1VO sides and the included
angles being given.
b

At D in the I DE
construct D, having
given.

F

G

*A~D~~
M

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

0

At D const. L
.. t
Const. DB == .
Const.
Join . . .
6 DEFis the required 6,t
since by canst. LD ==LA, I DE == b, and I DF == c.~
I

• • • •

Q. E. F ..

Ex. 41. Construct the triangle of §35, using A as one of its
angles.
Ex. 42. Construct the triangle of §S5, using b as one of its
sides.

PROBLE~I

III.

36. To construct a triangle, t'tVO angles and the inclnded
side being given.

The pupil vviII constrllct and explain this by a method similar to that
of Problem II.

* The

G

L L
A

B

dots indicate that there are words or sentences omitted which the
pupil is expected to fill in.
tRead L, ~n angle.
. _
tRead 6, DEF, the triangle DEF,' required 6., required triangle.
,-r Read L D, the (~ngle D; IDE, the side DE.

Ex. 47

13

CONSTRUCTION OF TRIANGLES.

PROBLEM

I\T.

37. To constrnct a triangle, the three sides being given.

a.

D"'---

~E:-

At D, in the line DE, construct a 6 vvhose
equal to Is, a, b, and c.

1.
2.
draw
3.

Layoff DE == Ci.
'Vith band c, as radii, and E
"-"s intersecting in F.
Join. . . and . . ".
4. DEF is the requireCI. 6.
5. For

~nd

Is

shall be

-D, as centers,

.
Q. E. F.

Ex. 43. Complete the 0s ,vhose centers are D and E. They
will intersect in another point. Form a second 6., by joining this
pt. to D and E.
Ex. 44. ~Iake an angle greater than 90°, and construct an
angle equal to it, by firAt producing one side, thus constructing
its supplement,_ and then constructing an angle equal to its supplement. In what c!1ses is this method preferable?
~~x. 45. From the conjugate of 48° subtract the supplement of
32'0.
Ex. 46.
73° 25/ and
Ex. 47.
line c = a

Find the angle which is the sum of the complement of
the supplement of 80° 25/.
'
Draw two lineA, a and b, on paper. Constructra third
b using the dividers and straight edge only.

+
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TRIANGLES.

THEORE~I

§ 38

II.

38. If two triangles have t~vo sides and the included angle
of the one equal to t~vo sides and the inchlded angle of the other,
each to each, the triangles are equal.
8

E

D

A'--_ _--:--_ _~ G

~6

In the 6s ABC and DEG, let b == e, .
. and ..
Then 6 ABC == 6 ... , LB . . . , LC== . .. and
(i;

•••

1. For apply 6 ABC to 6 DEF, L A on L D, b on e.
2. The pt. C ~ . .
Why?
3. c ~ ..
since L A

4. The pt. B
since c

== ..
~

== ..

5. a ~ . .
6. 6 ABC ~ 6. DEF.
7. . '.6 ABC
.
Magnitudes

V\~ hich ~

Why? §17: 7•

are equal.

8. Also L B ===. . ., L C ==

. .,

a . . .
Q.E.D.

39. Homologous parts of figures are those similarly
situated. In the fig. to §38, A and D are homologous
angles; name t"vo other pair of homologous· angles ; a and
d are homologous sides; nan1e t"vo other pair of homo~og
ous sides.
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TRIANGLES.

Ex. 48

III.
40. If tlUO triangles have tlUO angles and the incZ,uded s'ide
of the one equal to tlUO angles and the incl1tdecl side of the
other, each to each, the triangles are eqltal.
B
£
THEORE1\'!

a

a.

A ~_ _~

~(j

D'--_ _~ _ _-

e

G

The' pupil ,viII state the theorem by the figure, making
b == e.

1. For apply 6 ABO.
and O . . . .
2. c takes the direction

b on its eqllal e, A .

since LA == ....

3. a takes . . . . . .
Why?
4. B ,falls both in g and d. It n1ust fall at their intersection E ..
5. 6
vVhy? § 14
6. Also c == . . ., g . . . ., B . . . .
41. DEF. In the above theoren1 vve have given the
hypothesis or condition: Two triangles have two angles and
the incl1tded. side of the one equal to two angles and the inclu£led side of the other. Weare to- prove the thesis or
conclusion: The triangles Clre equal. Before making any
effort to prove a theorem we should alvvays see clearly
what is given, alld vvhat is to be proved. The author
believes that it is better for the pupil to ascertain this for
himself, and therefore usual~y omits to state it explicitly.
Ex. 48. State what is given in Theorem II; state what is to be
.proved.

16

BISECTING AN ANGLE.

PROBLEM

42.

§ 42

V.

To bfisect an angle.

Bisect LA.
G ---~---~
1. On the Is of "L A layoff
AD == A C, any convenient dis/
- d
fa,
tance.
2. With the same radius Cl,
/
construct '-../s intersecting in B. A....'
~_-+-=/D~
3. Join AB; then -L x == L y.
Proof omitted till Theorenl VI. has been proved.
I

I

I

Ex. 49. State vvhat is gIven in Theorem I; state "vhat is to
be proved.
Ex. 50. 1. Draw a straight, line. 2. At any point in this line
draw a line forming oblique angles on one side. 3. Bisect each of
these supplementary angles. 4. Prove that the angle formed by
the bisectors is a ri~ht angle. See §17: 2 (addition) and §22.
Ex. 51. Prove Theorem III, lllaking the hypothesis; (fig., §40.)
LB= LE, L C= LG,a=d.

} 43. DEF. If, in Theorem II., ,ve change the word sides
into angles and the wo~d angles into sides, we have
Theorem III. Such theorems are called reciprocal; thus
Theorem II. is the reciprocal of Theorem III.
What theorem is the reciprocal ot Theorem II?
Ex. 52. State the hypothesis (what is given), in Problem IV.,
also the conclusion (what is to be done.)
Ex. 53. Find 3 times the complement of 23° 27'.

44. The angle hisec_tor of an angle of a triangle is the
line vvhich bisects the angle, limited by the opposite side.
The median on a side of a triangle is the line to its nlidpoint from the vertex of the opposite angle.
Draw a triangle whose sides are 1 in .. l~ in., and 2 in. Construct
its three angle bisectors. Find the mid-points of its sides by
measurement and draw its three medians.

Ex. 59
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ISOSCELES TRIANGLES.

THEOREM

IV.

45. 1. The angles opposite the equal sides of an isosceles
triangle are equal.
2. The bisector of the vettical angle of an isosceles triangle
bisects the base and is perpendicular to the base.
3. An eql.,f,ilateral triangle is equiangular.

I. and II. State the theorem by
the figure.
1. For bisect L B by BD, n1eeting
ACin D.
Novy in 6s ABD ..
2. c:::::::, • •••
3.
~ .
4. L .. ==
.

5. . . . . AD;.== ..

8

"Thy?
A.-_ _~_ _""-\G

Why?

.

Why?

§38

6.

being hom. Is of E'q. 6s.

7.
8

LADB==

.

Why?
'Vhy?

.
\

§23

Q.E.D.

III. The pupil ,viII construct a figure and state and
prove this part. See §§37 and 45: 1.
Ex. 54. In a triangle a = 6, C = 6, b = 8. Find the length of
t,he parts or segmentA into which b is divided by the bisector of
angle B. See §45: 2.
.
Ex. 55. Prove that the bisectors of the angles of an equilateral
triangle are equal.
Ex. 56. In a triangle ABC, a = 3, b = 3, L A=lOo. Find LB.
Ex. 57. Draw a triangle ABC nlaking each side 1 inch; LA
= 60°. Find L Band L C.
Ex. 58. The ITledians on the equal sides of an isosceles triangle
are equal. See §§44 and 38.
Ex. 59. The medians on the sides of an equilateral t,riangle are
equal.
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PLANE GEOMETRY.

THEOREM

§ 46

V.

46. 1. I}' t1VO angles of a triangle are equal, the sides opposite these angles are equal.
2. An equiangular triangle is .eqrwilateral.

I. State the theorem by the figure.
B
1. For, if not, one I, as a, must be
the greater.
2. From ci, cut off CD == c.
~ow in DS ACD and ABC,
3. CD == .
vVhy?
4. . . . ~
A
(j
5. L C==.
Why?
6. 6. . .
'Vhy? §38
7. A part == the ,vhole, which is absurd. Why? §17: 1
8. . .. ct cannot> c. Sim. c cannot> ct.
9. . .. a and c cannot be unequal, and a == c.
Q. E. D.
II. Construct a figure and prove this part.
47. The method of proof used in §46 is called reductio
ad absurdum. It is much used by la-~vyers appealing to
juries, and by public speakers generally, even among the
rudest races. Nothing produces stronger conviction of the
truth of a proposition than the fact that its denial leads to
absurd consequences.
Ex. 60. Construct a triangle ABC, making each side 1 inch;
LA = 60°. Find Ls Band C.
Ex. 61. In D ABC, LA = LB = LC = 60°, a = 5; find b
and c.
Ex. 62. In D ABC, sup. A. = 130°, COlnp. B = 40°, b = 6;
find a.
Ex. 63. Construct a triangle each side of which is 3 em. What
is true of its angles?
Ex. 64. Divide a perigon into the parts 2x, Bx, and 4x.

-

Ex. 64
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TRIANGLES.

THEOREM

VI.

48. If two triangles have the three sides of the one equal to
the three sides of the other, each to each, the t1riangles are equal.
E

A~Gf)

6

I

.....

'I

..........

.... ....

G' . . .

I

'10.
..............

I

II IV I

I

' ......1,'
II

State the theorem by the figure.
1. For apply 6ABO to 6DEG, b on its equal e, A on
D, and 0 on G, but B at H opposite to E.
Why?
2. d == a'.
Why? §45: 1
3. .'. Ly :=
.
4. Sim. L
.
5. LDEG ..
by adding (3) and (4).

6.

LB === LE,
each being = LDHG.

Now in 6s ABO ..
7. c:=
.
8. a
.
9. LB ==
.
10. 6 ...
11. LA == .. , LO.

Why?
Why?
Why? §38
Why?
Q.E. D.

It is easier to remember and quote this proposition in
the form: Three sides determine a triangle. Give the preceding propositions relating to triangles in similar short forms..
The pupil should now prove Problem V.
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§49

BISECTION, CONVERSE.

PROBLEM

49.

VI.

To bisect a given stra1:ght line.

Bisect lAB.
1. With A and B as centers
and A C > t AB as radius describe ° •
2. Join CD.
3. E, the\ intersection of
.. is the mid-pt. of AB.
For in 6s ACE.
0

0

•

4. AC == . °
5. . . ~
6. Lx == Ly,

Why?

°

0

§42
Why? §38

since t,hese L s were const. by the method. . .

7. . o. 6 .
8. . .

0

0

•

• • • •

•

°

0

0

0

• • •

being homologous Is of equal Ds.

Q.E. :F.

50. DEF. If t\VO staten1ents are so related that the
hypothesis of the first is the conclusion of the second,
each is said to be the converse of the other. The COllverse
.of the proposition; If this is a horse, it is an anil1~al, is: I.f
;this is an anil1~al, it is a horse; the one statement true, th e
,other false. The converse of a statement of equality or
identity, including the converse of all correct definitions,
-is 11ecessarily true. In other cases, the converse of a true
statement, ",vhen true, requires proof.
Ex. 65. State the converse of each part of TheQrem V. Do
these statements require proof?
Ex. 66. State the converse of Theorem IV: 2.
Ex. 67. State the converse of Theorems II and III. vVby is
-"no proof of these required?

Ex. 72
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PERPENDICULARS.

PROBLEM

VII.

51. 1. To erect a perpendicular to a line from a point
1.v'ithin the line.
2. To let fall a perpenclicl~lar to a line frorn a point ttvithout
the line.

I. At P in I AB, erect PC -.L AB.
First method: By the right
angled ruler.
This merely copies the right angle
constructed by the maker of the ruler.

Second method: 1. From Play
== PB.
2. vVith A and B as centers
3. Join CPo CP -1. AB.
4. -Prove this by proving 6s
equal. See §48. There should be
fi ve steps in ..the proof.

off PA

A

p

II. Construct and explain. In
proof see §§48 and 45: 2.
Ex. 68. Construct a right angled
triangle ~yhose legs are 1 inch and
~ in. respectively.
. Ex. 69. The median on the base of an isosceles triangle bisects
the vertical &ngle and is perpendicular to the base. Apply §48.
Ex. 70. An angle bisector of a.n equilateral triangle is both a
median and an altitude on the opposite side.
Ex. 71. A right angle is divided into parts represented by 3x,
4x, and 5x. Find the number of degrees and minutes in each part.
Ex. 72. A straight angle is divided in the ratio 7: 11. Compute the number of degrees in each part.
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PLANE GEOMETRY.

PROBLEM

52

VIII.

52. To constr1tct a triangle, two sides and the angle opposite the greater side being given.

A

---:;~G

Given L A, Ic, and I a; a > c. Construct 6ABC using
A as an L.
1. On one side of L A layoff. . . . . . .
2. vVith B as a center and a . . . . . .
3. Join BC. 6ABC is by const. the required 6.
The circle OJ which B is the center and a the.radius, if completed
cuts j A C in two points. Why can there not be twO' 6s? Complete
the circle and explain.

Ex. 73.
To construct a triangle,
B
having given two sides and the angle
(opposite the less.
Show by construction, that there may A
G
be two triangles, one triangle, or no triangle possible, according to the length of the side opposite to
the angle.
THEOREM:

VII.

53. Any side of a triangle is less than the sum of the other
two.

Since by definitioll a straight lille is the shortest distance bet"veen any'two of its points.
Illustrate the above by a figure.
Ex. 74. Why can you not construct a triangle whose sides are
2,4, and 6?

Ex. 75
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TRIANGLES-:

THEOREM VIII.
54. 1. The greater side of a triangle is opposite to the
greater angle.
2. Conversely: The greater angle is opposite to the greater
/side.

I. In 6, ABC, let LA >
L C, then a > c.
1. For from L A cut off by
c' Lx

==

B
a.

LC.

2. c' == . ..
'Vhy? §45:
3. . . . ~ ...
4. c'
g == .. Why?
5. but c' + g > .
6. a> c.

1

+

A

"Thy? §55

Why?

II. In 6, ABC . ...
1. For if LA is not> L C1,
either L A === L C or L A

<

G

£.-

B

LC.

2. But L A is not == L 0,
for then a vvould == c.
3. L A is not < L C, for
then a < c;
both of

4.

vV hich

A,---...,..----~ 6

are contrary to the hypothesis.

Since L A is not == L 0, nor

<

L 0; LA> L C.
Q. E. D.

NOTE. We have here used an axiolll obvious to anyone of
COlnmon sense, not included in the list of axioms previously
given, viz: a magnitude must be greater than another, be equal to
it, or be less. The formal statement and quotat,ion of this class
or axioms serves to confuse rather than help us in geometrical
reasoning.

Ex. 75. Why can you not construct a triangle whose sides are
1,2, and 5?
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§ 55

PLANE GEOMETRY.

THEOREM IX.
55. If two sides of one triangle be equal to two sides of

another, and the included angles 1/;nequal, the third side of the
one which. has the greater ·inchtded angle will be greCtter' than
the third side of the other.

B

f'

\,,
\

\ ',0-

J. \ "
\

A--------:-b---~G D
"II'

'

~L.--'~ G'
H

G

In the 6s ABC and DEG, let c == 9 and a === ... but
the inc. L . . . . . . . . then will b > . . .
1. For apply 6ABO . . c on its eq. g A on .. and .. on ..
2. Since L B > L E, a takes a position a' and 0 a position 0' without 6 DEG.
3. Bisect L GEO' by . • . . . . . in H.
4,5, 6, 7. Prove 6 GEH == 6 HEO'.
Why?
8. GH == HO'.
'I

9. . . . . ~ . . . .

10.
11.
12.
13.

+

DH
GH
But .....
DO' > e.
b > e.

==

DG1,.

vVhy?
Why? §53
Why?
'Vhy?

> e.

Q. E. D.

THEOREM

X.

56. If two sides of one triangle be equal to two sides of
another each to each, bu.t the bases 1/;neqltal, the angle contai-ned- by the sides of the one which has the greater base will be
greater than the corresponding angle oj the other.
Draw a fig. and prove the theor. by the method of §54: 2.

Ex. 79.
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TRIANGLES.

rHEOREM XI.
57. If from a povnt {within a triangle straight lines be
drawn to the extrendties of the base, the sttrn of these lines is le88
than the sttrn of the other two side8 of the triangle.
State~ ,the theorem by the
figure.
1. For produce AD . . . .
2. Now in 6 DEO, DO
<. . .
Why? §53
3. AD ~
.
4
< AE+ EO.
5. Also in 6 ABE; AE <
6. EO ~ .....
7. . . . L AB + BO.
8. Much more then. .

B

G

A~

Why? §17:s.
'Vhy? §53

..

Why? §17:3
Why? §17:6
Q. E. D.

58. THEORE:NI XI may be stated: If ttvo lines envelop
ttvo others the sttm of the enveloped line8 is le8s than the 8ttm of
the enveloping lines.
Specify in the above figure the enveloping lines and the enveloped lines.

+ g + OB > ~ (a+b+c)
+g >
Why?
>
.
>
.
+ .. >
Why'! §17:2

Ex. 76. d
1. For d
2

3
4. 2 d
5. d

+ .....

B

A

~---,---~

G,

State this exercise as a theorem.
Ex. 77. Prove by the above figure, that a
b-c applying §53.
State this exercise as a theorem beginning: Any side of

>

a6> ....
Ex. 78. The medians on the equal sides of an isosceles triangle
form another isosceles triangle. See §38 and 46: lEx. 79. The medians of an -eqtiil~teral t,riangle bisect its angles.
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PLANE GEO]\{ETRY.

THEOREM

XII.

59. Through a given point only one line can be
perpe'(l;dicular 'til a given line.
I. At C in the I AB only one I CP ca.n be dra.wn
For by definition the rt L PCB == t the st L A CB.
II. Through a pt P
drawn to AB.

~vitho'nt

AB only one

...L

dra~v1J;

-l

AB.

as PC can be

1. For, if possible, let PD be
another I, -l AB.
2. Produce PC to E making
CE

== PC.

3. Join DE.
In 6s PDC and EDC,
4.
.
5.
~
.
6.

L .. -

7. 6
8.

Lv ==

Why?
Why? §25
"\Vhy?

.

.
.
being hom. is equa16s.

9. LPDEis a stL.
10. Which is absurd.

Why?
\Vhy? §17:7
Q. E. D.

THEOREM:

XIII.

60. 1. The perpendicula~" is the shortest distance fro?n a
point to a line.
2. The shortest distance
pendicular.

IT01Ti

a point to a line is the per-

I. State by the figure of §59.
1. Let PD == any other I than PC.
2. Canst. and prove 6s eq. as in §59, alld that c == c'.

Ex. 84
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+

3. c
c' > PEe
Why? §53
4. c which is tof (c
c') > d which is t of (d+d'.)
Every other I > d; . '. d is the least dist. from B to AB.
II. Let d be the least distance from P to AB" then
d -'- AB.
For let any other I as c be -L AB, then c < d "\vhich is
contrary to the hypothesis.

+

61. The locus of a point is the place "\vhere all points,
satisfying a given condition is situated. To show that a
given line or system of lines straight or other"\vise is a locus
we must prove:

1. That every point within the Nne or
fies a given condition.
2.

systen~

of lines satis-

That no point without the line or syste?n of lines satis-

fies it.
Ex. 80. Mark a point P on paper. Construct wit.h the compass
the locus of all points ~ inch from P, then the locus of a point %
inch fronl P, then the locus of a point 1 inch from P.

T

H

I

uDv

A~;:7~~P~5
I:

Fig. Ex. 81.

D

Fig, Ex. 82.

Fig. Ex. 83.

Ex. 81. Let EC bis. LDCB, and FC bis. the adj. L ACD, Fe
See §§22 and 23. State this as a theorem.
Ex. 82. Let ML bis. LGLI and NI, the vert. LKLH; MLN
is a straight line. See §29. State this as a theorem.
Ex. 83. The bisectors of the base angles of an isosceles triangle, form another isosceles triangle. See §§45: 1 and 46: lEx. 84. Lines from the extremities of the base of an isosceles
triangle to points on the opposite sides equally distant from the
vertex are equal.
~CE.
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PLANE GEOMETRY.

THEORE1\I

XIV.

62. The loctts of a point eqttally distant jrom the extrernities of a line, is the perpendictdar to the line at ,its mid-point.

D

Let DC 1.- AB at its mid-pt C.
I. If P is in DC)· PA == PB.

p ,,"',

Prove this. See §§23 and 38.

(

II. If P' is "vithout DC, AP'
"
cutting DC in some pt. as P; A ,./'"
AP' > BP'.
1. For AP == . . .
2.
PP' ~
.
3. .
===
.
e ••••

adding noting t,bat AP

4. But pp'
5. . . > ..

,

p

//1'

\

''-''

,\~ ,

, ','.., 8
(j

vVhy?

+ P pI =

ApI.

+ P' B > ...

Why?
Why?
Q. E. D.

THEOREM XV.
63. 1.- Lines perpendicttlar to the same line are parallel.

A line perpendictdar to one of two p(trallellines 'is perpendicltlar to the other.
I. Let AC and BD 1.- AB.
2.

A..---_~G

Then .....
1. For if not

2.
-LS

'

.
Why? §13
From E we have 2

8t----D

3

......... £
"

...

.

which is absurd.

3.
II.
1.
2.

...

\Vhy?

A. and B canllot meet and are
Let AB 1.- AC
.
For I i. AB at B. . . . . . .
BD ~ I 1.- AB at B. \
.

II.
Why? part 1
Why? §17: 8
Q. E. D.

Ex. 88
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PARALLEL LINES.

PROBLEM

IX.

64. Through a given point construct a line parallel to a
given line.

p.

Construct by §51.
In proof, see §63.

65.

DEF.

A - - -_ _B

A line cutting two or more lines is called a

transversal or secant. Alternate interior

angles are on opposite side~ of the
transversal between the lines cut by it.
Alternate exterior angles are on opposite sides of the transversal without the
lines cut by it. Corresponding angles are angles similarly
situated as 7 and 3.
Nan1e 3 other pair of corresponding angles. Narne each
of the 2 pair of alternate interior angles. Narne each of
the 2 pair of alternate exterior angles.
Ex. 85. Prove that PA

+ PB +

PC
a A

B

+ PD > AC + BD and state this as
theorem.

Ex. 86. Prove that in the figure of
Ex. 76; g
d
OB
a
b
c and
state this as a theorem.
D
G
Ex. 87. Construct an angole of 45° by bisecting- a right angle.
Ex. 88. Dravv a line AB. Through any pt P in AB, draV\T I
DPC making L CPA, 45°. Through the pt Q, ~ in. from P, in
CP draw EQF II AB. :Find by measuring the angles ho,v many
Ls= LCPA. Find how many Ls= LCPB. Hovvrnanydegrees
in L CPB? Why? What is in this case true of the alternate
exteriol" L s? What is true of the alternate in'terior L s? ",Vhat
is true of the corresponding L s? IIow lllany L s are there =
45°? How many = 135°? How loany obtuse angles have you
made in this figure? How III any acute L s?

+ +

< + +
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§ 66

XVI.
66. Two lines c~tt by a transversal are parallel;
1. If two alternate angles are equal)'
;2. If two corresponding angles are equal)'
3. If the S~tm of the interior angles on the Sarl"ie side of
the transversal is two right angles.
THEOREl\£

I. Let the transv. EF cut
AB and CD making L IHK A
=== L . . . ., or L . . . . ==
L . . . . ; or L EHI == . . .
or . · . . ==. . . . Then. . .. G.
1. For through K the midpt of GH dra,v IK -L AB.
F
2. In 6s IHK and HKL, HK ==

E

8

t> •

f)

.....

'Vhy?
Why?
4. L
==. . . . .
'Vhy? §29
5. . ·.6
==.. . .
Why? §40
6. .'. L KLG =::=. • • • •
'Vhy?
7. AB and CD are each -L AB.
Why?
8.
'Vhy?
9. Bim. if LKHB == L . . . . . . . ..
'''hy?
Give the proof in the case of the exterior alternate
angles.
3.

Lx

== . . . . . . .

II. Let the L EHI == L . . . or L . . . . == L . . . .
Then AB II CD.
1. For L EHI == L . . .
Why? §29
Complete the proof.
III. Let LBEG
== 2 rt Ls. Then AB- . .
1. For LIHK-== LKGL,

+ .....

0

each being the sup. of BHG.

2

.

Part 1

Ex. 89. State the converse of Theoreln XVI as a theorem.

Ex. 95.
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PARALLEL LINES.

THEOREM

XVII.

67. If a transversal cut two parallel lines)'
1._ The alternate angles formed are equal.
2. The corresponding angles are equal.
3. The sun~ of the interior angles on the same side of the
transversal is" two right angles.
I-Jet I EF cut. . . . .
E
I. Lx == ... and. . .. A
~G~u
B
== the alt. ext. L 'We
)( v
1. For through H dra,v G
Q_ -- __ z y
O·
OLmaking LGHL == Lx.
wH-·------_ . . L
2. . . OL II ....
F
Why? 66: 1
Why? 17:8,
3
OL ~ ....
4
LGHL ~ Ly.
5. .'. x == . . . .
Why? 17: 1
Prove that the L t(; == the alt. ext. L 'We See §§29 and
17:1.
II. and III. See §29, note the method of proof of §§66: 2:
alld 66: 3.
Ex. 90. Let y = 23° 27'. Find the ot.her 7 angles.
Ex. 91.. Let w ~ ~ v. Find the other angles.
Ex. 92. Prove that the bisectors of x and yare parallel, and!
enunciate this statement generally as a theorem. See §67: 1.

p

A
Ex. 93.
Ex. 94.
Ex. 95.
Prove this

x\/\'j
G

"':J

P

-_.

'\VOI
\

BA

D"
8

G

Construct Problem IX by §66: 1.
Construct Problem IX by §66: 2.
If in fig. of §66; EHB
FGD = 2 rt L s; AB
statement and enunciate it as a theorem.

+

II CD..
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PLANE GEOMETRY.

THEOREM

§ 68

XVIII.

68. Two lines C1tt by a transversal rnaking the S1tm of the
.angles on one side of it less'than two right angles must meet on
.that side of the transversal.

Let the
1. For const
2. AB does not

.

II

CD.

~

. .
\iVhy? §67:3
G
3. ABisnotll .. \iVhy? §17: s
4. AB cannot n1eet OD on the left. . .. Why? §17:

7

since it would then cut AF in 2 pts., which is absurd.

5. But AB lllust meet CD.
6

THEOREM

69.
-other.

\Vhy? §15

.

Q. E.D.

XIX.

Lines parallel to the sarne line' are parallel to each

Let a II C alld b II . . . Then. . . .
1. For draw DE nlaking L s x,
y, and z, with a, b, and c respectively.
2. Lx == . . ..
Why? §67: 2
3. L .. == L . .. \iVhy? §67: 2
4. . '. L ... ===L ...
'Vhy? §17: 1

5. . . . II ...

o
_ _ _~

a.

h

--r----

G

\iVhy? §66:

2

Q. E. D.

Ex. 96. Prove §69 by applying §67: 1 instead of §67: 2.
Ex. 97. In the figure of §67 the bisectors of x and yare parallel.
Ex. 98. If 2 II Is be cut by a transversal the bisectors of the
.alternate exterior L s are II and the bisectors of the corresponding
Ls are II.
Ex. 9SJ. If, in the figure of §69, z = 34° 27', find all the other
angles.

Ex. 106
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ANGLES OF TRIANGLES.

THEOREM

XX.

70. 1. !f one side of a triangle be produced the exterior
angle is equal to the S'L~m of the interior and re?note angles.
2. The sum of the angles of a triangle is t'LVO right angles.

I. Let I A 0 or 6 . . . . .
1. For draw OS II ...
Lx == . .
Why? §67: 1
2. L
Why? §67: 2
3

8

£
I

/

.
by adding (1) and (2).

II. Let ABC be 6; . ..

1. ForLA+LB'== ..
2. L.,. ~ .....
3. L A
LB
L () == L 0
4. But -L 0
L z == 2 rt L s.
5.'
.

+

+

~-..L..._D
Why? §70: 1

A '--

+

+

Lz.

Why?
Why? §22
Q. E. D.

Ex. 100. How many degrees are there in the three L s of a 6 ?
Ex. 101. How many degrees in one L of an equilateral 6 ?
Ex. 102. If in the figure of §70, z == 110° and B == 50°; find A.
State this exercise as a theorem, beginning: If one side of
a triangle be produced forming
.

THEOREM

XXI.

71. The acute angles of art-angled
triangle are co?nplements of each other.
See §70: 2.

13

A

Ex. 103. L A == 35° 20'; find B; A ==
G
60°; Find B; .A == 14° 40'; find B.
Ex. 104. L B == 3 LA; find each L; LA == 8 L B; find each L.
Ex. t05. LA: L B == 4: 5. Find each angle.
Ex. 106. LA - L B == 20°. ]j~ind A and B.
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§ 72

- PLANE GEOMETRY.

THEOREM XXII.
72. 1. If two angles of a triangle are equal to two angles of

another, each to each, the two triangles are mutually equiangular.
2. If two angles and a side of one triangle are equal to
ttVO angles and the homologous side of the other, each to each,
the two triangles are equal.
3. Homologous altitudes of equal triangles are equal.
B

E
a.

A ~_ _~

J.
~6

DI-

b

I. See §7(): 2.
II. Apply §§72: 1 and 40.
III. Dravv a figure, and apply §70:
.EdXA·lOB7. Iudea 6 ABC, A = 2B =40.
, ,an
.
F In
Ex. 108. If the angles of a 6 are 3x, 4x,
and 5x ;-find each L..
Ex. 109. Prove §70: 2 by thIS figure~
See §67: 1.

~

e

G

2.

D

A

B

E.

~

73. ' If the sides of two angles are so situated that, by
revolving aIle angle about its vertex till'one of its sides is
parallel to the similarly situated side of the other, both
the sides lie in the same direction from the vertex, the sides
of the angles are said to lie in corresponding directions.
Draw two angles whose sides are parallel and in the saIne
direction from the vertex; Draw 2 L.s whose Is are II and in opposite directions from the vertex. Draw 2 L. s whose Is are II, one
in the same direction from the vertex, as the corresponding- side of
the other L, and the relnainlng Is in opposite directions from the
vertex. Dra,v 2 L s ,vhose Is are not -L but lie in corresponding
directions from the vertex. Point out in the figure of §74 the L.
which conforms to each of the above conditions except one.

Ex. 120
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ANGI.JES OF TRIANGLES.

THEOREM

XXIII.

74. 1. A ngles whose sides are parallel and lie in the sa'me
direction are equal.
2. Angles whose sides are perpendicular and lie in corresponding d,irections are equal.

I. Let L s 1 and 2 haye. . . . . .
1. For L 1 == .. V\Thy? §67: 2
2. L 3 == . . .. Why? §67: 2
3.
Why? §17: 1
II. Let L s a and d have I dF
-L . . and . . -L . .; then . . . . .
1. For L a is the compo ...
Why? §71
2. L
Why? §71
.
Why? §29 a
3. Lx == .
4.
Why? §28

B

E G
F
Q. E. D.

Ex. 110. In the figure to §74: 1, prove that L 5 = L 2 and state
the fact as a theorem.
Ex. 111. Prove that L 4 is the sup. of L 2, and state the fact
as a theorem.
Bx. 112. Prove §74: 2 by revolving L d through 90°.
Ex. 113. If in the figure of §67, v and yare bisected, their bisec-,
tors are ..L.
Ex. ] 14. The vert. L of an isosceles 6= 40°. Find the base L s.
Ex. 1]5. The vert. i.. of an isosceles 6 = the Rum of the base
L s. Find each L.
Ex. 116. I(the vert. L of an isoseles 6 = A 0; find the base L s.
~~x. 117. If the base L of an isosceles 6 = BO; find thi vertical L.
'
Ex. ItS. In 6 ABC, A = 20 and B = 3C. Find-each L.
Ex. 119. If in the fig. of §45: 1, x = 32°; find L s A and C.
Ex. 120. If in 6 of Ex. S3, LPVS = 80°, find all the other
angles.
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PLANE GEOMETRY.

THEOREM

XXIV.

75. The bisector of an angle' is the locus of a point equally
distant fron~ its sides.
4

Let OP bisect the L O.
I. Let P == any pt. in OP,
'and PA and PB its distances
from the Is of L O.
1. PA -L OA. . . .. Why?
2.-6. Prove that 6 OPA ==
60PB. (See§72:2).

I

r

~!f
'A.
~~:...------"~

o

7
.
II. Let P' == any pt. without OP, and P' A and P"C.
1. For P' A _L • . . a11d. .. -L . . .
2. Join P' B.
Why?
3. AP == BP.
4. pp' ~
.
Why? §17:
5. AP' ==
.
Why?
6. But pp' + P' B > ..
7.... AP' > ..
Why?
8. Also P'B > P'C.
9. Much more then.
Why? §17:

2

6

Q. E. D.

Ex. 121. Mark a point 0 on paper. Construct the locus of a
point 1 inch from O. See §§12 and 6l.
Ex. 122. Construct the locus of a point ~ inch distant frolll
the circumference of the circle of Ex. 121. lIov\'" many lines are
there in the locus?
Ex. 123. Construct the locus of a point equidistant from two
intersecting lines. Show that the locus consists at two lines intersecting at right angles.
Ex. 124. The exterior a.ngle of an isosceles triangle is twice
the adjacent interior angle. Prove that the triangle is equilateral.
Ex. 125. The vertical angle B or an isosceles triangle is equal
to the sum or the base angles A and 0; find each angle.

Ex. 126

1
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PERPENDICULARS AND OBLIQUE LINES.

THEOREM

XXV.

76. If, from any point on a perpenclicl~lar to a given line,
oblique lines be drawn to that line:
1. Lines cutting off equal distances fro'm the foot of the perpendicular are equal.
2. Conversely: Eql~al lines cut off equal distances from the
foot of the perpendicldar.
3. Of two uneql~al lines the one c'LlJtting off the greater R,distance from the foot of the perpendicldar is the greater.
4. Conversely: The greater line ctds off the greater distance
from the foot of the perpendic~dar.
5. Only tU)O eqtlJal oblique lines can be drawn.

p~

From P let a -.L PC. . . . .
I. Let DC == CB then. . .
See §38.

l\tlake 5 steps.

II. May be proved by the
method used in §54: 2.
III. Let A C > -.

>...

., then..

.A

B)
G

1. For LADP > the rtLDCP.
Why? §70: 1
2. LPAD<artL.
Why? §70:2
3. L... >. . .
Why? §17: 6
4. AP.>...
Why? §54: 1
IV. May be proved by the method of §54: 2.
V. Only two eq. obl.18, as PD ....
1. For if possible let P A . . . . .
2. Since PA does not ~ PD, either AC > DC or ....
3. . .. P A . . . > or . . . < . .. .
4..
Q. E. D.
Ex. 126.

LPDC-LP..l IC=20o; find LAPD.
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§ 77

PLANE GEOMETRY.

THEOREM XXVI. 77. Two right-angled triangles having the hypotenuse and

a side equal in each are eqttcd.

In the rt6s
.
t. For apply 6 ABO to 6 DEG, BO on its equal EG,
but A at A' opposite D.
Why? §22
2. -DGA is a I
.
"\Vhy? §76: 2
3. DG == GA'.
4
'
.
Q. E. D.
PROBLEM

X.

78. Given ttvo. angles of a triangle to construct the third
angle.

-\L
1

\

\

\X'
\

W,

-------

Given two L s of 6, x and y

'J

.

. 79. DEF. A quadrilateral is a rectilinear figure having
four sides.
80.

DEF.

A trapezium is a quadrilateral wllich has no

parallel sides.

81. DEF. A trapezoid is a quadrilateral which has two
parallel sides. It is isosceles when the nOll-parallel sides
are equal. _

Ex. 128.

FIGURES BOUNDED BY ·STRAIGHT LINES.
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82. DEF. A parallelogram is a quadrilateral whose
opposite sides are parallel.
83.
ogram.

DEF.

A I'homboid is an oblique-angled parallel-

84.

DEF.

A I'hombus is an equilateral rhomboid.

85.

DEF.

A rectangle is a right-angled parallelogram.

86.

DEF.

A square is an equilateral rectangle.

~x.

127. Draw a trapezium, a trapezoid, a rhomboid, a rhomHow many of the figures are
quadrilaterals? how many parallelograms? how many rectangles?

bus, a rectangle, and a square.

TH~oREM

XXVII.

87. 1. A diagonal divides a parallelograrn into two equal
triangles.
2. The opp08ite sides and angles of a
equal.

parallelograrn~

are

3. .If two opposite sides of a quadrilateral are eqttal and
parallel it is a parallelogram.

I. The diag. . .
1. For in 6 s....

/)

Lx . ...

Why? §67:
2

1

.

\Vhy? §67: 1 A
3
~
.
4. D
.
II. See part 1.
III. See §§67: 1, 38, and 66:

\Vhy? §40
1.

Ex. 128. The sunl of the angles of a quadrilateral id 4 rt L s.
Apply §70: 2.
.
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PLANE GEOMETRY.

THEOREM

88. Parallel lines are

§ 88

XXVIII.

~verywhere

.equally d/£stant.

Let E and F == any pts. G
~
~
D"
in AB, and EG and FH,
::
I
their distances from CD, a
:
I
I II AB, then EG == FH.
A_-~E---'-F--l--/3

1. For .. -L .. and ..
2. . .... II . .
3. . '. EHis a ~.
4.

Why?
vVhy?
Why?
Why?

-L

§60:
§63:

2
1

§82

§87:

2

Q. E. D.

THEOREM

89.

Let AD and BCbe the
diag's of ~
.
1.. For in DB. . . L x
== .. and L tfJ • • • • • • •
Why? §67: 1
2. . . . . Why? §87: 2

3.
4.

XXIX.

The diagonals of a parallelogram bisect each other.
.~

A--....-

D......
CE ==

..

and ..

== . .

~~o

~

B

Why? §40
Why?
Q. E. D.

,Ex. 129. If the opposite sides of a quadrilateral are equal, it is
a parallelogram. See §§48 and 66: 1.
Ex. 130.. State what is given and what to be proved "in theorems XV to XXV.
/
Ex. 131. The quadrilateral whose diagonals bisect each other
is a parallelograln. Apply §§29, 38, 66: l.
Ex. 132. The diagonals of a rectangle are equal.
Ex. 133. The diagonals of a rhombus bisect each other at
right angles.
Ex. 134. State and prove the converse of theorem XXVIII.

Ex. 137
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POLYGONS.

THEOREM

XXX.

90. A system of parallel lines which divides one transversal
equally divides all transversals eq'Llally.
Let bl cut
bd

== ... , ===

II

Is ab, ... making
: ., and also ah cut

. . " . . .; th'eB ac == . . == . .
1. For draw am II
.
2. am === • ',' em
, and
.
\Vhy? §87: 2
3. am II .. II .. \Vhy? §69
4. Now in 6s amc and ene, am
5. 1. x == . . . and 1. acm. . .
6. 6
.
7. ac === ••
8. Sitn
.

== ..

Why? §17:1
- Why? §67: 2
'iVhy? §38
Why?
Q.E. D.

,

Ex. 135. State the converse of theorem XXVII: l.

Ex. 136. State the converse of exercise 132 beginning: The
parallelogram \vhose . . . . .. Prove this to be true.
Ex. 137. State and prove the converse of Ex. 133.

91. DEF. A polygon is a figure bounded by straight
lines, called sides, which taken together- constitute its
perimeter.
92.' Classes of polygons by the nUlnber of sides.
NO. OF SIDES.

3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

NAME.

NO. OF SIDES.

Triangle.
Quadrilateral.
Pentagon.
Hexagon.
I-Ieptagon.

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

NAME.

Octagon.
Nonagon.
Decagon.
Undecagon.
Dodecagon.
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PLANE GEOMETRY.

93. DEF.
.adjacent.

A diagonal of a polygon joins two angles not

Draw a polygon of 5 sides and all possible diagonals.
94~ A regular polygon is one that is equilateral and
equiangular.

95. A convex polygon is one in which each interior
.angle is less than two right angles.
96. A concave polygon is one which has one -or more
interior angles called reentrant angles greater than two
right angles.
Ex. 138. Draw as many diagonals as 'possible in a hexagon.

97. DEF. Two polygon,S whose sides taken in the same
Qrder are equal, each to each, are mutually equilateral. If
their angles are similarly equal they are mutually equi.angular.
'
THEOREM

XXXI.

98. The sum of the interior angles' of a polygon of ri sides
is 2(n-2) 1'"ight dngles.
.

Let AB . . . == a polygon of
n Is; then L A
==
2(n-2) rtLs.
1. For from A draw . . . . .
2. Each I of . . . except AB
.. may -be regarded as thebase of 6 whose vertex .is A.
3. Since the polygon has

A

+ . . . ..

.8
6

n Is.
4. All the L s of all the 6s .
5. But the sum of . . == the sum of .
6. The sum.

§70:2
Why? §17:5
Why? §17:1
Q. E. D.

Ex. 148

POLYGONS.

THEOREM

43

XXXII.

99. The S11Jm of the exterior angles of any polygo~ is fo~/;r
right angles.

Let P == a polygon of n Is, a, b, c,
etc., its ext. L s; then a
b c etc.
== 4 rt L s.
1. For a
a' == 2 rtLs.·
'\Thy?
2. SUll). of L s at all the vertices ==
2 n rtL s.
Why?
3. But sum of L s of P == . . .
4. a
b + c etc. == 4 rt L s.

+ + +

+

+

Why? §98
Why?
Q.E.D.

Ex. 139. Draw a pentagon having one reentrant angle.
Ex. 140. Draw a pentagon having two reentrant angles.
~x. 141. Draw a hexagon having three reentrant angles.
Ex. 142. Find the sum of t.he angles of a quadrilateral; a
hexagon; an octagon; a decagon; a dodecagon.
Ex. ] 48. :Find one angle of each of the following regular polygons: a hexagon; a pentagon; a heptagon; a nonagon; an UDdecagon.
Ex. 144. Find in degrees, minutes, and seconds one exterior
angle of a regular heptagon; a regular undecagoll.
Ex. 145. If a .line para lIel to the base of a triangle bisect one
of the other sides, it bisects both. Suggestion. Draw a third
parallel through the vertex and apply §90.
Ex. 146. The mid-point of the hypotenuse
B
of a right t.riangle is equidistant froID the
vertices of the three angles. Apply §63: 1,
'0
Ex. 145, §76: 1. '
Ex. 147. If the inedian to a side of a
triangle is equal to half that side, the angle Ji
E
G
opposite it is a right angle. Apply §45: 1
twice, then §70: 2.
Ex. 148. On a given line construct a regular dodecagon. Sug·
gestion. Construct an exterior angle by bisecting an angle of an
equilateral triangle.
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PROBLEM

§ 100

XI.

100. On a given line as a side:
1. Construct an equilateral triangle.
2.

3.

Construct a square.
C01t8truct a hexagon.

I. See §37.
II. See §51: 1.
III. Construct L s by applying §100: 1 twice.

FIELD WORK.
101. The name Geometry originally meant measuring
the earth. With due care to secure accuracy, the application of the science to actual measurements in the fields is
not only intensely interesting to young pupils, and useful
in manual training, bllt of great valt!e in developing intellectual faculties whose culture is too much neglected.
Apparatus need not be expensive but should be provided in such abundance as to give employment to every
member of the class. Surveyors chains, tapes, pins and
ranging poles are desirable, yet most of the work of providing inexpensive substitutes nlay be performed by the
class, and serve as useful manual training. Straight sticks
one to two feet long, for pins, and others five to ten feet
long, for ranging poles, preferably of hard wood, may
sometimes be secured without cost, as carpenters' waste
material, and in any case cost little. A ball of strong
t\/vine may be cut into lengths slightly exceeding 50, 100,
and 66 feet. Every 10 feet (or 10 links) may be marked
by tieing on a knot'made of colored office tape. Feet (or
links) may be marked by knots of colored druggists' t\/vine.

Ex. 152
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FIEtD WORK.

The measuring and marking should be done by the '.
pupils, being in itself a valuable exercise. If no suitable
fields are available, streets little travelled, may be used.
102. By the exercise of ingenuity all problems may be adapted
to field ,,'-ork, but it is best t.o spend most of the time on such
problems as a surveyer might be called on to perform. The
ability to run a straight line and to measure it accur·ately is the
foundation of all surveyors ,,"'ork and should receive due attention. We add a few exercises. In most cases, where lines are
given or required, it is better to work them using only two or
more ranging poles 8S instruments.
Ex. 149. To produye a straight line. Place two ranging poles
at points in the line and sighting by these place a third pole, then
using those already placed extend the line as far as desired.
Ex. 150. At a given point in a given line erect a perpendicular
to the line.
IIold one end of the cha,in at P, the
0
given point, the other at A on the given
,.
line, and the middle at C. without the
line. Still holding fast the end at A and A '" "" . . . . . . .
B
the middle at C revolve the part CP till
,. ""
.........
it is in the same straight. line with AC.
P
DA J... .AB. Prove this by Ex. 147.
Ex. 151. At a given point ,,"ithout a line construct a perpendicular to that line.
Let D, fig. of Ex. ]50, be the given pt, AB the given line. Stretch
the chain from D to A, a point in the line. Complete the construction.
Ex. 152. Construct through a given point a line parallel to a
given line.
.
Through P construct a line parallel to DB. Stretch the chain
from P to D in the given line. Revolve 1he chain about its center,
held fast at C till the end at P is
at E in I DB and the part-CD in
the position OF, making I FP II CB. Prove t,his..

9(//
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§ 103

103. Evidently a part of the chain, tape or string m~y
be used instead of the whole. Lines should be determined
not by stretching a string but by points, e. g., in the
figure of Ex. 152, ascertain whether D, E and Bare
exactly in one line by standing at D and observing whether
E is exac~ly between D and B.
Ex. 153. To construct an angle equal to a given angle. At B
in the line BC construct an angle equal to LA.

A

\-

)

A

\

DI

. Hold three points of the chain at A, E, and JJ pts., at t,he vertex
and on t be sides of the given L. and an end long enough to reach
from E to D. Stretch a part of this ~nd from E to D and note the
length of each side of the 6 ADE. Cornplete the constr'uction and
prove it.
Ex. ] 54. To find the distances between two objects visible
from each other, but separated by a pond or other obstacle to
measurement.

A~8A\~
!.~.~

H

\1

Cl -

-

-

-

-

Fig. Ex. 154.

-J

O

G~

II

- - - - .YD
Fig. Ex. 155.

Ex. ] 55. To find the distance bet,veen t"vo objects, neither of
which can be seen from the other.
In this case it is impossible to make AC -L AB, exactly. We
therefore layoff .A 9== BD, and as nearly -L AB as possible, D being
yisible from C. The measured distance CD must then be" corrected by adding or subtracting AF' and GB the distances from
.A and B to the feet of -L s to CD from C and D. This method is
usually sufficiently exact, but if greater accuracy is required
especialJy if AF and GB should be more than one or two rods, let
fall -LS from A and B to the I CD anGcorrect the posit1ions C_and
D by taking equal distances from .A and B on those -LS.

Ex. 157
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SUPPLEMENT TO BOOK 1.

SUPPLEMENTARY THEOR.EMS AND EXERCISES.

THEOREM

XXXIV.

-104. A triangle is determined.
1. By three sides.
2. By two angles and a side.
3. By two sides and the included angle.
4. By two eq1.l.tal sides and an a~gle.
5. Two si~es and the angle opposite the greater.

§48

§72:2
§38

8

~

A

b

(,

IV. See §§45: 1 and 70: 2.
V. In 68 . . . let c . ., a == . ., and L A, opposite the
gr. I == ... ; then · · . ·
1. For dravv EG .-L ••
2. Now apply 6, ... , L A on its eq. . " . . ., c ~ . . .
Why?
3. Either a ~ d.
Why?
4. Or a meets DF . . " " " " "
Why?' .
5. But a cannot take the position a'.
6. a ~ d)" 6,ABO ~ ... , and., ..
Why? §14
Q. E. D.

Ex. 156. When it is known whether
a triangle is acute angled or obtuse
angled, two sides and the angle opposite
the less determine a triangle.
Ex. 157. Const. 2 II Is and the locus
of a point .equally distant from them.

B

A
----....-.............

G
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,Ex. ] 58. Const. the complete locus of a point 1 cm distant
from a given limited line 3 Cln long.
Ex. 159. Const. the complete locus of a point distant from the
perirnetC?r of an eq. 6" ~ the length of one side.
Ex. 160. Const. au eq. 6 and divide it into 9 eq. 6s, thus
trisect. each I. See §§42, 64, 67: 1, and 72:2.
Ex. 161. In Ii ABC, A(J = Be, AD and
G
BE are angle-bisectors: 1) If B = 70°,
find Ls1, 3, and 8; 2) If B= % C;find
Ls2,5, and 7. ~)·If L4=1100; :find C.
4) If B = BO; find all the other L s.
Ex. 162. (Figure of §76). If from a pt. A
8,
without a I, a .L and also oblique Is, be
drawn: 1) Oblique Is making equal L s ,vith the J.. are equal,
and conversely. 2) ObI. Is 'making uneq. L s with J.. are uneq.,
and conversely.
'
Ex. 163. If from a pt. without a I, obl. Is be drawn: 1) Eq. obI.
Is luake eq. L s with t,he base, and conversely;- 2) Of two uneq.
obI. Is, the 'gr. makes the less L with the base, and conversely.
3) Only two Is can be drawn making eqL s with the base.
Ex. 164. An ext. base L of an isos. 6:. = 1 rt L + the vert. L.

105. DEF. When three or ;more lines pass through the
same point they are said to be concurrent.
10tt DEF~ A unique point is the only, one possessing a
given property; as the,intersection of two lines.
Ex. 165. Draw five concurrent lines.
Ex. 166. What kind of a point is the intersection of six con«.urrent lines..
THEOREM

XXXV.

, 107. The line joining the mid-points of two
sides of.a triangle is parallel to the third side
and half of its length.

M
B

lJ

E.

Ex. 167. The Is joining the mid-points of the
. \ /
adj. Is of a quadrilateral form a c:J whose Is A
F
G
are II the diagonals of the quadrilateral and half their length.

Ex. 179

PARALLELOGRAMS,

THEOREM

MEDI~NS.

49

XXXVI.

108. Lines dra1.vn from two OP1)osite angles oj a parallelogram to the 1nid-points oj two opposite sides trisect the diagonal they cut.
~

Prove 6 AGF== 6GHK
and 6 GHK == 6 EHa.
See §§87: 2, 67: 2, 67: 1,
and 72: 2.

~4lE-------k---"';"'Y---~C

Ex. 168. The Is joining the mid-pts of adj. Is of a rhombus
fornl a 0 .
Ex. 169. The bisectors of the base L s of an isosc. trapezoid
form an isoac. 6.,
Ex. 170. Homologous medians of eq. DS are equal.

t09. DEF. A median of a polygon of 2n sides JOIns
the mid-points of opposite sides. A median of a polygon
of 2n+1 sides joins the mid-point of a side to the
vertex of the opposite angle.
Illustrate this by drawing polygons of 3, 4, 5, '6, and 7 sides,
all possible medians to two of them, and one median to each of
the others.
Ex. 171. If n = 5, find the number of medians in a polygon of
2n sides; in a polygon of 2n
1 sides.
Ex. 172. The medians of a CJ I! its Is and = its Is.
Ex. 173. The medians of a CJ bisect each other.
Ex. 174. The medians of a CJ bisect its diagonals.
Ex. 175. The intersection of the medians and diagonals of a
parallelogranl is a unique point. See §106.
Ex. 176. Homologous angle bisectors of equal triangles are
equal, also the segments of sides made by them.
Ex. 177. Homologous segments of sides of equal triangles
made by homologous perpendiculars are equal.
Ex. 178. Construct an angle of 60°" (Const. an eq tl. 6.)
Ex. 179. Construct angles of 80°, 15°, and 7~o. See §42.

+
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THEOREM

XXXVII.

110. In any triangle, the following lines are concurrent:
1. The three angle bisectors.
2. The three perpendiculars to the mid-points of the -sides.
3. The three perpendiculars -from the angles to the opposite
sides.
4-. Th~ three medians)· the greater segment of each being
twice the smaller.

I. Apply §75.
II. Apply §62.
III. Apply §§51, 63 1 :, 87: 2,17: ] and
IV. ,LetAE
_ .
1. For .join GE and produce it making
2. GK \I AG.
3. AKis a ~.
4. E is the -mid-p~ of GK

110:

2.

GK == AB.
Why? §107
Why? §87:s
Why?
5. GD == i GO.
Why? §108
6.. Sim. by joining EH etc., it may be shown that
BH cuts off ! of GO and passes through D.

7

,

''''':

.

Q. E. D.

111. By methods similar to those used in proving
§72: 3 and Ex. 176 and 177, it may be shown that all
homologous lines and parts of equal triangles are equal.

BOOK II.
THE CIRGLE.
REVIEW

§§11 and 12.

112. DEF.
A tangent to a
circle (or curve) is a line which
meets it in a point but being prodnced does not cut it.

l

Similarly the circles 0 and Q are
tangent to 0 P externally and the
circle Q to 0 0 internally.

113. DEF. A secant is a line
that cuts a circle.
Name the secant in t.he fig. above.

114. DEF. A segment is the part of a circle included
between an arc and its chord.
Name the smaller and greater segm. formed by the chord ED.

115. DEF. A secto,. is a part of a circle included between two radii and the circumference.
The radii EO and OG form two sectors one greater than a
semicircle and one less. In this book the word sector will be used!
for the smaller sector, only, unless otherwise specified.

116. DEF. The angle formed by
two radii is called a cent,.al angle.
117. DEF. An inscribed polygon E.
bas the vertices of all its angles in the
circumference. The circle is then cir,oumscri6ed about the polygon.

D
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§ 118

A polygon all of whose
sides touch' a circle is said to be cir118.

DEF.

cumscrihed about it. The circle is then
said to be inscI'ibed in the polygon.

119.

1.

THEOREM I.
The diameter of a, circle is greater than any

other chord.
2. A diarneter bisects the circle and its circumference.
I. Apply §§12
and 53.
II. Let AB be
1. For revQlve
the segment A OB
about AB as an
D
axis till it falls
Fig. 1.
Fig. 2.
onADB.
2. '-.-/ A OB ~ . . . and the segm. . . . . . .
For if any pt. in __ A CB doeR not ~ '-' A.DB it must either be
more remote from the cent~r, or nearer to the center, either of
which is contrary to the definition of a circle.

3. '-.-/.
4. . . .

. and the segm.
Q. E. D.

II.
120. A straight line can meet the circumferen~e of a circle
.in only two points.
"
.
.Since only two equal lines can be drawn from the
-center to the line.
THEOREM

Illustrate this by a figure, and find the theorem referred to.

Ex. 190

ANGLE IN SEMICIRCLE.

TIIEOREM

53

III.

121. An angle inscribed in a semicircle is a right angle.
Let LA ....
1. For from 0 layoff '-.-/ CD == '-/
A.B, join ...
2. ~ B.i4C
vVhy? §119: 2
3. . '. ~BIJ==:'-.-/AC. Why?
4. Novv apply '-.-/ B./l C to '-.-/ DCA,
B on D)' since '-.-/ BA == .. . and
'-.-/ .. == ... , A falls on Cand Con A.
5. I .. ~ ... and ... ~ . .
'''hy? §17: 7:
6. . '. L .. ~.
7. LA. == . . .
Why? §14
8. Sim.' LA :::::: ~D == LB.
Complete the proof. See §98.
::::::#,-/

••

Ex. 180. Why can you not draw a chord 3 inches long in a
circle whose radius is 1 inch?
Ex. 181. Ho,v many chords 2 inches long can be drawn parallel to a given line in a circle who~e radius is 1. inch?
Ex. lS2. Construct the locus at the vertex of a right triangle
havlDg" a Il,iven hypotenuse one inch long-.
Ex. 18B. State as a theorem the general principle of which Ex.
] 82 is a special case beginning: The locus of the vertex of the rt!..
of a rt6 of ,vhich a given I is the .. '
.
Ex_ 184. :F'ind the acute !.. s of an isosc. rt6'1
Ex. 185. If the adjacent extreluities of two i. diameters of a
o be joined a 0 is constructed.
Ex. 186. Construct a 0 in a 0 'whose radius is 1 inch and find
by nleasurement the length of one of its Is.
.
Ex. 187. Construct a square ","hose diagonal is 1 inch.
~
Ex. 188. Construct an equilateral triangle whose altitude is
1 inch.
Ex. 189. L. RAG = 70°, !.. BAD = 110°, the vertex A is COlnman. What kind of a line i8 BAD.
.
Ex. 190. In twoD8.ABCaDdA'B'C'~a=a',b=b',C= C',
A = 70°, B = 60°, c =: 70. Find A', B', c'._

§ 122
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THEOREM

122. 1. The diameter
bisects the chord and also
2. The diameter which
the chord, which subtends
3. The perpendieular
diarnete;.
I.
1.
'2.
8.
4.
5.
:6.
7.

IV.

which is perpendic'ular to a chord
the arc which it subtends.
bisects an arc is perpendic11:lar to
it, at its mid-point. .
to a chord at its mid-point is a

Let the diam. OD. . . . .
For revolve'the semi 0 CAD.
~ OA falls on . . .. Why?
I EA falls on . . . . Why? §59
... The pt A falls both in . . .
It falls- at . . . . . . .. Why? §120
I A 0 ~ . . . and '-' EA ~ · · ·
.
== •.. and
.

II. Let'the diam.. '

0

.

May be proved in a manner similar to §122:

III. Let CD j, . . . . .- . .
1. For the dlam. -.L AO cuts AB.in E.
2. .. OD ~ the diam. -l. AB in E.
3. ~.. CD is a diameter of 0 o.

1.

Why? §59
Q. E. D.

Ex. 191. If the bisector of an arc also bisects the chord 8ubtending it, it is the diameter 1.. the chord. . Of what theorem is
this exercise the converse?
Ex. 192. The diameter wliich bisects a, chord is perpendicular
to the chord and bisects its arc.
/
_
• Ex. 193~ Iri two 6s ABC and A..'B'C'; A = A', B = B~, c = c',
a = 4, b = 5, C= 65°. Find a,', b', C'.
Ex. 194. In a 6 ABC; a = band C = 50°. Find A and B.
Ex. 195. In a 6 ABC a :.:::= b, c = 22. F'ind the segments of c
made by the bisector of the L C; also the angles ,vhich this ang'le
bisector makes with c~

Ex, 201
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ARCS AND CHORDS.

THEOREM

V.

123. In the same circle or in equal circles.'
1. Equal arcs are 8ubtended by equal angles at the center.
2. Conversely.' Equal angles at the center subtend equal
arcs.
3. Equal arcs are subtend,ed by equal cbords.
4. Conversely.' Equal chords 8ubtend equal arcs.

Fig. I.

Fig,2,

I. I--Jet "-" AB .' ... , then L O . .. ,
1. For apply 0 0 to ..... , 0 on '.. , A on ... ; since
"-" AB, .. , Bfalls ...
Why? §17: 7
2. OA ~ . . and. . ~ ..
Why? §14
3. .'. L 0 ~ . . and L . . :.=: • • •
Q.E.D.

II. May be proved similarly by superposition.
III. May be proved by superposition; may also be
proved ,vithout superposition by §§123: 1 and 38.
IV. Apply §§48 apd 123: 2.

Ex. 196. Equal angles at the center 8ubtend equal chords.
Ex. 197. State and prove the converse of Ex. 196.
Ex. ] 98. State t,he reciprocal of Ex. 196.
Ex. 199. The greater angle at the center snbtends the greater
chord, and conversely, when both angles are less than straight
angles.
Ex. 200. If an angle bisector of a triang'e is perpendicular to a
side it bisects that side and the triangle is isosceles.
Ex. 201. In.6. ABC, a = 4, b = 5, and c = 6. Name the Ls in
order bpp;inning with the largest, and give' the reason.
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§ 124

VI.
'124. In the 8an~e circle or in equal circles:
1. The greater arc is 8ubtended by the greater chord, each
being less than a semi-circle.
2. Oonversely: 'The greater chord subtends the greater arc.
THEOREM

'\ Fig. 1.

Fig.

2.

In the equal . .
. . . . . .
I. Let '-" CD > .
.., then the chord .
1. For apply . . . . . , center P on .... , C on ... and
'-" CD .... '
\
2. Since '-" CD > . . . D falls at some pt. on circumf.
of 0 beyond B.
3. Join OA
, and ..
Now in 68

4.
5.
6

7

.

OB == .. , aI).d ..

LAOE> ..
.
.

Why?
Why? §17:4
Why? §55
Q. E."D.

II. State by Fig. 2 and prove' by the method of §54:
applying §§123: 4 and 124: 1.

2

Ex. 202. PrOye §124: 2 by a method similar to that used in
§124: 1, applying §56.
. ' Ex. 203. St,ate the <theorem corresponding to §124, both arcs
being greater than semicircles, and prove it.
Ex. 204. In eq. Os, of any number of . . . . . 8 some gr. than %08
and some less, the one nearest a ~O is subt. by the greatest. chord.

E]x. 204

CHORDS AND CENTER.

THEOREM

VII.

125. In the same circle or in equal c'ircles:
Equal chords are equally d'istant from the center.
Conversely: Chords eqtlally distant from the center are
eqttal.
3. The g1"eater of two unequal chords is 'nearest to the center.
· 4-. Conversely: Of two chords 1tnequally distant from the
center, the one nearest to it is the g1"eater.
1.
2.

Fig. 1.

Fig. 2.

In the
.
, then OE the dist
I. Let the chord
.1. For join .... ,
, ... '., and ....
2. OE -L . . •
Complete the proof applying §§48 and 72:

-

3.

II. (Fig. 1). Let OE be the dist. of .... , then .....
1. For join OB and PD.
2. OE..L .... and. . . . . . . .
Why? §60: 2
, Complete the proof applying §77.
In the 0~. .'. . .
For apply 0 .. '... Pon . .. and Con A.
D falls at some pt. as E n1ore. . . .. Why? ~124: 2
Dra,v OG -L . . . and OJ. . ., OJ cutting AE in v:
OG > . . . .
'
Why?§60: 1
5. and 6. Apply §17: 4 and 6.
III.

1..
2.
3:
4.

IV.

(Fig. 2.) The method of §54: ~ may be used.
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PROBLEM

126.

1.

§ 126

I.

To construct a line tangent to a given circle at

a given point.
2. To let fall a tangent on a given circle fro1n a given
point without it.
3. / To draw a common

A

~P~_8

Fig. 1.

Fig. 3.

Fig. 2.

I. (Fig. 1). Apply §51: 1 in construction; §§12, 60:' 1,
and 112, in proof.
Study §127 before proving the other parts.
II. From P
-..
1. Bisect OP in C. With a .
. describe to
cutting. . . Join ...
. Why? §121
2. For L OBPis.
Why? §127:
3
.

1

Q.E. P.

III. See Fig. 3.

Show when there are-four common tangents, when three, when
. -two, ""hen one, and when there ca!1 be no common tan~·ent.
Ex. 205. State as a theorem the reciprocal of §123: 3.
Ex. 206. State as a theorem~the reciprocal of §126: 1.
Ex. 207. State as a ,theorem the converse of §119: 2. (
Ex. 208. If in eq. 0 s, one -..~ 0, and another __
~ 0,
the chord subtellding the one -vvhich differs least from ~o is
the chord Bubtending the otber.

>

<

>

Ex. 214
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TANGENTS TO CIRCLES.

THEOREM

VIII.

127. 1. The line perpendicular to a radius at its extremity

i8 tangent to the circle.
~. Conversely: The perpendicular to the tangent at the
point of contact passes through the center of the circle. ,
3. The diameter perpendicular to a tangent ?neets it at the
point of contact.

I.
II.
1.
2.

Prove as in §126: l(Fig. 1 of §126). Let OP be
For the I ..L • • •
No other tang. than

J...

Why? §127: 1

.

For any I not ..L PO must have a point nearer to ethan P
since . . . . . .
§60: 1

3

.

III. Apply §60:

2.

Q.E.D.

THEOREM

IX.

128. The two tangents to a circle jrom the same point
without it are equal.

Use fig. 2 of §126 and apply §77.
Prove that only two tangents can be drawn from one point.
Ex. 209. Through what points can only one tangent be drawn
to a circle? Through what point.s can no tangent drawn?
Ex. 210. Tangents to a circle from points equally distant
from its center are equal.
Ex. 211. Construct the locus of a point from vyhich a tangent
one inch long'can be drawn to a given circle one inch in dianleter.
Ex. 212. Generalize Ex. 211 as a theorem -beginning: The
.
locus of points from which equal tangents
Ex. 213. Construct the locus of the mid-point of a chord 1"
inches long in a circle whose radius is 1 inch. Apply §125: 1.
Ex. 214. State and prove the theorem of which Ex. 213 is a
special case.

be
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THEOREM

X.

tot~ching

129. Parallels cutting or
arcs, and conversely.

a circle intercept eq?J;al
p

1----~-----4F

E~--~---1-F

6
Let the
"--.../

.Q

II Is AB . ..

H

meet

<::)

0 in .. ; then '-/ LP ...,

....

1. For through P draw. '. . . -L . . . .
2. PQ -l . . . . . . . .
Why? § 63: 2
3. PQ passes through. . .
Why? §127: 2
4. ~ OP == .. , '-/ .. == .. , and .. '.. Why? §122: 1
II. State the converse first in 'words then- by the figure.
It may be proved either by" applying §122: 2 or by superposition.

II.
130. 1. Inscribe a square in a circle.
2. Ci1"clfJrriscribe a square abOlfJt a circle.
PROBLEM

I.' Apply §§51, 38, and 121.
II. Apply §§51, 126:'1, 63: 1, and 87':

2.

E

(,

~

H.............~----."

PROBLEM III.
131. 1. To -inscribe a regular octagon in a circle._
2. To circumscribe a regular octagon about a circle.
Apply §§130, 51: 2, 122: 1, 123: 3, and 48.

F

[Ex. 214]
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eIRe-LES.

THEOREl\f

XI.

132. Through any three points not in a straight line ,one
circumference may be made to pass, and but one.
Let A, B, and 0 be. . .; then. . . .
1. For joi~ AB and BO, dra,v . .. G
.L . . . .

< 1 rtL

and L . . . .
'Vhy? §17: 4
3
< 2rtLs \Vhy?
4. DO and ... at O. V\Thy? §68
,~,
0 the common pte of ... js the locus .. Why? §62
6. .'. 0 is equidist. fron1 . . . . and the only pt. .". . .
7. .'. Through A, B . . . . . . .
Q. E. D.
2.

L OED

PROBLEl\f

IV.

133. To find the center of (/; given circle or arc.
Apply the method used in §132.
THEOREM

XII.

134. 1f two ci1·cles ettt each other the line joining their
centers bisects their C01nrnon choT'd at right angles.

Let as
1. For join
2.

3.

.

.
OA = .. and ..
I joining . · . .

Why? §12
Why? §62
Q. E. D.
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PROBLEM

§

135

V.

135. Construct with a given radius a circle tangent to a
given circle at a given point.

S

-L
Fig. I.'

Fig. 2.

Construct a 0 tang. to 0 0 at A with the radius r.
1. Join OA and produce it.
2. Layoff AP and AP' each == r.
3.· l With P and pI as centers. . . :
4. ,0 P and pI are tang. to 0 O.
5. For, A is common to Os 0 and P.
Why?
(' 6. No other pt. can be com ... for if possible let B ..
7. Then, OB + BP' == OA
AP' and OB-BP
== OA-AP'.
Why? §12
8. Which is absurd.
Why?
9. 080 and Pmeet in A, and A only, and.. Why?§112
q. E. D.
The pupil will prove the proposition for the case in
_which r > OA (Fig. 2.)

+

THEOREM

XIII.

136. If two circles are tangent, the line joining their centers passes through the point 'of contact.

Use, the figure of §135 and prove by a similar method.
Ex. 215. If two circles are tangent, the perpendicular to the
line joining their centers erected at the point of contact is a
common tangent.
Ex. 216.· If two circles are tangent the distance between their
centers is equal to the sum, or to the difference, of their radii. ,
Ex. 217. :Find the locus of the centers of ,all circles tangent
to a given circle at a given point.

Ex. 223 INSCRIBED AND CIRCUMSCRIBED POLYGONS.
PROBLEM VI.
137. 1. Inscribe a regular hexagon in a circle.
2. Circumscribe a regular hexagon about a circle.

63

M

I. Suggestions: Const. ab, bc,
etc., each == Oa.
Apply §§45: 3 and 70: 2.
II. Apply§§51: 2,126: 1,67: 2.-

VII.
138. 1. Inscribe an equilateral triangle in a circle.
2. Circur;nscribe an equilateral triangle about a circle.
See §137.
PRO)3LEM

\

Ex. 218. Explain how regular polygons of 12, 24, and 48 sides
may be inscribed in a circle or ~ircumscribedabout it.
THEOREM XIV.
The side of a regular hexagon is eq'flal to the radiu8.
of the circumscribed circle.
.See §137.

139.

Ex. 219. A. side of an equilateral triangle inscribed in a circle bisects the radius perpendicular
to it.
Ex. 220. What part. of the diameter is DE'!
Ex. 221. The radius of the circle inscribed in
an equUateral triangle is one half the radius of
the circle circumscribed about it.
Ex. 222. The angles of a quadrilateral are 2m, 3m 4m, and
Om. Find each angle.
Ex. 223. 'l'he angles of a hexagon are 48, 5a, 6a, 7a,8a, and
lOa. Find each angle.
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PROBLEM

VIII.

140. 1. Circt~mscrjbe a circle
about a regular polygon.
/
2. Inscribe a circle in a regular
Mpolygon.
,

. I. Apply §§42, and 40.
II. Apply §§42 and 51: 2 In
.construction, §72: 3 in proof.
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141. DEF. The radius of the, circle inscribed in a
regular polygon is called the apothem.
Name six equal lines, any of vvhich' may be 'called the apothem, "
in the above figure.
Ex. 224~ Explain how regular inscribed and circumscribed
polygons of 16, 32, and 64 side~ may be constructed in and about
a given circle.
Ex. 225. Find the locus of the centers of all circles having a
oCo'mmon chord.
Ex. 226. Find the locus of the centers of all circles touching
a given line in' a given point.
Ex. 227. Find the locus of the centers of all circles passing
through t"TO given points.
Ex. 228. Find the locus of the centers of all circleS' touching
each of two intersecting lines.
,Ex. 229. :Filld the locus of the centers of all circles touching
each of two parallel lines.
"
Ex. 230. The less acute L of a rt D = }4 the greater L. Find'
each angle.
Ex.231. In f1 ABC, A = 23° 27' 5", B = 80°; find C.

142. DEF. A chord parallel to the tangent at the extremity of a diameter is called a double ordina,te/ and the part of it on on~ side, an 'ordinate to that diameter.

Ex. '233
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MEASUREMENT.

Name the ordinates to A.A.'. Show that an ordinate to a diameter of a circle is perpendicular to the diameter and half the
corresponding chord. Name the double ordi,nates in fig. §129.
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143. DEF. If OB, the radius at one extren1ity of the
arc AB, b~ produced to meet AD, the tangent at A, in
some point, as D; AD is called the tangent and OD the
secant of the arc EA. The ordinate BE is called the sine
of the arc BA. Define the terms sine, tangent, and secant
of an arc, ,vithout reference to a figure.
MEASUREl\{ENT AND CONSTRUCTION OF ARCS AND ANGLES.

144. Euclidean geometry recognizes only the straight
edge and dividers as admissible instrun1ents, yet no
pupil should complete a course in elementary geometry,
without learning the use of the protractor, scale of chords,
and scale of equal parts.
Ex. 232. At A, in the line AB, construct an arc of 63° with
the protractor. Make the st. edge ~ AB the center on A. If
the figure 0 on the circle of figures £i:: AB, mark the pt. 63° on the
outside. If 180° is on lAB, mark 117°. Why? Complete the construction.
i Ex. 233.
Construct all arc of
D

L , /"

56° with the scale of chords.
!!j(_
'\, D
At A. in the line . . . . . . . . .
This scale is marked cb. · A
8
First put the steel pt. on 0° and
8
A
the pencil pt. on 60°, and with
Ex. 23?
Ex. 233.
A as a center and tlhis chord of 60° . . . . . . . Sim. find on scale
a chord of 56 0 and lay it off from B as BD. BD is the required arc
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145. As it will be proved hereafter, that central angles
are measured by their intercepted arcs, angles may be
constructed by the method of Ex. 232, or 233.
Ex. 234. Given: A = 62", b = 2.4, C = 4.3. Constr. the 6. Find
by measurement B, 0, and a. *
.
Ex. 235. Given: C = 118°, a = 2.4, c = 4.3. Find A, B, and b.
Ex. 236. Given: A = 27°, C = 38°, b = 5.4. Find a, c, and B.
Ex. 237. Given: C = 90°, c = 8, b = 4. Find B, ...4, and a.
Ex. 238. Given: C =. 52° 40', a = 6.2, c = 5.4. CODstr. two
6s and find by measurement two sets of answers.

~UPPLEMENTARY

THEOREMS 'AND EXERCISES.

XIV. ~
146. Two 1tnequal circles may have· five positions with
referencl; to each other. . Let 0 and P == two 0s, rand r',
their radii, and d, the dist. between their centers.
1. Let d > r + r'; P is wholly without O.
2. Let d == r + r'; P touches 0 externally.
3. Let d > r - r' and d
r + r'; P cuts O.
4. ~et d == r - r'; P touches 0 internally.
5. Let d < r - r'; P is within O.
THEOREM

<

A

A

@5 @ @
~:r/

Fig. 2.

Fig.t.

.p,

Fig. 3.

,r

Fig. 4.

o'~

"

Fig. 5.

Ex. 239. If two 0 s interseot each other the distance between
their centers
the sum and> the difference of their radii.

<

* -a,

b, c,

etc.

==

the Ie opp. the

L 15 A, .B,

0,

etc.

Ex. 252
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CIRCLES.
PROBLEM

IX.

147. Inscribe a circle in a given
triangle.
)
Apply §42 twice, also §51: 2. ·In
proof apply §72: 2.

8

148. DEF. An 8scribed circle" is
tangent·to one side of a triangle and
to the other two produced.
Ex. 240. Construct an escribed circle,
on I c of 6 A.BC.
Ex. 241. How many circles can :be escribed about a given
triangle?
Ex. 242. Construct a line tangent to a given circle and parallel to a gi ven line. Through the center of the 0 draw a I ..L the
given line, etc.
Ex. 243. Inscribe a circle in a given square.
Ex. 2.t4. Construct a square on a line 1 inch long, as a side,
and circumscrJbe a circle about it.
'
Ex. 245. Construct a 0 whose diag. is 1 inch, and circumscrib~ a 0 about it.
Ex. 246. Construct a r~g. hexagon on a line ~ inch long, as a
side, inscribe a 0 within it, and circuml'1cribe one about it.
Ex. 247. Construct the locus of a point ~ inch distant from a
given lip.e 1 inch long.
'
Ex. 248. In the as 0 and P
8
R
the exterior com. tang. AB =
the ext. com. tang. OS, and the
P
interior com. tang. EG = the
&
into com. tang. HK. See §128.
Ex. 249. Define exterior common tangent and interior common tangent, as the terms are used in Ex. 248.
Ex. 250. State Ex. 248 wlthout reference to a figure.
Ex. 251. If two circles touch each other the interior common
tangent bisects each of the exterior common tangents.
Ex. 252. If two circles touch each other the exterior'tangents
drawn from any point in the interior common tangent are equal..

BOOK III.
RATIO, PROPORTION, AND LIMITS .

148. In comparing tvvo magnitudes~ three cases may
arise:
1. One magnitude may a be exactly contained in an- b --'---.l~'-
,other; a is contained in b'4 ,~=-----
times; that is, b === 4a; if d
b == 1, a == 4. .
2. Two magnitudes may have a common measure
exactly contained in each; m is ~ontained 3 troles in c,
and 5 times in d.
\
3. Two magnitudes, 1s AB, the side of a square, and
AG, its diagonal, may be so related that no measure, however small, is exactly contained in each of them.
DEF.
Commensurable quantities are such as have a
common measure. Incommensurable quantities are such as
have no common measure.
!

,

,

The above magnitudes are linps, but the principles of ratio and
proportion are eqnally applicable to angular measure, areas,
volumes, and all other geometrical magnitudes.
Ex. 253. Give numerically, commensurable angular maglli'tudes, commensul'able lengths, and commells)lrable volumes. Find
'two common lneasures of 13 inehes and 17 inches.

149. DEF. Ratio is the relation between two numbers,
or two like magnitudes, expressed by their quotient, A
proportion is the statement that two ratios are equal. A
proportion may be written in three ways:
a
c
1) a : b == c: d; 2) a : b : : c : d; 3) b == a;' The
.,second is merely an old way of writing the first and is

Ex. 255
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RATIO AND PROPORTION.

now little used by mathematicians. Any of the three
forms may be read, either: a is to b as c is to d, or a divided
by b is equal to c divided by d.
150. DEF. The first term of each ratio is called its
antecedent; the second term, its co'nsequent; the first and
If\st terms of a proportion are called extremes; the second
and third, means.
151. DEF. \Vhen the third term of a proportion is the
same.quantity as the second, it is called a mean proportional? and the last term 51 third proportional.
152. ~Since the quotient of a magnitude by a magnItude is a number, two ratios. composed of unlike magnitudes may be equal. We cannot correctly say 3 in. : 9C>
but; 3 in. : 6 in. == go : 18°.
Ex. 254. Make a true proportion, in which the terms of the
first ratio, or couplet, are degrees, and the terms of the second
ratio are miles.
4"

153. AXIOM: 9. ~Iultiplying or dividing b9th terms of
a ratio by the same Rumber does not change its value.
This axiom is stated in Arithmetic: Multiplying or
dividing both terms of a fraction by the same number
does not change its value. It is sometimes also stated:
Multiplying and dividing a quantity by th~ same number
does not change its value.
Ex. 255. Illustrate axiom 9 by multiplying and dividing both
terms of the ratio, 18° : 6°, and finding the numerical value of
each result.
THEOREM

154. Let a, b, c, d,
== c : d:

1. na:nb==c:d.
2. a:b==nc:nd.
Apply §153.

111,

I.

and n be numbers, ·and a : b

3.

ma : mb

4.

b
:
m m
a

==

== nc

: nd.
c d.
- :-

n

n
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THEOREM II.
155. Let a, b, c, d, m, and n be numbers, and a : b == (: d.
1. na: b == nc : d. Ml1lt. each side by n.
§17: 2
2. a: nb == c : nd. . Dividing each 'side by n.
§17: 2

3.I~:
b === .~ : d.
n
n
4.

5.
6.

7.
8.
9.

b

Dividing each side by n.

d

a: - == c : -.
n
n
an: bn == en : dn •
n V a : n V b = n V c : n V a.
b: a == d : c.
Inverting each fraction.
a: c = b : d.
Mult. each side by b -+ c.
ad =:= bc.
Mult. each sid-e by_ bd.

10. a

=

b ~.

a+b

Mult. each side by b.
c+d

Why?
Why?
Why?
§17:2

§17:2
§17:2
§17:2

.

11. -b- == -d- Add. 1 to each sIde · .. ·
a-b
12. -b-

e-d
--d-· Subt. 1 fr.' each side · · ..

a+b
e+d
13. a - b -:- c - d·

§17:

2

Div. (11) by (12).

Let a : b = b : e; a, b, and c being numbers:
14. ac==b 2•
Why? §17:2
15. b:;::: Vac.
Why?
b
16. a == b. -.
Why?
c
156. It is easier to remember a11d use these equations,
or formlllas, than to remember and use them enunciated
in words. The pupil should, however, practice expressing
these formulas in words. We thus state five of them, all
parts of Theorem II, to enable~ the pupil to define terms
contained in their statement.,

[Ex. 255]
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PROPORTION.

If four numbers are in proportion:
7. They are in proportion by inv8,.sion.
8. They are in proportion by alternation.
,11.. They are in proportion by composition.
12. They are in proportion by division.
13. They are in proportion by composition and division.
The terms composition and di vision, as above used, are unsatisfactory, but there is as yet no general agreement on other terms
among those who diElcard them.

157. The proofs of §§154 and 155 being based on
axioms universally valid, are as applicable to geometric~l
magnitudes as to numbers, provided we prove that their
From our
application involves only possible operations.
knowledge of geometrical magnit~des gained in books I
and II, it is evident that:
1. Like magnitudes only can be added or subtracted.
'2. l\tIagnitudes can be multiplied by numbers only. t
3. ,Magnitudes can be divided only by numbers, or by
like magnitudes.
4. 'Roots and powers of magnituqes are impossible. t .

*

158. 1. In §154: If a, b, c, and d are magnitudes and
m and n numbers, the, operations are possible.
Illustrate each case, using feet as magnitudes.
2. §155: 1 to 4 are valid, when a, b, c, and d are magnitudes and n a number. Illustrate each case.
3'. §155:~, 6, 14, and 15 are not valid as to geometrical
magnitu~es. Why. not?

* The pupil should take the utmost care to ascertain certainly that an
operation is possible before assuming its performance. Carelessness in this in
study often leads to a like carelessness in life, which makes education worse
than worthless.
t The definitions of multiplication and divisipn, will in a future section be
extended to make multiplication of lines and surfaces, by Hues, possible.
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4. §155: 7 is valid as to magnitudes; §161: 8 as to
magnitudes of the same kind. Illustrate and explain.
5. §155: 9 is valid, when only one couplet consists of
geometrical nlagnitudes, the other of numbers. Why?
6. §155: 10-13 and 16 are valid as to proportions consisting of geometrical magnitudes. Give proof in each
case. Observe that multiplying a number by a magnitude
is the same as multiplying a magnitude by a nun~ber.

m

Ex. 256. Illustr. §158 by the proportion: 6 ft : 9 ft

=

8° : 12°.

159. In the adjacent
figure the same unit of
b
measure is contain~d in a,
a
twice; in b, 4 times; and in
~
b
G
C, 8 tImes.
a,: b = b
: C·IS
2
evidently true, while b = ac is absurd as multiplication is so far
defined, but if a, b, and c == the numbers 2, 4, and 8 then b2 = ac;
that is: The number of units of surface in the square on b is a
mean proportional between the number of units of leng·th in the
lines a and c. By analogous methods, those principles not valid
as to geometrical magnitudes are yet made useful in geometrical
reasoning.

CIIIJILD

III.
'160. When the product of two nU?nbeTS is eqttal
the
product qf two others, either pair -rnldy be taken as extremes
and the other pair as 1neans in a proportion.
Apply §17: 2 (division); make four proportions.
THEOREM

to

Ex. 257. {Make a correct proportion from the equation 2 X 6m
= 3 X 4m, and state the principle involved as a theorem.
Ex. 258. Square each term of the proportion 3 : 6 = 5 : 10;
cnbe each term.
Ex. 259. Find x in the proportion: 25 : 36 = 100 : x 2 •
:Ex. 260. Illustrate §§154: 1-4 and 158 by examples in which a
and b are degrees, c and d, centimetres, and n, a number. Illustrate
each of the other parts of §158 by numerical examples.

Ex. 270
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PROPORTION.

THEOREM

IV.

161. In a series of equal ratios consisting of nunlbers, or
of magnitudes of the san~e kind, the 8UlIl of the antecedent8
is to the SU111 of the conseqttents as any antecedent to its conseqltent.
Let a : b -. c : d === e : g === rj then a
c
e:b + d
g == a : b.
'
1. For (t === br.
Why?
2.
c === . . .
Why?
3.
. . -. . .
Why?
4. a + c
e == (b
d + e) r.
Why? .
Complete the proof. .

+ +

+

+

+

Ex. 261. Show that the restriction ill §161 is necessary by'
letting the two first ratios == metres, the third ratio, degrees, and·
attempting to p~rform the operations required in the proof.
Ex. 262. 1) Multiply the antecedents of, 3° : 6° = 9 ft: 18 ft
by 5; 2) the consequents by 3; 3) each term of the first ratio
by 3; 4) each term of the second ratio by 2; 5) f::very term of the
proportion by 10; 6) divide each antecedent by 3; 7) each consequent by 3; 8) every term by 3; 9) each term of the second
ratio by 10; 10) each consequent by 2. 11) Show what part of
§154 or §155 is illustrated by each operation.
Ex. 263. Show which formulas are valid as to the proportion:.
15 cm : 12 cnl = 10° : xO.
Ex. 264. Find x in: 4 dm : x dm = x it : 9 ft.
Ex. 265. Find x in the proportion·': 125 : 1000 = 64 : x 3 •
Ex. 266. Find x : y by compobition in: x-3 : 3 = y-7 : 7.
Ex. 267. Find x : 11 by division in: x
5 : 5 = 11 + 8 : 8.
Ex. 268. Findp: q in: p
3: p - 3 = q 2: q-2. Apply
§155: 13. In what cases is the result valid when p, q, 2, and 3 arereplaced by geometrical magnitudes?
E.x. 26U. If a : b = 0 : d; show that: 1) a3
b3 : as - bS
os.
+ d S : oS - dS; 2) a 2 - ab + b2 : a 2 ab + b2 = c2 - cd d 2 :
c2 + cd + d 2• Is this applicable to geometrical magnitudes?
Ex. 270. If c2 + d 2 : c2 -d 2 = x 3 + y3 : x 3 - yS; show that: c4

+

+

+

+ c2 d2 + d4 : c4-c2 d2 + d4 =

x6

+

+

+ xS yS + y6 : x6 -

=

+

xS yS

+ y6.,
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LIMITS.

§ 162

-

162. If a boy walk,2 yards each second, how far will he walk
in 2 seconds? in 3? in 4? in 5? Of the time rate and distance
walked, ,;vhich vary, and which. is constant?
DEF. A vafliable is a quantity whos,e value changes.
A constant is a quantity whose value does not change
in the same problem or discussion.

P
"""'-,
p_'--'p""-'-'-", B
163. DEF. Let the A
point P move half the
distance from A to B the first second, half the rest the
next, etc.; can it ever reach B? _How near to B does it
approach? A limit of a variable is a constant it approaches
indefinitely near, though it may never reach it.
Ex. 271. If a body move 4 ft., .the first second, 2 ft. the next,
1 the next, etc., find: 1): the distance it moves in 15 sec.; 2) its
linlit. Ans. 1) 7:~~~ ft.; 2) 8 ft.

164. Geometrical magnitudes may be so related that
the rate of increase of one depends on the rate of increase
of another.
Let the radius CH move from
the position CA. at the rate of
10° in a' second towards the
position eK, what arc .does it
describe i~ 1 second? in 2? in 3?
in 4? in 51 What line == the
secant each second? Does the
tangent or arc increase most
rapidly at A? at B? at D? at
K? How does the tangent in..
crease as the arc approaches
90°? Explain the rate of the
secant at various points, and as the arc approaches 90°.
I

k
h

Ex. 272

LIMITS.
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165. A variable may approach its limit by successive
steps, thus: .333, etc. .:... !-; t
t t, etc. == 1.

+ +

What part of t·he preceding step is any step in each example?
The steps by which a variable approaches its limit are not necessarily like parts of the preceding step. By obtaining successive
figures extracting the square root of 2, we .fl:nd: 1, 1.4, 1.41,
1.414,1.4142, etc. -..:.. V2.

166. DEF. An incommensurable number is one which
cannot be exactly measured in ordinary units. Ratios consisting of incommensurable magnitudes (see §148) are
incommensurable numbers.
Ratios between incommensurable numbers may be commensurable: V8: V2 = V 4 : 1 = 2 : 1. Show that: V32 : V2;
V50: Vl8; tv8i : "fa, and "f24 : tv375, are commensu;able.

167. Equivalent magnitudes are such as contain the
same unit of lJ1easure an equal number of times.

EE

In CJ AC and 0 EG, H
G
let AB = 4AD and EF =
2 AD. How many times
DITIIJ/(G
isD AK, cont. in ~ AC?
in 0 EG'l The unit of E
F A
8
length is the line AD. T h e '
·/
unit of surface is 0 AK. Show that the square and rectangle
in the figure of §158 are equivalent.
Ex. 272. As two adjacent angles approach equality, they
approach right angles as limits.

168. In applying the principles of limits, we must be
careful to prove that the supposed limit is.the true limit.
A series may continually approach a constant which is
not its true limit. The limit of the circulating decimal
.999 998 is not 1, but 999 998 -7- 999 999.
* Read

~,

approaches as a limit.
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THEOREM

V.

169. 1. Two variable magnitudes, which are al1.JJays equivalent when commensurable, increase or decrease together.
2. Two varia~le magnitudes, 'which are always equivalent
when commensuiable, are equivalent when incommensurable.
3. 1J two variable magnitudes are always equivalent, their
limits are equivalent.

Let m 0 , n O , x ft., and y ft. be vbl. magnitudes so related
that, when cmbl., rnO : nO == x ft.-: y ft.; then, when
incmbl., mO : nO === x ft. : yit.
m ° : nO == rn :' n and x ft. : y ft. == x : y)' m, n, x and y
being the numerical measures of rno, etc. (See §15.8.)
m : n and x : y being numbers may == by lines (§158).

A

c

d

P z Q

e

B

g
I

•

I

I

I. Let AP be any value of m : n)· then if at P,
incr., x : y incr., and if m : n deer., x .: y deer.

?n : n

1. For let rn :, n incr. from AP to AQ.
2. Continually bisect Ae, a cmbl. value of m : n, and
each part, a pt. z must at last be found bet"veen P and
Q where Az === m : n is cmbl.
3. .'. m : n == x : y and x : y has incr.
4. Sima if m : n deer., x : y must· deer.

II. Let Ar be incmbl.; then at r, m : n ==x : y.
1. For if x : y is not == Ar, it must === some other

I

as As.
The proof may be completed as in part 1.
III. Let m : n == AB; then x : y == AB.
Ma.rk the pts. required near B and prove as in part 2.

Ex. 278
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THEOREM

VI.

170. The Unlit of a'" secant, as its
-..,;;,..---~... P
points of intersection approach each
other, is a tangent.
A'

Apply §112.
Ex. 278. '.6 : .3 = 2; .66 : .33 = 2;
.666: .333=2 etc.; find by §169: 2,.6: .3.
Ex. 274. Show by §169: 2 that It..5151 etc.= 3 (It. 1717, etc.)
Ex. 275. Given It..1818, etc. =~. Find It.. 7272, etc.
Ex. 276. If we define a straight line as a line \vhich does not
change its direction at a·ny point, what is the limit of a curve 8S
the change of direction at every point is indefinitely diminished?
Ex. 277. As ABA' is diminished '-" ABA' ;:::; chord AA'. (See
fig. of §170.)
Ex. 278. Lines whose point of intersection becomes continually lllore distant without limit, approach to parallel lines as a
limit.

171. DEF. A curve is a line which changes its direction at every point. A tangent to a curve at any point is
. the limit of a secant through that point as another intersection approaches indefinitely near that point.

A

p
Fig. 1.

Fig. 3.

~

D

B

A

o

f

o

p
Fig. 4.

Fig. 6.

Fig. 1 illustrates the definition of a tangent generally.
In fig. 2, the curve terminates at the point of tangency.
In fig. 3 and 4, two branches terminate at the pt. of tangency.
In fig. 5, the tangent cuts the curve at the point of tangency.
Explain Fig. 6.
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172. As the limit of a secant, as its points of intersection approach, is a tangent, a tangent to a circle by
§171 is a tangent by §112. The converse -is _also true
and the definitions are equivalent.
r

1. For join OA which- is ..L
Why?
2. Draw 00 ..L • • /
3~
LAOC== L ..
Why?
4. As B == A, LAOC == ..
5
.

A

• • •

D

Q.E.D.

THEOREM

VII.

173. The limit of ~a polygon inscribed in a curve, or circumscribed about it, ~as the number of sides is increased and
the length of each indefinitely diminished, is the curve.

Let C == a curve; P and p == the
6
perimeters of the inscr. and cir- ,
~
cumser. polyg's; the Is of p joining H U
A
the points of c,ontact of P, then
p == Cand P == o.
1.. For let RS be a f of p and
BRA a I of P.
2. Increasing the,number of Is and dimin. their length
LARS == 0-.
The It. of a sec:ant as the pts., etc.
§170
3. Siro. every L between Is of p and P == 0; andp== P.
4. Since C is at all times between . . . . .
Q,E.D.
r--__

__.....

174. REMARK. It is not enough to show that the distrance
between p and C ~ O. Unless they coincide in direction also, they
might be unequal in length.
'

Ex. 279.
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ANGLES AND ARCS.

THEOREM

VIII.

175. In equal circles or in the same circle:
1.
arcs.
2.

Central angles have the same ratio as their intercepted
Sectors have, the same ratio as their angles or arcs.

v
I. Let
.
1. For let m be a measure.
2. Draw the radii. . . . .
3. '-' Ae == '-' .. == '-' .. , etc.
4. '-' AB : ~ . . == 3 : 5.
~ 5. But L . . : L . . == 3 : 5.
6

Why? §123:

~

.

7. Sim. L AOB : L OBD == '-' AB : '-' CD, whatever
number of times each contains the common measure.
8. Since LAOB : L OPD == '-' AB : '-' OD wh~n
commensurable, the same is true when incommensurable..
Why? §168: 2
. Q. E. D..

176. In similar demonstrations hereafter, steps 7 and 8,'"
which are the same in all, will not be repeated.-177. §175: 1 gives a convenient measure of an angle and
may be briefly expressed:
Central angles are measured by their intercepted arcs.
Ex. 279. As the number of sides of a regular polygon increases
indefinitely, its angles approach straight angles as limits.
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IX.

178. 1. A n inscribed angle is measured by half the inter.cepted arc.
2. An angle between a chord and a tangent is measttred
by half the 1:ntercepted arc.
~~~, __
4.!!;Q~~_jnaCL.ib§/!:.>i?1~~~~Y~ ?~Cf.?]}'~~,~[l!~~~t_are e!L1f:!!l.
4-. A n angle inscribed in a segment less than a semicircle

,is obtuse.
5. An angle inscribed
circle is acute.
A

~:n

a'seg1nent greater than a semi-

A

A

G
D
Fig.l.

G

G
Fig. 4.

Fig. 2.

Fig. 3.

I. Figures 1, ~, and 3. Let L BAD . ..
a) Let 0, the center, be on I AD. Join
:§§70: 1, 45: 1, and 177.
b) (Fig. 2.) The center 0 within the L.
c) (Fig. 3.) The center 0 without the L .
.. II. (Fig. 4.) Let L DAB
.
1. For draw DE II AB.
Apply §~67:], 129, and 178: l.
" III, IV, and V. (Fig. 5.) Apply §178: J.
L

Apply

,

Ex. 280. Find the angles intercepting the following arcs, 90°;
(l00; 1.80°; 40° 20'; 61° 41' 25".
Ex. 281. Find the a.rc intercepted by an angle of 2°; 3°; 17°;
23° 27'; 38° 40'; 57° 15' 56".
,
Ex., 282. An equilateral polygon inscribed in a circle is regular.
Ex. 283. An equiangular polygon inscr. in a circle is regular.
Ex. 284. The opposite angles of a quadrilateral inscribed in a
.circle are supplementary.

Ex. 295.
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THEOHEM

X.

179. 1. The angle formed by two chords is measured by
half the sum of the intercepted arcs.
2. The angle formed by two secants, by a secant and a
tangent, or by two tangents, meeting without a circle, is
measured by half the difference of the intercepted arcs.
A

A

8

/)

D
Fig. 1.

Fig. 2.

6
Fig. 3.

Fig. 4.

I. Apply §§67: 2, 178: 1, and 129. c
II. Make three cases: a) Two secants, b) a secant and
a tangent, c) two tangents.
Ex. 285. .The arcs intercepted by two tangents are as 3 : 5.
Find the angle bet"l'een the tangents. Ans. 45°.
Ex. 286. The angle between 2 secants is 40° and the ratio of
the in\ercepted arcs; :3 : 5-. Ji"'ind the intercepted arcs.
Ex. 287. The angle inscribed in the smaller of·t"vo segments,
into which a circle is divided, is t"l'ice the angle inscribed in the
greater segnlent. Find the angles and arcs.
Ex. 288. The arc intercepted between a chord and a tangent
is 80°. Find the angle.
Ex. 289. A chord divides the circumference of a 0 in the ratio
3 : 7. :Find the angle it makes with a tangent at one extremity.
Ex. 290. (Fig. 1.) If ~ AC = 40° and __ DB=800; find L AEC.
Ex. 291. (F'ig. 2.) If~EC=400and_BD=1200;find LA.
Ex. 292. (li'ig. 3.) If~BC=50o and~BD=1600; find L.A.
Ex. 29B. (Fig.4.) I[~BD=1100and__ BED=2500;findL.A.
Ex. 294. State exercises 290. to 293 in words without reference
to a figure.
Ex. 295. The angle between two tangents is 25° and one of
the intercepted arcs is 40°. Find the other intercepted arc.
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§ 180

XI.

180. 1. Any three parallel lines divide all V"ansversals
proportionally.
2. A line parallel to the base of a triangle divides the sides
proportionally.
'
3. A~y nurnber of parallel lines divide two or more transversals proportionally.

.

,

I. Let the ....
B
cut the transversals
... '... in . . . . . ;
,then AO : OE == BD : D~' AE : AC
== BF : BD; etc.
A
---'C
1. For let EO: e
AO == 3: 4.
Fig. 2.
2. Divide E.C into 3 part8, and AO into 4 parts each ==
the common measure En.
3. Through n, p . . . . . . . .
4. Then Fy == yx ==
etc.
Why? §90
5. FD contains
and DB
.
,6. .'. FD': DB == 3 : 4.
Why?
7
.
Why? §.17: 1
8. AE:
.
Why? §155:11
---f.M.-...---+~---I~-'-"::

II. Apply §180: 1. Use fig. 2.
III. Apply §180; 1. Construct a figure.

Q. E. D.

Ex. 296. A system of parallel fines cuts three transversals.
The segments of one are 1, 2, 4, and 5. The entire length of the
other intercepted lines are respectively 18 and 30. Find each
segment of the t,vo latter.
'Ex. 297. The segments of the altitude of a triangle nlade by
lines parallel to its bass are 2, 3, and 4. The segments of the
sides corresponding to 2 are 5 and 6. Find the length of each
aide, also its'segrnents corresponding to 3 and 4.

Ex. 297

PROPORTIONAL LINES.

PROBLEM

83

I.

181. 1. Divide a line into segments proportional to those
of a given line.
.2. Divide a line into any number of equal parts.
I.

To divide

I AB

1. Draw AD' == AD
rnaking any convenient L . . . . .
Complete construction and proof. Apply
§§64 and 180.
II. Dra-\v a line,
proof.
PROBLEM:

182.

To divide

II.

line in a given ratio.

(t

D/

m
n.

-

A

C/ .,. .
/0
.,. ."'" 1,.\

,< .,...

m/ ". \

E

.,...~

\

\
\

\

\

n!

'.8

III.
10 find a fourth proportional to three given lines.
PROBLEM

183.

.,...
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IV.

PROBLEM

184. On a given line construct
a segment containing a given angle.

Apply in construction §§49,
51: 1, 34; in proof, §§67: 1,
122: 1, 177, 178: 1.

,.

THEOREM

XII.

185. A straight line which divides ttVO sides of a triangle
proportionally is parallel to the third side.

B

.LetAD: ..... , ... II..
For draw DE' II . ·
2. ..: .. == CB : CE'. Why?
3. But AB : BD == GB : GE.
Why? §180:

8

1.

4.

GE

==

2

A

E.-'__ f'

6

GE'

each being
5.

D

== . . .
Q. E. D.

Ex. 298. Of what preceding proposition is- § 185 the converse?

186. DEF. Two polygons are similar, when each angle
of the one is equal to the homologous angle of the other
and the sides joining the equal angles are. proportional.

~

Ex. 299. If in fig. 2, §180, AD = 9, DB = 12, EO = 12, find EB.
Ex. 300. If AD = 6, DB = 9, and Be = 20; find CE and EB.
~;x. 301. 'The angles of a triangle are 2x, 3x, and 4x. Find
each angle.
·
Ex. 302. The angles of a quadri-lateral are 2x, 3x, 4x, and 5x.
Find each angle.
E~ 303. 4 The angles of a pentagon are 2x, 3x; 4.x, 5x, and 6x.
Find each 'angle.

Ex. 303

SIMILAR TRIANGLES.

THEOREM

XIII.

187.

Two triangles are similar.'
they are equiangular.
If two angles of the one are equal to two angles of the
other, each to each.
3. lj' their" homologous sides are proportional.
4. If an angle of the on.e is equal to an angle of the othp,r
and the sides about this angle are proportional.
1.
2.

If

I. In 68 ... · . · . ·
1. For place L B' . . . .
B' A' along. . ., join . · . '
2.

6 BDE== 6...

3.

LBDE

Why? §38

==

8

/j
8'

/

LA.

Ae..----~GJ/.
G'
4. . .... 1/ . .
Why? §66: 2
5. .'. AB : DB . . . . . .
Why? §180: 2
6. Siro. AB:
== AO: ...
7
.
Why? §186
II. Apply §72: l.
\jIll. In 6s
.
1. For from BA cut off ... - ... , from BC . ... ,
join ...
2. AB: BD == .. '. .
Why?
3.' DEll ...
Why? §185
Why,?
4. L.. == L . . and L
5. 6 .. ,. . . , ....
Why?
6. . . : .. == AC: DE.
'Vhy?
Why?
7. DE == A'C'.
Why? §48
8., 6. · == 6. ·

Why?

9

IV.

.

The firs~ five steps may be the same a~ in' §187:

3.
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XIV.

188. Triangles whose sides are parallel are equiang'ular
and sirnilar.
2. Triangles whose sides are mutually perpendicular are
equiangular and similar.

'
r!i
B

a

AI
A

0_

C.

8'

'a'

II

G"

I. Apply §§74: 1 and 187:
II. Apply §§74: 2 and 187:

£
1.

1.

PROBLEM

189. On a given line
construct a polygon similar
to a given polygon.

V.

()

190. DEF. The ratio
I ~
A~ 1./
similitude
of two
n .,
"8 A'-~---.;..:..B',
polygons is the ratio of any tWQ ho~ologous sides.
of

Ex. 304. The angle between a chord and 'a tangent is 70°.
FinClthe two arcs into which the chord divides the circle.
Ex. 305. A chord divides a circle so that the greater arc is
three times the smaller. Find the angle between the chord and a
tangent at one of its extremities. AIlS. 45°.
'
Ex. 306. TIle an~le between two secants is 40°, and the greater
of the intercepted arcs, 120°. Find the smaller inter~epted arc.

Ex. 309
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ANGLE BISECTORS.

THEOREl\tI

X'T.

191. 1. The bisector of the vertical angle of a triangle
divides the base into segments proportional to the adjacent sides
of the triangle.
2. The bisector of the exterior vertical angle oj a triangle
divides the b'ase produced into segments proportional to the
adjacent sides of the triangle.

/t
,

/ I
//

&/

I
I
I

,,I ..

A'----L---'I~/--JlG

J

P_
A'-"'---,.....I¥-F-_-L..
p

-~ D

I. I.;et BD bisect.
1. For dra"v CE II .. and.
2. Lx == . . . .
\Vhy? §,67: 1
3. Ly ==....
"Vhy? §67:2
4.
Why? Hypoth. and §17: 1
5. BE == BO.
Why? §46: 1
6.
Why? §180: 2
7.
Why? Q. E D.
II. The proof is closely similar to the above.
Ex. 307. The sides of a triangle are 4, 6, and 8. Find the segmen ts of each sides made by·the bisector of the opposite angle.
Ex. 308. In a l~, a = 9, b = 8, c = 12. Find the segments of b
by the bisector of the ext·. L at B. .A.DS. 24, 32.
Ex. 309. The segments of the base of a triangle made by the
biRectop of the vertical angle are 2 and 3, and the sum of the other
sides is 15. Find the other aides. Ans. 6, 9.
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§ 192

THEOREM XVI.
192. 1. The diagonals from homologous angles of similar
polygons divide them into the same number of similar triangles similarly plaqed.
2. .Homologous diagonals ,and altitudes of similar polygons
have their ratio of si1nilitude. Formulas: a) d: d' == a: a')·
b) h: h' ~-== a: a'.
3. The perimeters of similar polygons have their ratio of
similitude. Formula: p: p' :::::= a: a'.
4-. The perimeters of regular polygons have the same
ratio as the radii of their inscribed or circumscribed circles.
Formula: p: p' ~ r: 1'" == R: R'.
5. The circumferenc~s of circles have the same rfLtio as
their radii or diameters. l?ormula: c: 0' == r: r' == d: d'.

D
d

6
8'
I. Let DA
.
1. For in 68 ADE
.
LE == .. and AE: .. == . . ..
Why? §186
2. . .. 6 ..
Why? §187:
3. AD: ad == . . . . and AD : ad == AB : ..
4-6. Prove L DAB: == L dab.

7. . '.6, ..

r'-J

•

•

•

r'-J

•••

4

_

II. Use fig. 1.
III. Let p == the perimeter. . . and p'. . . .; then. . .
1. For AB : ab == . . . . == .... == ... == . . . Why?
·2. . ·oJ AB
~
== ab
Why? §161
3
.
Q. E. D.

+ ..

+.....

Ex. 314.
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HOMOLOGOUS LINES.

IV. Use fig. 2.
V. Apply §§173 and 192: 2.
#I

193. n,EMARK. In applying theorems like the above to t,rial1gles, or pentagons, etc., it is advantageous to substitute the
word triangle, or pentagon, for polygon. Making such changes
mentally gives the student a more thorough mastery of the
principles involved.
194. REMARK. By methods similar to those of §192 it may
be shown, that:
1. All possihle homolo{/ous lines and parts of lines of similar
polygons have thelr ratio of similitude.
2. All homologous arcs and chords of similar curves are proportional.
Ex. 310. Similar polygons whose ratio of similitude is uI!ity
are equal.

PROBLEM

195.

VII.

B

Through a given point in

a given angle draw a line terminated
by the sides of the angle which shall

0

e,/

be- bisected at that point.

Apply §64; in proof, §180:

/

/

2.

/
A"----~--._.:_C

E

6

Ex. 311. Construct a segment containing an angle of 45°.
Apply §§51, 42, and 184.
Ex. 312. Construct a segment cont.aining an angle of.30°.
}4~x. 313. Construct an equilateral triangle of which each side
is 2 inche8 and the locus of a point balf an inch from its periJ!leter.
Ex. 314. The sides of a tria.ngle are 6, 8, and 10. Find the
segments of the longest side made by the bisector of the opposite
~ngle.
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§ 196

SUPPLEMli~NTARY EXERCISES.

Ex. 3J5. State ~nd prove the converse of §191, beginning:
1) The line which divides . . . .
Apply §§185, 6~: 1, and 67: 2•
. Ex. 316. The sine of an arc is equal in length to the sine of its
supplement. (BE == GK).
Ex. 317. (Fig- 1.) The
tangent of an arc is equal in
length to the tangent of its
8upplelnent.
Ex.' 3is. The secant or
an arc is equal in length to
the secant of its suppleFig. 1.
F~g. 2.
ment.
Ex. 319. (Fi~. 2). The sine, tangent t and secant of an arc
are respectively equal in length to the corresponding functions ~f
its conjugate.
Ex. 320. Given the hypotenuse of a right-angled triangle; find
the locus o'f its vertex. See §121.
Ex. 321. Given a side of a triangle and t,he magnitude of the
opposite angle; find the locus of its vertex. Se~ §lS4. I
Ex. 322. Givpn a side of a triangle and the length of the
altitude on it; find the locus of file vertex of the opposite
angle.
Ex. 32il. Draw a Hnp- ~ inch long, -and the oppo~ite angle of
a triangle == 30°. Construct the locus of its vertex.
Ex. 324. Construct a pircle 1 inch in diameter and the locus
of a point from which a tangent 1 inch long' can be dravvn
to it. ..
Ex. 325. Construct the locus of a point at which tangents to
a given circle make an anp;le of 30°.
Ex. 326. The arcs intercepted by tV\7 0 intersecting chords are
60° and 90°. Find the angle between the chords.
Ex. 327. The angle between two intersecting chords is 40°,
and the ratio of the intersp-pted arcs is 2 : 3. Find the arcs.

Ex. 332

ENVELOPING LINES.

THEOREM

91

XVII.

196. 1. An enveloping systeni of lines is greater than the
.enveloped syste'm, both being convex.
2. An enveloping curve or system of st~·aight lines and
.curves is greater than the, enveloped system, both systems betng
.convex.
/(

D

L..

F

E

H

U
B

;i1~-

B

I. Prove by a nlethod similar to that of §57.
•
II. Show that the curves ,are the limits of polygons as
the number of sides is indefinitely increased and their
length diminished by bisection and apply §173.
Ex. 328. Through a given point
within a given angle draw a line
terminated by the sides of the angle
and divided by the point in a given
ratio.
Ex. 329.
Construct a triangle,
its perimeter· and two angles being
given.
Ex. 330. Construct a right-angled
triangle, the length of its altitude
8'
.and its hypotenuse being given.
Ex. 331. Given a side of a triangle
the length of the altitude on it and
the magni tude of the opposite angle;
'Construct a triangle.
Ex. 332. Given one side of a triang~e, the m~.gnitude of the
opposite angle, and the ratio of the other two Aides; construct a
triangle. Apply §§182 and 184; in proof, §191: 1.

ji

, C
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§ 197

Ex. 333. With a given radius draw a circle touching two
intersecting lines. How many such circles can be draw~?
Ex. 334. ,With a given radius construct a circle which has its
center in_one given line and touches another given line.
Ex. 3~5. With a given radius construct a circle which touches
a' given circle and has its center in a given line.
Ex. 336. With a given radius construct a circle which toucbeB
one given circle and has its center in the circumference of another.
In what cases is this impossible?
Ex. 337. With a given radius construct a circle which shall
touch two given circles. In what cases is this impossible?
Ex. 338. With a given radius construct a circle which-shan
touch a given line and a given circle. When are eight solutions
possible? when six? when four? when two? and when only one?
Ex. 339. Construct three equal circles and two other circles
tangent to each of these. Suggestion: Construct an equilateral
triangle, etc.
. Ex. 340. Construct a circle which shall tou(~h a given circle au
a gi ven point and also touch a given line.
Ex. 341. Construct a circle tangent to two other circles, thepain t of tangency to one circle being given.
Ex. 342. Construct a triangle whose sides are ~ in., ~ in., and
1 in., and three circles escribed to the triangle.
Ex. 343.- In a D, given: .A. = 30°, C = 6, a = 3; find B, b, a
by construction.
Ex. 344. In a 6, given: a = 5, b = 12, c = 13; find A, B, and
C by construction.
Ex. 345. Given the base of an isosceles 6 12' and its altitude8; find the other sides by construction.
Ex. H46. Construct a regular octagon whose diagonal joining
opposite angles is 1 inch.
Ex. 347. Construct a regular, hexagon whose diagonal joining
opposite angles is 1 inch.
Ex. 348. The sides of a triangle are 6, 8 and 12. Find the
segments of the third side made by the bisector of the angle included by the two first, also the segments made by the bisector oj
the exterior angle. ,
4

BOOK IV.
AREA, PROPORTIONAL FIGURES.

197. DEF. Multiplication was~ as first defined in Arithmetic, limited{o integral numbers.' The definition was first
extended to include multiplying by a fraction as: 12 X
i == 4. It was further 'extended in Algebra so that incommensurable, negative, or imaginary numbers could be used
as factors. \Ve now further extend the definition.
198. The rectangle AD is the G
D
surface generated by moving the hlt--+---+--+--+----I
line AB vertically the distance A C I?
or by moving A. C ve!tically the
distaJ)ce AB.
A ~ 9 h It; 8
DEF. The product of two lines is as many square units
of surface as the product of the number of units of length
in the lines.
How many units of length in AB? I-Iow many units
of length in AC? Ho\v many units of surface in the
rectangle AD?
t""--r---t----t---t--I

199. Since moving the line AB· the distance A C generates the same rectangle as moving AC the distance AB,
the commutative law of multiplication is valid in multiplying lines by lines.
200. P X m = pm.
P X n == pn.
p (rn
n) ~ pm

+

6EJE

+ pn.

p

pm

D

Pit
It

1

Hence the distributive law of A
8=-.--"';"':""--0
multiplication is valid in multiplying lines by lines.
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§ 201

201. Since 5 in. X 3 in. === 15 sq. in., 15 sq. in. --;3 in. == 5 in. Hence surfaces divided by lines give lines
as quotients.
202., Show to "\tvhat extent the applicability of §~154
and 155 is extended by §198, and illustrate each case by
an example.
203. The expression the product of fwo .lines is used by many
who explain it as an abbreviated method of saying:: A surface
containing as many units of surface as the product of the numbers expressing th_e number of linear units in ·one line by thenumber of linear' units in the other.
Ex. 349. Find the product of: 3 in. X 8 in.; 7 ft. X 8 ft. ~
X 8 m; 11 em X 12 cm.
Ex. 350. Multiply 2~ ft. by 7 in. What must first be done?
State the general principle.
Ex. 351. Find the products of the following lines: 3 in. X 3~
in.; 4 in. X 6~ ill.; 8 cm X 6~ crn; 8 ill X 12~ ill; 3 m X 33 ~ m.;
6 m X 16% ill; 12 din X 8~ dm; 8 mm X 38~ mm.
Ex. 352. Find the quotient"s of surfaces divided by lines: 6 sq.
yds -+- 2 yds; 100 sq. yds -;- 8 yds; 500 sq. ft. -+- S ft.. ; 2 acres -+8 rods.
Ex. 353. The area of a rectangular field is 24 square rods, arid
the ratio of its sides 2 : 3. ]'ind its sides.
Ex. 354. The area of a rectangular field is 15 acres and the
greater side 6 times the smaller. ]'ind its sides.
Ex: 355. The bisectors of the base L s of an isosceles 6 form
an L of 100°. ]'ind the L s of the 6.
Ex. 356. Find the number of sides of regular polygons whose
exterior angles are: 30°; 90°; 60°; 45°; 36°; 72°; 120°; 51to.
Ex. 357. Find the number of sides of regular polygons whose
interior angles are: 108°; 135°; 144°, 60.
Ex. 358. The arcs int~rcepted between two tangents to a circle
are as, 4 : 5. Find the arcs and the angle between the tangents.
Ex. 359. The angle between two secants is 40°, and the smaller
of the intercepted arcs is 50°. Find the greater intercepted arc.
Ex. 360. The sides of a 6 are 6,.9. and 4. Find the segments
of the side 4 produced made b~y the bisector of the exterior vertical angle.
~ lIt

Ex. 360
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AREAS OF PARALLELOGRAl\1S.

THEOREl\JI

T.

204. 1. Parallelograms having equal bases and altitudes
are eqttivalent.
2. The area oj' a parallelograrn is equivalent to the product
of its base by its altitude. Formttla: A ~ bh. '
3. Any hoo parallelograms are to each other as the products
of their bases and alt1:tudes. Forrnula: A : A' == bh : b' h'.
,4.. Parallelogra1ns having equal altitudes are to each other
as their bases. For1r~ula: If h == h'; A : A' == b : b'.
5. Parallelograms having 'equal bases are to each other as
their altitudes. Foruuda: If Q == b' ; A : 4' == h : h'.
f/

-6 D.

fI
6/1
G- --- ,---7
,-

/

/

,-

/

,,-

F

A

/

/

/

BE.

F

I. In the ~s.
1. For place ~ EG on ..
2. The upper base HG falls . . .
3.-6. Prove 6DAH == ..
Complete the proof.

It.

I.;et A C

1.

For

== . . . . ..

:V :

6
DeC
AC ~
i - - - - -7-;;;....--7·
.;...-.-----~
o · .
'Vhy? §204: 1
2. If AG and~ AB are
:
I
A - - - - - -f 2V
cmbl. .... Why? §198
3. This is also true when AF and AB are incmbl.
'iVhy? §168:s
4
.

CJ

6
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III. ' Let P and pI == 2 parallelograms, band b' . . ., h
and h', then . . . . .
1. P
Why? §204: 2
2. Bim. pI
3. . . . . • . . . . . . .
Why? §17:2
IV. and V. Deduce fro~ §204: 2.
J'L

•

•

•

J'L

•

•

•

THEOREM

II.

'205. 1. The area of a triangle is half the product qf its
base and altitude. Formula: T =!:= t bh.
2. The area of a triangle is half the product of its perimeter, by the radius of the if!:8cribed circle. Formula: T JIt (a b c) r =!:= t pr sr.
3. Any two triangles are to each other as the prodructs of
their bases and a~tittf;des. Formula: T: T' =: bh : b' h'.
4-. Triangles having equal altitudes are to each other as
their bases. Formula: If h == h')· T:, T' =: b : b' .
5. _Triangles having equal bases are to each other as their
a'ltitudes. Formula: If b =:/ b')· T: T' === h : h'.
6. Triangles having equal bases and altitudes are equivalent.

+ +

I.

Complete a

J'L

~

&8

and apply §§87 and 204:

II. Join center of 0 to the vertices
of L s and apply §205: 1.
III., IV." and V. may be p~oved
by the method used in §204.

.

A

6" ,

:

H

'

~.

'E

Ct

Ex. 361. Find the areas of parallelograms having the common altitude, 12 em, and the bases: 3 em, 5 em, 8 em, 9 em,
11 eIh.
Ex. 362. Find the areas of parallelograms whose common
base is 11m, and whose altitudes are: 2 ill, 4 ill, 6 ill, 12 ID.

Ex. 365
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PRODUCTS OF LINES.

THEOREM III.
206. 1. The square on the sum of two lines is equivalent
to the sum of their squares increased by twice their product.
Formula: (a + b)2 ~ a2 2 ab + b2.
2. The square on a line is four times the square on its half.
I. Let a and b == the Is; a + b == .... ; then (a
b)2 ~ a 2
Prove this, either algebraically by multiplication, or by
drawing the squares, etc.

+

+

+

.

THEOREM

IV.

207. The square on the dijference of two lines is equivalent to
the sum of their squares diminished
by twice their product. Forr;nula:
(a-b)2 ~ a 2 +b 2 - 2 abo

tJ

G H
h

t

6
a ab

Prove this by u'sing the adjacent figure, or algebraically.
A
THEOREM

£

L

M

(a-b)2-

b

V.
M

L
K
208. The prodttct of the sum
and the difference of two lines
hi
b(a.-b)
is equivalent to the difference of N
6
E
H
their squares. Formula: (a+b)
(a-b)
a 2 -b 2 ,.
(a-h)'bfa.-b)
Prove this by using the adjaG
B
cent figure, or algebraically.
A
D
I.
+ b
..!'I-

Ex. 363. Prove by a figure, without applying §206: 1, that the
square on the whole of a line is four times the square on its half.
[a 2 = 4 (a +- 2)2.]
.
Ex. 364. Draw a ~ whose base is 4 in., area 8 sq. in. and
oblique sides each 4 in. ~uggestion: First find its altitude.
Ex. 365. In a 6, 8 = 24, r = 3; find its area by §205: 2.
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209. DEF. The medial of a trapezoid is the line joining
the mid-points of its 'non-parallel sides.

THEOREM

VI.

210. 1. Tlie area of a trape~oid is equivalent to the 1yroduct of its altitude by half the sum of its parallel ,sides.
Formula: Tr ~ ~ h (b
b').
2. The medial of a trapezoid is half the sum of its parallel
sides. Formula: m ~~ t (b
b').
3. The area of a trapezoid is equivalent to the product of
its altitude and medial. Formula: Tr ~ hm.

+

+

A __

~

~B

Fig. 1.

I.
II.
III.

A4---_~~B

It'

E

Fig. 2.

(Fig. 1.) Apply §205: 1.
(Fig. 2.) Apply §§67: 1, 72: 2, and 87:
(Fig. 2.)~ Apply §210: 1, ~. -

3, 2.

Ex. 366. In a trapezoid: b = 4, b' = 7, h = 12. Find the area.
Ex. 367. ' In a trapezoid: T1 = 120, b = 14, b' = 10. Find h.
Ex. 368. The bases of a trapezoid are 12 and 18. Find its
medial.
Ex. 369. Find the area.s of triangles having -bases and altitudes equal to those of the parallelograms in Ex. 361 and 362.
Ex. 370. Illustrate theorems III. to V. by numerical examples
in which a
5 Cill., b = 3 em.
Ex. 371. In ~sin whichb=9,findhifP=27;36;72;
108; 144.
Ex. 372. Find b in 68 in which h = 9 ill, T = 45 m; 63 ill;
99m.
Ex. 373. Ina6,a=8,b=15,c=17,T=60. Findr.
4

==

Ex. 380
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PROJECTIONS.
"-

211. DEF. The projection of a point on a line is the
foot of the perpendicular let fall from the point on the line.
See fig. 1.

p
I

Al

pI
Fig. 1.

8(,

.H

,
I

}f

,
I

I
I

H'

F

Fig. 3.

212. DEF. The projection of a line on a line is the
part of the latter which include~ the projections of all the
points of the former, as in figures 2 and 3 above.
213. There are many other kinds of projection besides
orthogonal projection above defined, but the word projection is generally understood as meaning orthogonal projection, unless otherwise specified or implied.
Ex. 374. What are the projections of AD and BD on AB, Fig. 1:
§210; those of AD and BD on DE, Fig. 1 of §210.
Ex. 375. What are the projections of on and HO onHD, figure
of ex. 319?
Ex. 3-76. What are the projections of the arcs A.D, GO, EB,.
and GA on the line AA' in the first figure of §142.
Ex. !l77. What are the projections of 00 on KA. and KG in
the second figure of §142?
Ex. 378. If the Inid-points of the adjacent sides of a square be·
joined a second square will be formed whose area is half the
area of the original square.
Ex. 379. If equal disbances be measured a,long the sides of a
square from each angle, so that the long segment of each side shall
be adjacent to the short side of the next and these points be
joined, the original square is so divide_d as to consist of a new
square and four equal right-angled triangles.
Ex. 380. The parallel sides of a trapezoid are 8 and 14 and its
altjtude 6. Find its medial and area.
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PLANE GEOMETRY.

THEOREM

VII.

214. If the altitude on the hypotenuse of a right-angled
triangle be drawn:
1. The triangles formed are similar to the whole triangle
and to each other.
2. The perpendicular is a mean proportional between the
segments of the hypotenuse. Formulas: a) ae : h -== h : bej
b) \ h 2 ~ a e X be'
3. Each side is a mean proportional between the hypotenuse and the adjacent segment. Formulas': a) c: a == a : ae;
b) a 2 ::c= C. X ae'
4. The squares of the legs are proportional to the segments
of the hypotenuse. Formula: a 2 : b 2 == ae : be.

I. Apply §187: 2.
II. and III. Apply
§§214: and 186.
.
IV. Let
1. For a 2 ==
.
Why? \ §211: 3.
2. Sim. b2 •
O

3.

0

0

;

• • • • • • •

a

,A

B

'§17:

2

Q.,E. D.

Ex. 381. (Fig. to §214) be = 4, ae = 9. Find h.
Ex. 382. The segments of the hypotenuse of a rt6 made by
the altituae on it are 4 and 16. Find the altitude.
Ex. 383. c = 25, b = 10. Find be.
Ex. 384. The legs of a rt6 are 5 and 12. Find the ratio of the
segments of the hypotenuse Dlade by the altitude on it.
Ex. 385. In a 6, a = 9, b = 41, r = 4, T=180. Findp and c.
See §205: 2.
Ex. 386. In a 6, T = 18. Find all possible pairs of integral
bases and altitudes the bases being even integers.
Ex. 387. In a 6, T == 10. Find all possible pairs of integral
bases and altitudes.

Ex 396.
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RIGHT-ANGLED TRIANGLES.

THEOREM VIII.
215. The square of the hypotenuse of a right-angled triangle is equivalent to the sum of the squares on the legs.
Formulas: 1) c2 ~ a 2 + b 2 ). 2) C ~ V a 2 + b 2 ; 3) a 2 ~
c 2 -b 2 ). 4) a ~.-V c2 -b 2 j 5) a ~ V (c
b) (c-b.)

+

I. (Fig. of §211.) Let AOB.
1. For .. ~
.
Why? §210: s
2. Bim
.
Why?3. a 2
b2 ~ C X ae
c X be
4
.
Q.E.D.
Prove formulas 2-5, and state them in words.

+

+

Ex. 388. Illustrate §215 by constructing squares on the three
sides of a right.angled triangle and using these squares in stating
the theorem.

216. §215, called the Pythagorean theorem from its discoverer
Pythagoras (540-510 B. C.), is the most celebrated theorem
in geometry. It is the 47th (Book I) in Euclid, and the 11th
(Book IV) in Legendre. The method of proof used in these works
is outlined in the supplementary exercises.
Ex. 389. If ae = 9 and be = 4; find h; find a to 2 figures.
Ex. 390. If h = 8 and ae = 4: find be; if a = 15 and b = 8;
find c.
Ex. 391. If c = 41 and a = 40; find b without squaring 41.
Ex. 892. If c = 65 and a = 63: find b. If c = 37 and a = 35 ;
find b.
Ex. 393. Rewrite the general enunciation of 214: 2, 3, 4, using
the word projection and avoiding the use of the word segment.
Ex. 894. The hypotenuse of a right.angled triangle is 17 and
one leg is 15. Find the other leg without squarinp; 17 or 15.
Ex. 395. The projections of the legs on the hypotenuse of a
right-angled triangle are 4 and 9. Find the altitude on the hypo·
tenuse, the area and the legs to one place of decimals.
Ex. 396. The difference of the hypotenuse and base of a right·
angled triangle is 1 and the perpendicular is 3. Find the area.
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THEOREM

IX.

217. ·1. The sq1fare on the side opposite an acute angle
of a triangle is less than the sum of the squares on the other
two sides by twice the product of one of these sides and the
projection of the other on it. Formulas: a) a 2 ::0: c2 + b2
-B c X be; b) be ::!:= (c 2 + b2 - a 2 ) -:- ~ c.
2. The. square on the side opposite the obtuse angle of an
\obtuse-angled triangle exceeds the sum,- of the squares of the
other two sides by twice the prod'uct of one of these sid:es and
the projection of the other on it. Formula.: a 2 == c2
b2
2 c X be.
_.
3. The product of the sum and difference of any two sides
of a triangle is equivalent to the product of the sum and
difference of their projections on the third side. Formulas:
a) (a
b) (a-b) ~ Cae + be) Cae-be))" b) ae~bc ==
(a
b) (a-b) +- c.

+

+

+

+

G

G

G

A
b~.

Fig. 2.

Fig. 1.

I. Let".".
1. For either: ac
2.
3.
4.

5

. .. a c 2 ~
h 2 ~ b2 a2

==

C

Ge

B

Fig. 3.

c-b c or ac==bc-c.

••••

::!::: • • • •

Why? §212: 3
Why? §212: 1

.
Substituting in equation 4 values of ao2 and h2 . . . " " . .
Q. J<:.n.•

II. The proof differs from the above only in the signs.
III. Apply §212, subtract and factor. .

Ex. 401.
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X.

THEOREM

1. Formula*: c ~ a
2

2

+b

2

+ 2 a X ba •
A n angle of a triangle is acute, right, or obtuse, according as the square on the side opposite to it is greater than,
equal to, or less than, the sum of the squa'res on the other two
sides.
I. Apply §217. State the theorem in words.
II. The method of §54: 2 may be used.
218.
2.

T.

PROBLEM

1. To find a square equivalent to the sum of two
given squares.
2.
To find a square equivalent to the difference of two
given squares.
219.

8
G

WI.

:~~

m

a

It

n

G

Fig. 2.

Fig.I.

I. (Fig. 1.) Apply §215: lII. (Fig. 2.) Apply §215: 2.

Ex. 897. Construct a square equivalent to the sum of three
gi ven squares.
Ex. 898. The sides of a triangle are 160, 200 and 240. Find,
1) the segments into which each side is divided by the altitude
on it; 2) the altitude on the side 240; 3) the area. Ans. 25, 135;
60,140;90,150;132.29; 15873. 4<

,

02

+ b2 -

('2

Ex. 399. Show by 5217: 1 t,hat ae =
2a.
Ex. 400. State ex. 399 in words as a theorem.
Ex. 401. If a = 10, b = 15, c 20; find be, h, and T .

.. This formula 1s called the generalized Pythagorean proposition.
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PLANE GEOMETRY.

THEOREM

XI.

220. 1. Triangles of which the one has. an angle equal
to an angle of the other are proportional to the products of
the sides including the equal angles.
- 2 . Sirnuar tria'f"gles _are to each other as the squares of
any two ho'mologous sides.

8,

8

Fig.l.

L1~,

A

Fig. 2.

.

I. In 68 ...
1. For place L B' .
2. Join
.
Why? §38
3. LBDE == 6 ...
Why? §205: 4
4. 6...:' 6 . . == BE : EO.
5
== BD : DA.
Why?
6.
Multiplying (4) by (5) and cancelling.
Q. E. D.
II. (Fig. 2.) Let ABO
.
1. For 6 ',' : 6 ... == a X b : a' X b'. Why? §220:
2.-5. Complete the proof.

1

Ex. 402. In 6,8 ABC and A'B'C'; A = A'; b = 4, C = 6; b' == ,
12, c' =; area ABC == 9. Find the area of A'B'C'.
'Ex. 403. Similar triangles are to each other as the squares of
homologous angle-bisectors. Apply §194.
Ex. 404. Similar triangles are to each other as the squares of
homologous altitudes.
.
- Ex. 405. Homologous sides of similar triangles are 5 L IO, 15,
20, and 25. The area of the first is 2 sq. in. Find the areas of
each of the others.

Ex. 405
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SIMILAR POLYGONS.

THEOREM

XII.

221. Two similar polygons are to each other as the squaregoj two homologous sides, diagonals, or altitudes. Formula :P : P' == a 2 : (a') 2 == d 2 : (d') 2 == h 2 : (h') 2 •
2. Regular polygons are to each other as the square; oj the'
radii oj their inscribed or circ1.tmscribed circle8. For'mulas: a)
P: p' = r 2 : (r')2 == R:2 (R')2). b) P: P'===d 2 : (d')2; c)
P: p' == c2 : (C')2.
3. The areas oj circles are to each other as the squares oj
their radii, diameters, or circ'u1njerences. Formula: C: C' ==
r2

:

(r') 2

==

d2

:

(d') 2

== C2 :

(c') 2 •

4-. Polygons whose sides and angles are equal in the same
order are equal.

D

Fig. 2.

Fig. 1.

I. I~et P == pol. ... , p
P :p
.
1. For 6ADE ~ 6 .. ; 6ADB

and P
~

~

p; then

6 .. and .. · · .

vVhy? §192: 1
2. 6ADE: 6 ade == 6 .. :6 .. ==6 ..... ==
Why?
AB2 : ab 2 •
Why? §161
3. P: p == AB 2 : ab 2 •
Complete the proof.
II.
III.

(Fig. 2.) Apply §§221: 1 and 192:
(Fig. 2.) Apply § 173.

2

(Ds).
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THEOREM

2?2. 1.

§ 222

XIII.

If

two chord8 inter8ect in a circle the product of
.the segments of the one is equivalent to the product of the
segrncnt8 of the other.
2. An ordinate to a diameter of a circle i8 a mean proportional between the segment8 of the diameter.

I. Let the chord. . .
1. For join
.
2. Now in 68 AEC
LA == L .. and LB . . Why? §178: 1
. 3.... 6 . · ,-.., ... IJ ~
Why? §187: 2
4....... b : c == ....
Why? §186
5.

C

E

D
Fig. 1.

Fig. 2.

Why? §155:

9

Q. E. D.

II.

(Fig. 2.) Apply §222:

1.

Ex. 406. (Fig. 1 above) b = 8, b' = 3, c = 6; find c'.
Ex. 407. An ordinate cuts a diameter of a circle into segments
"2
and 18 em in length. Find the length of the ordinate.
Ex. 408. A chord 12 em long cuts another ehord into seg[nents of 4 em and 9 em in length. Find the segments of the first.
Ex. 409. The diameter of a circle is 20 in. Find the segments
-into whieh it is divided by an ordinate 8 in. in length.
Ex. 410. In the sim. 68 ABO and A'B'(}'; a =-3, a' = 5, and
the area of ABC = 18; find t,he area of A'B'C'.
:F~x. 411.
P = 12 sq. yds, P'sim. to P, a = 2 it, a' = a yds;
find Pl. Apply §221.
.
Ex. 412. P = 48, pI = 75, a === 4; find a'.
Ex. 413. 3 and 5 are homologous sides of similar polygons;
-t,he area of t~e smaller is 18. Find the area of the larger.
Ex. 414. Find the ratio of similitude of two similar polygons
-whose areas are 45 and 80.

em

Ex. 4-24
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PROPORTIONAL LINES.

THEOREM XIV.
223. 1. If from a point without a circle two secanfiJ lie
drawn the product of the one by us external segment "'is equivalent to be product o.f the other by its external segment.
2. If from a point without a circle a secant and a tangent
be drawn, the product of the secant by its external segment is
equivalent to the square of the tangent.
3. If from a point without a circle two tangents be drawn,
the squares of the tangents are equal.

~~----A

Fig 2.

B

Fig. 3.

I. Prove by the aid of the simI 6s ABE and ADO.
II. Prove by the aid of the simI 68 ABO and ABD.

III.

(Fig. 3:) Apply §223:

2.

Ex. 415. (Fig. 1) AD = 4, AB, 10, and AC, 16; find AE.
Ex. 416. (Fig. 1) AD = 4, BD = 8, AE = 3; find EG.
Ex. 417. (Fig. 2) AB=6,AD=4; findA.C.
Ex. 418. (Fig. 2) AB = 8, CD = 12; find AD ana AC.
Ex. 419. (Fig. 1) AD = 5, BD 15, CE = 21; find AC.
Ex. 420. A secant 10 in. long is bisected by the circumferences.
The segments ~f a second secant arp 3x and 5x. Find the segnlents.
Ex. 421. If A
90°, b = 8, c = 10, be = 1; find a. See §217: lEx. 422. If A
90°, b = 12, c ::;:::; 10, be = ]; find a.
Ex. 423. If A
90°, b = 8, C = 6, be = 4; find a. . See §217: 2.
Ex. 424. Classify the following triangles by applying, 218: 2:
1) a = 6, b = 8, C = 9; 2) a = 6, b = 8, c = 10; 3) a = 6, b = 8,
C = 12; 4)a=8,b=12,c=17: 5)a=8,b=16,c=17; 6)a

<
<
>

= 9, b

= 40, C =

41.
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PLANE GEOMETRY.

II.
224. 1.. Find a mean proportional between two given lines.
2. Construct a square equivalent to a given rectangle.
3. Oonstruct a square equivalent to a given triangle.
PROBLEM

(,

--2L

~G

t

aDE~~
A~~
A

A

B

\

I.

8

'[)

Apply §222:

K

E H

2.

II. Construct BE === Be etc.
III. Construct BF == t DC etc.
PROBLEM

III.

225. Construct a square equivalent to a given polygon.
The figure shows only the
first operation. Prove by §205: 6
that the polygon ABODE ~
polygon AFDE. Finally apply
§224:

3.

E
F

.

PROBLEl\f

226. On a given
line construct a rectangle equivalen t to a
given rectangle.

Apply §181:
(EH

D

IV.

Lr-_ _ K

II

1.

== AD and

EG

==

AB).

G

Ex. 428
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PROBLEM

V.

8

227. Find two Unes having the
ratio of two given polygons.
Find by §225 m and n, the Is
of Os ::!).:: the given polygons; then
apply §214: 4.
PROBLEM

fl.'

A......._--ht~-~D
It

VI.

228. Find a square whic~ shall be to a given square in
the ratio of two given line8.
Let m and n == given Is;
m
a the I of the D.
1·. Layoff in a I, AF ==
m and FB == n.
2. On AB const. a to, D'---~---"""f
also FC _L AB.

I

If.

a.

3. Join OA and CB. If necessary produce CA and lay
off CD == a. Const. DEli AB meeting CB or CB produced in E, CE is a side of the required square.
In proof apply §214: 4.
229. DEF. A line is said to be divided in the extreme
and mean ratio when the greater segment is a mean proportional between the whole line and the smaller segment.
Formula: a: x == x: a-x.
Ex. 425. Inscribe a square in a given quadrant.
Ex. 426. Inscribe a square in a given semi-circle. Suggestion.
COIlstruct another square. Join the mid-point of one side to the
vertex of an opposite angle, etc.
Ex. 427. Inscribe a square in a given segment.
Ex. 428. Inscribe a circle in a 'gi ven semi-circle.
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PROBLEM VII.
230. Divide a line in the extreme and mean ratio.

Find a pt. Fin AB, such
that AB: AF == AF: FB.
1. At B erect -L lJO

=iAR

.E

C

D

2. With C as a center . . . . .
A~--~F~---=-or,::;B=--

3. Join AC and produce it cutting the 0 in D and E.
4. From AB cut off AF == AD; F is the required pt.
Why? §223: 2
5. For .-.. ~ . . .
6. AE: AB == AB : AD.
~hy?
7. '... AE- AB: AB == AB -AD: AD. Why? §155: 1
8. AE- AB == AE-DE==AD == AF., Why?'
9. -AF: AB== BF: 4F.
Why?
-10. AB:.......
Why? §155: 7
_ Q.E. F.

Ex. 429. Prove algebraically that AF == ~ AB CV5-1) and
FB = ~ AB (3 - V'5). Find AF to 3 decimal places if AB = 10.
Ex. 430. Find the segmpnts of a line 4 inches long divided in
the extreme and mean ratio. Ans. 2.472, 1.528.
Ex. 431. Draw three -radii trisecting a given circle.
Ex. 432. Construct three equ,al circles touching each other,
and also two other circles, each touching each of the first three.
Ex. 433. Construct six equal circles -touching a given circle
internally and each also touching two of the others. I:lrove that
a seventh circle, concentric with the given circle may be Constructed touching each of the circles constructed and equal to
each of them.
Ex. 4R4. Construct eight equal circles each touching internally
a given circle and also two of the other circles.
- Ex. 435. Construct ten equal <?ircles touching a given circle
internally and each touching two others.
Ex. 436. An ordinate to a diameter of a circle is 8 and the
diameter 20. Find its segments.

Ex. 436.

INSCRIBING POLYGONS.

PROBLEM

111

VIII.

231. 1. Inscribe a regular decagon in a circle.
2. Inscribe a regular pentagon in a circle.
3. Inscribe a polygon of 5 X 2 n Bides in a c'ircle.

I. Inscribe a decagon in 0 O.
F
1. Join OA; divide OA by -"¥ so
that OA : OX == OX: XA. §230.
D
OX is a side of the decagon.
2. For const. AB == OX; join I
OB and BX
3. Kow in 6s OAB, OBX,
A
. OA : AB == AB : AX Why?
4.. 60AB""' 6 ... and 6 .. is isosc. Why? §187: 4
5. BX == OX
'Vhy?
Why? §45: 1
6. LO = LXBO.
Why?
7. But LAXB == L 0
LXBO.

+

8. L ... == 2 L ..
9. L OAB == 2 L ..
10. L .. == 2 L ..
11. Sum Ls 60AB == 5L O.
12. .. rt L s == 5 L O.
13.... L 0 == t (2 rtLs) == To 4 rtLs.
14. . .. '-/ AB == -to circumference.

Q.E D.

II. Apply §231: 1.
III. Apply §231: 1 and §42.
232. REMARK. We have now constructed polygons of 2 X 2n
sides, 3 X 2n sides and 5 X 2n sides, using the compass ~ and
straight edge only.' In 1796, Gauss, the great German mathematician, then only 19 years old, proved by the aid of Algebraic
analysis that all polygons of in. (~
1) sides could be constructed, m and n being int
-.t ~ 1 a prime number. By
the principles of factoring,
1 cannot be prime unless m is

+

+
+
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§ 233

+

+

unity or a power of 2. If m == 1, 2m
1 == 3; if m == 2, 2m
1
= 5; if m = 4, 2m
1 == 17 which is prime; if m == 8, 2m
1 ==
257 which is prime;- if m == 16, 2m + 1 is not prime being divis-;ible by 13. The construction of polygons
J 7 and 257 sides by
Gauss's method is however too tedious to be of practical value.

+

of

THEOREM

XV.

2~3. 1. The area of a regular polygon is half the product
()f its perimeter and apothem. Formula:
p === p X t.
2. The area of a circle ,is half the
product of its radius and circumference. Fr----.....--~
F01"mula: a === t rc.
C
I. Apply 205: 1.
II. Apply ~§233: 1 and 173.

234.

DEF.

A· unit circle is one whose radius is unity.

THEOREM

XVI.

235. 1. The area of a squa,re circumscribed about a circle is 4- r 2 •
2. The area of an inscribed square is
2 r 2•

A

8

Ex. 437. If in the figure of §233. .EO i~ 1, find ED, OC, and
the area of the polygon. Ans. 1; ~ V3; ~ (3 V3).
Ex. 438. Find the areas of the squares ~inscribed in and circumscribed about a circle whose radius is 6.
Ex. 439. The radius of a circle is 25. Find the distance between two parallel chords one ~4 inches in length, one 30 inches
(two cases). Apply §215.-' Ans. 4; 44.
Ex. 440. The lengths of two parallel chords 8 ill. apart are
48 m. and 40 m. Find the diameter of the cit-cleo Ans. 50.

Ex. 441.
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AREA OF THE CIRCLE.

IX.
236. Given the ·areas of inscribed and circum,scribed polygons of n sides, find the areas of insC1-ibed and circumscribed
polygons of 2 n sides.
PROBLEM

Let P
p

==

the area of the circumscr. · C

=. . . . . . . .

~~.,...~---,.

p' == the area of the circumscr.
pol. of 2 n Is.
p' ==
.
OD == a I of P, AB == .., AE . .,
AHand HE == ! [s of P'.
Evidently OOE . .... are like parts of P, p, pI, and p'.
I. Given P and p, to find p'.
, Why? §205: 4
1. p: p' == AOG : AOE == OG : ..
2. p':P=AOE: .. == .. : ..
Why? §205: 4
3. But OA : 00 == OG: . ..
Why? §180: 2
4. p': P == . . . . .
Why? §17: 1
5. p: p' === p' : P.
Why? §17: 1
6. . '. p' == -Vp P.'
Why?
II. Given P, p, and p', to find P.
1. 6 OAH == 6 OHE, and L HOE == L HOC. Why?
2. 6 OHO: 6 OHE == OH: HE == 00 : OE == p~ : p.
3. 6 OCE: 6 OHE===p
p' :p.
Why? §155:11

+

Remembering that D ..

4. 6 OCE: 2 6 OHE
5.
6.

P'

= ; ~;

+ Ii .. =

== P

Ii O,CE.

+ p' : 2p.

Why?
Why?
Why? §155:10

Ex. 441. The area of an equilateral triangle inscribed in a
unit circle is 1.299, and the area of the circutp.scrib~dequilateral
triangle is 5.196. Find the areas of the regular inscribed and
circumscribed hexagons to 2 places of decimals.
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PRbBLEM X.
, 237. Find the area of a unit circle.
Use P, p', P, and p' a.s in §236', and r

I. Let n === 4.
1. P == 4, P == ~._
2. p' == ]/2 X 4 == 8 :::::: 2.82834.
,

§ 237

==

1:
Why? '§235

2 (2 X ,4)

p == 2 + 2.82834 == 3.31371.
II. Letn == 8;,thenP == 3.31371,.p. ::;:::v2.82834.
1. p' == V2.82834.X 3.31371 :::::: 3.06147.
~, _ (2 2.t;2834 X 3.31371) == 3 18260
3.

2.

- 2.82834

+ 3:06147

..

.

III. Continuing the operation 8 times, we find P ==
3.14159"p ==-3.14159.
:It is evident that the area of the circle < P and > p.
Hence the area of a unit circle is 3.14159 correct to five
decimal places. The exact area is represented by, the
Greek letter '1r.
Unless otherwise stated use 7r = 3.1416; 1 -+- 1r = .3183; more
exactly, 1 -+- 7T' = .31830989.
THEOREM XVII.
'238. Let c =---= the circurnference of a circle, r its radius,
d its diameter, and a its area.

r 2 == 7T' d 2 , -+- 4,..
2. c == 2 7r r '== 7r d.
I. Apply §§221: 3 and 237.
II. Apply §§233: 2 and 238:
1.

C ==

7T'

*

* Since the time of Euler

1.

has represented the ratio of th~ circumference of
a circle to its diameter. 'The Jews, Babylonians, Chinese, and probably the most
ancient Greeks, used the ratio 3: 1. At one time the Egyptians used 3.16: L Archimedes proved that 7r
22: 7 and that 7r
223 : 71. Little progress was made till
the 16th century, When Vieta proved a more convenient formUla, see Encyclopedia
Britannica. Ludolph, in 1596, published the value correct to 16 places. Though this

<

7T'

>

~x.
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443.

T~EOREM

XVIII.

23~.

1. The area of a sector whose angle is A, is 1f' r2 (J,
where () == A + 360 0 •
2. Similar sectors in unequal circles are to each other as
the squares of their radii. Formula: S: S' == r 2 : (r') 2.

I. Apply §§175: 2 and 238: 1.
II. Apply §§221: 3 and 175: .2.
Ex. 442. Find the area of a sector whose angle is 36° in a
circle whose radius is 5.
Ex. 443. The radius of a circle is 10, and the area of a sector
of it is 26.18. Find the angle of the sector.
THEOREM

XIX.

240.

1. Twice the square on the median on any side of
a tr'iangle, increased by twice the square on half that side, is
equivalent to the surn of the squares on the other two sides.
2
C)2 == a 2
b2 •
Formula: 2
2. The sum of the squares on the sides of a parallelogram
is equivalent. to the sum of the squares on the ~ diagonals.

m,; + ct

+

G
~~

~~D

b

A

E

A

I. Apply §217: 1, 2.
II. Apply §§240: 1 and 206:

_''''''_Y.....

2.

was amply sufficient for practical purposes, he continued the computation till his
death in 1610, proving th~t 1f' = 3.141 592 653 589 793 238 462 64.3 38a 279 502 88. The
Calculus enables us to find many series by which the computation is shortened. By
the aid of these, the value has been found by a number of computers to 500 places
of decimals, and by an Englishman named Schanks to 707 places of decimals.
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241.

XX.

The area of a triangle is Vs (s-a) (s-b) (s-c).

Let T

==

the area of a 6 ; then

1. For T ~ ... Why? §205:
2. h == V (b + be) . . . .
Why? §215:
3.

bc ==(b 2

+c -a
2

b _ be

2

T

1

5

)-+-2c.

= .... =

(a -

b

I

6.

G

A

8

Why? §217: 1
(a+ b+c~ (c+b~a).
c.

4. b+~be'='
5.

§ 241

PLANE GEOMETRY.

:0:: • • • • • •

~

• • •

+ c~ c.(a + b -

1/ s (s -

c).

a) (s - b) (s -

c).

Q.E. D.

Ex. 444. :F'ind the area of a triangle whose sides are. 8, 10,
and 12.
Ex. 445. Find the area of a circle whose radius is 6.
Ex. 446. F~nd the circumference of a circle whose radius is 5.
Ex. 447.- ]'ind the radius and circumference of a circle whose
area is 100.
Ex. 448. c = 336.62; find rand C. (See §238).
Ex. 449. d = 12; find C.
Ex. 450. C = 286.479; find rand d.
Ex. 451. The sides of a triangle are 3x, 4x, and 5x and its
area 150. Find each side.
Ex. 452. Two sides of a triangle are 6 and 10 and its area is
24. Find the third side.
Ex. 453. The sum of the base and perpendicular of a rightangled triangle is 11, and its area 30. Find each side.
Ex. 454. If m and m' == the medians on the Jegs of the rt 6ABC; a = 2 V 4 (m')2 - m 2 -+- y'15, b = 2 V 4 'm 2 ~ (rn')2 -+V15, c = 2 V3~ m 2 (m')2} -+- V15. Find the sides if m = 8,
and m' = 10. Ans. 12.22
5.16
13. f 6

+

+,

+,

+.

Ex. 458
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242. The preceding principles enable us to determine
the area of any piece of land, using only the simple
apparatus described in §101. The exercises given are
merely suggestive. It is better to measure pieces of land.
Ex. 455. AC = 12 ch, BE = 4 ch, DF
6 ch, BE and DF' .1. AC. Find the area
in ~cres. A ns. 6 A.
Ex. 456. AC = 20 ch, Bli' = 5 ch, HD
= 6 ch, GE = 8 ch, AG::;::: 2 ch, HC=6 ch,
BF, HD, and EG .1. AG. Find the area.
See second figure. Ans. 16 A.
Ex. 451. XY.l. ny and aX; be, de etc.
.1. an; ae = 7 ch, ee = 8 ch. ek = 6 ch, hk
= 10 ch, km = 7 ch, ~n = 3 ch, be = 3 ch,
de = 1 ch, gk = .3 ch. 'tic = 2 ch, 1m =8 ch,
nY = 3 ch, a.X = 12 ch. Ans. 3SA. 88 p.
Here the curved line represents the bank
of a river, pond or brook. To secure
a close approximation to accuracy the
points b, d, etc. must be judiciously selected, straight lines between them being
partly within and partly without the field
if possible. The lines be, de, etc. are called
offsets and the nlethod, the method of
offsets.

B

=

243. The area of a field is not its
actual surface, but what its surface would
be if graded to a level. When it is neces..
sary to llleasure distances, the llleasuring line should be held level. For
purposes of finding area, the distance
from A to B is not the actual distance
AB but the horizontal distance A'B,
A' being vertically above A, etc. '
Ex. 458. From a square field of ten
acres cut off two acres by a line parallel
to one side.

A,

,G

D

8

A

G

E

8'
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Ex. 459. From a square field of
ten ~cres cut off two acres by a line
from one of the corners.
E~x. 460. The triangular field .A.BO
is divided into four equal parts by
lines parallel to the base, determine
Oi, ig, etc. in terms of a. Ans. ~ a
(2-11'3); ~ a (11'3-,12): ~ a(v 2
-1);

§ 244

B

A

~a.

-------~

SUPPLEMENTARY THEOREMS AND EXERCISES.
THEOREM

XXI.

244.

In any triangle the product of two Bides is equivalent:
To the product' of the altitude on the third si-de by the
diameter of the circumscribe(1 c'ircle. Formula: ab .J'L. heD ~
2 heR.
2. To the squ.are of th~ bisector of the angle formed by these
sides increased by the product of the segments into which it
divides the thi1"d side. Formula.· a X b == mn
(C')2.
1.

+

G.

A
E.
I. Constr. LAOE== LBCD; prove 6 AOE 6BCD;
that DE: a == b : CD, etc...
II. Prove 6, CAD
6,' (lEB; that a X b ~ CE X CD
~ OD (OD + DE)
CD2 +m"X n.
.
rot.J

rot.J

J'\-

Ex. 461. Given: a = 12, b = 10, he = 8'; find R by- §244.
Ex. 462. Given: a = 8, b = 10, R = 5; find h by §244.

Ex. 462
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THEOREM

XXII.

245. The product of the diagonals of a quadrilateral in8cribed in a circle is equivalent to the 8ttm of the products of
the opposite sides.
Let
.
1. For constr. L OAE == L DAB.
2-4. Prove 6 CAE ~ 6 DAB.
5-6. Prove CA X BD == CE X AD.
7,8,9, Prove 6 CAD ~ 6 RAE.
10,11. Prove CD X AB == EBXAD.
12. .
Q. E. D.
PROBLEM

XI.

246. 1. Construct a rectangle, its area and the sum of
two adjacent sides being given. .
2. Construct a rectangle, ~ its area and the dijference of two
adjacent sides being given.
I. Let AB == the
sum of Is, AE == I of...
. .
D containing given f~
area.* Apply§222: 2. ~ A,---~-....8
II. Let AB == the A
C '8
difference of J8, AC

== I of 0 · ..... *
Apply §223:

2.

PROBLEM

XII.

247. Construct a polygon equivalent to one given polygon
and similar to another.
Let P
the first polygon; P' - the second. Canstr.

=

4th prop. to. I of 0 4 P, I of 0
§§225, and 183, and apply §221.

a

::c=

P', and any

* Observe that only a part" of the 'construction is given.

.

I of P by
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.§ 248

- THEOREM XXIII.
Let r, R, and R a == radii of circles inscribed in a
triangle, circumscribed about fU, and escribed on the side a:
1. r == T -;- s == yes-a) (s-b) (s~c) +-vs~
2. R == abc -+ 4- T=::; abc -+- 4. Vs (s-a) (8~b) (s-"':"'c).
3. R a == T -+- (s-a) == V s (s-b) (s-c) -+- -V s-a.
I. Apply §205: 2.
8'
II. Apply§§244: 1,205: 1,
and 241.
III. Prove by §§205: 2
and 128, that R a == T' -+- s', A......-.----..,;~~~~--~G.
that a' == b'
c' ..:- b-c-a,
and henqe that s'-a' == 8; prove, also, that s' == a's -;- a;
that a's -+- a-a' == s; that a' == as -+- (s-a);thatR a ,== r'
== ra' -+- a == r -;- (s-a) = T -+ (s-r-a), etc.

248.~

+

Ex. 463. Find the area of a sector of 45°, if r = 8.
Ex. 464. Find the area of a sector of 60°, if r = 12.
Ex. 465. (See §244: 2.) Given a = 8, b = 12, c = 10; find, m,
n, and c'. Apply also §191: 1.
Ex. 466. Find the medians on the sides of a triangle whose
sides a.re 12, 16, and 20. (§244: 1.)
Ex. 467. The sum of the sides of a rectangle is 20 and its
area 24. Find its sides.
Ex. 468. Two sides of a parallelogram are 6 and 10 and one
diagonalll. -Find the other diagonal.
Ex. 469. The area of a sector of 40° is 100. Find the circumference of the circle.
Ex. 470. Find the radii of the circles inscribed in and circumscribed about the triangle whose sides are 3, 5, and 6, also those
of the three escribed Jircles.
•
Ex. 471. Find the radii of circles escribed about a triangle
whose sides are 8, 10, and 12.
Ex. 472. Find in terms of 1r the areas of circles inscribed in
and circumscribed about the triangle of ex. 471. Ans. 8 1r;
34031251r.

Ex. 473. a

+b =

17,

C

= 13, 0 =

90°.

Find,a, b, and c.

Ex. 477
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XXIV.

THEOREM

249. The radii of circles insc'ribed in, and circu'fn8cribed
about regular polygons, one of whose sides is a, and the areas
of said polygons are as foUows:
Number

of sides.

Radius inscr.
circle.

Radius circumscr.
circle.

~ V3

2)

3

1)

4

3) ~ a

6

5)~ayl3

8

7) ~ a (V2+1)

10

9) ~ a V5 +2

~ -/3

Area

polygon.

.1.1)

4) ~ a yl2
6)a

~ yl3

12) a2
1a)~3a2vR

2

4:

v5

8) ~ a yI4+:!yl2 14) 2a 2 (v2+1)
5a2 / - 10) ~ a (1 + v5) 15) 2"J5+2 v5

Prove 10) before 9), from: r: a = a : (r-a) (proved in §231).

Ex. 474. Illustrate each part of §249 by a numerical example,
and solve it.
Ex. 475. Deduce from §249 the areas of regular polygons of 11,
4, 6, 8, and 10 sides inscribed in and circumscribed about a circle
3~

Tv3,

whose radius is r. Ans.

2r2

v 2 , 8r2 (-/2-1);

5r 2

... /

~ V 1.0

3r2

+ 2 VO,

THEOREM

,

250. 1. G ==
-' 2.

r

7r d 2

27r

= "JI Q~

2,2 vB;

.. / - -

lOr2 v 5-yl2

XXV.

c2

T == 4 7r·

== _c_

v3; 2r2, 4r2 ; 28~ vB,

C

3.

d

== -; == 2

4-. c = V 4-

7r

/0

"J ;.

°=

2 0.
r

Ex. 476. The angle bisector of the angle C of the triangle A.BC
= 2 vi abs (s-e) -;- (a + b).
Ex. 477. The sides of a triangle are 8, 10, and 12. Find the
angle bisector on the side 12, and the segments into which it
divides this aide.
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Ex. 478. The sum of the legs of a
right-angled triangle is equal to the sum
of the hypotenuse and the diameter of
the inscribed circle.

§

251

B

Ex. 479. The sum of the perpeD- E.
diculars from any point in one sine of C
A
an equilateral triangle to the other
sides is equal to the altitude of the
triangle.
Ex. 480. The sum of the perpendiculars to the t,hree sides from any
point in an equilateral triangle is equal
to tp.e altitude of the triangle.
Ex. 481. In any right-angled triC
angle the sum of the legs ,is equal to .
the sum of the diameters of the inscribed and ~ircumscribed
CIrcles.
Ex. 482. If c = 12, find r. Use 1 + 7r = .31831.
Ex. 483. If d = 12; find 0; if c = 8; find O.
Ex. 484. If C = 400·; find rand, d.
Ex. 485. b
c = 32, a = 8, C = 90°. Find a, b, and c.
Ex. 486. c - a = a- b = 1 C = 90°. Find a, b, and c.
,
Ex. 487. - The medians on the legs 01 a right-angled triangle
are 6 and 8 respectiv~ly. Find its 3 sides.
Ex. 488. The sides of a triangular field are 5x, 6:1:, and 7x, and
its area 80 acres. Find the length of each side.
Ex. 489. The area of a walk four feet wide outside the fence
of a field in the form of an pquilateral triangle is one acre.- Find
the area of the field.
F~x. 490. The total number of diagonals that can be drawn in
a polygon of n sides is ~ n (n - 3).
Ex. 4Hl. - The total numb~r of lines joining n points no three
in a straight line is ~ n (n -1).
Ex. 492. Two para:Ilel chords on opposite sides of the c~nter
of a circle are 16 and 12 inches, ~nd the d~staDce bet~Teen them is
14 inches. Find the area of the
'
.circle.'
.
Ex. 493: The area of a circle is 314.16; and two paranel chords
on the same side of the_center are 16 and 12 inches l"e~pectively.
Find their distance apart..
'
-

+

,
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MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES.

Ex. 501

Ex. 494. Prove the Pythagorean theorem by each of t.he
following figures.
fI

J

6

L D

E.
Fig. I.

Fig; 3.

Fig 2.

Fig. 1. is the method given in most text books.

251.

DEF.

A I'adian is an arc whose length is equal

to that of the radius.

Find the length of a radian in degrees: in minutes; in
seconds4 Value 1 -;- 7r §114: 8:'
Ans. 57.29578°,3437.7468',206264.8".
Ex. 495. Express in radians: 30°; 60°; 75°; 90°.
Ex. 496. Express in degrees: .75 radian; .3' ra,dia,n; 1.65
radian.
Ex. 497. The surface of a ring = 7f (R2 - r 2 ); where Rand r
== the radii of the concentric circles forming the ring.
Ex. 498. Deti.oe a circular ring as explained in ex. 493, and
draw one in which R = 1 inch, 1'" = '4 inch.
.'
Ex. 499. Find the area of a circular ring in hectars, in which
R = 5 kilometers, r = 13 kilometers.

in

252. DEF. A line is divided 8xtsI'naily
the 6xtl'emB
and mean ratio, by a point in the line produced, when the
smaller segment is a mean proportional' between the )ine
and the greater segment. Formula:. a : x == x : ,a
x.'~

+,

Ex. 500. Divide a line e,xternally i~ the' extrerne and mean
ratio. In fig. of §230 prod. AB'and FD till they meet again, etc.
Ex. 501. The segme,nts of a line a divided externally in theextreme and mean ratio are 1.11803a and 2.11803a.
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PROBLEM

§ 253

XIII.

253. To find a method, of computing sets of integral numbers representing, the sides of a ,right-angled triangle.
c -

Let a and b == the legs of a rt6 and c its hypotenuse. Let n ==
b, ••• c = b + tl, c 2 = b2
2bn
1t 2 = a 2 + b 2 •••
A. b = (a 2 - n 2 ) -+- 2n = a 2 -;- 2n - ~-tl.
If 2n is a square, formula A take the simpler form.
B. b = (a -+- Y ~tt)2 - ~rt, where a is any mult.iple of yn >n.
If n is an odd square, A. takes the simpler forIn.

+

+

C. b = ~ ~(a ~ Vn)2 - n}, where a is any multiple ofvn >n.
Unless 2n is a square or n an odd square, it may be shown that
a 2 -+ 2ft and ~n have a common factor, and that the values of 0,
b, and c are multiples of those found by formulas Rand C. ""Ve
may also abridge the labor by omitting the computation in forulula, B when a -;- y2n and ~n have a common factor, and in
formula C, when a -+ yn and n have a common factor, these
being multiples ---of lower sets, also of all values of a which make b
a, being identical with sets formed by lower values of n.
Substituting 1 for n in formula C we find 21 sets of values in
which c
1000, including multiples of these, 40,6 sets. Substituting 2 for n in formula B we find 134 sets in all not, already ineluded. n = 8 gives 91 additional sets; n = 18, 35; n = 25, 30;
n = 32,28; n = 49, 24; n = 50, 12; n = 72,9; n = 81, 9; n = 98,
8; n = 121, 11; n = 128, 6; n = 162, 3; n = 169, 4; n = 200, 2;
n = 225, 2; n 242, 1; n = 289, 1. Total 826 8ets.

<

<

Ex. 502. Find by fornlula B, all sets up to c = 100, if n = 1.
Ans. 3, 4, 5; 5, 12, 13; 9, 40, 41; 11, 60, 61; 13, 84, 85.
Ex. 503. Find by formula 0, if n = 2. Ans. 4, 3, 5; 6, 8, 10;
8,15,17; 10,24,26; 12,35,37; 14,48,50; etc.
Ex. 50·~-. The area of a circular field is 1200 hectares. Find
its circumference in kilometers.
, E~. 505. The ratio of the areas of two circular fields is 4 : 9,
and the difference of their radii 10 met,ers. Find the area of each.
Ex. 506. Three men buy a grindstone two feet in diameter,
and agree to grind off equal portions not -considering the part
within 3 inches of the ce~ter. How many inches should each of
the two first grind off.

GEOMETRY OF SPACE.
BOOK V.
PLANES AND POLYHEDRAL ANGLES.

254. To understand Geometry of Space we must clearly
see in imagination the planes, points, lines, etc. not as
pictured in the book, but in space. The pupil should
always endeavor to place actual objects in similar positions. He should also remember that, unless he has
shown that the figure presupposed by a demonstration can
be constructed, the proof is incomplete: that it merely
proves that the theorem is true, provided the construction
assumed is possible. A sheet of cardboard may be used
in constructing many of the figures.
255. DEF. A dihedral angle is the inclination of two
planes, measured by the angle between two lines, one in
each plane, perpendicular to their common intersection at
the same point.
Ex. 507. Raise one side of your book from the ta.ble so that
this side of the book will form with the surface of 1{he desk an
acute angle increasing gradually to a right ang'le, then to an
obtuse anp;le.
Ex. 508. How many dihedral angles has a chalk box? Are
they acute angles, tight angles, or obtuse angles?
Ex. 509. Place a piece of card flat on the table. Keep one edge
in a fixed position and raise the other. Does it take one point
only, or more than one besides the fixed edge to determine the
position of the card-board'! Would a four-Iegg'ed stool stand
with all its feet on the floor if you cut an inch off of one leg?
Would a three-legged stool?

126.

THEOREM

256.

-,

I.

The position pf a plane is determined:

.

-

By
2. By
3. By
4. By
1.

, § 256

GEOMETRY OF SPACE.

'

two intersecting' lines.
a line and a point without the line.
three points.
two p~rallel lin~s.

.G

,·c

.G

A~8 A - - - B

'A

C-------o
.8 AI----B

I. Two
' .. ,'.
1. ,For pass a plane through AB!
2. Revolve it till one pt. ~ 0.
Why? §10
3. AO.....
4. If the plane revol~es either way. . . . .
5. Hence the' Is
'.
II. and III. May be .proved similarly.
IV'. Two rr Is'. · .. " ..
1. For being rl they lie in . . . .
Why? §15
Complete the proof.
THEOREM

257.

II.

The intersection of two planes is a straight line.

Let HG be
.
1. For join G and H by a I.
2. I GH. . . . . . .
§10
3. Sima
.
4. I GH lies wholly in both
planes
.
Q. E. D.

I

D

K

8

Ex~

516
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TnEOREM

III.

2$6. A 8traigh~ line witho.ut a plane parallel to a line in
the plane is parallel to t~e 'l!la~e.
Let AB
.
1. For pass a plane through'
2. If AB mee~ the .plane aD

A---B

c/_ t - - - - G\

3. . .. absurd-.
Why? § 1 5 0 '
4. AB cannot meet . . and II .
Q.E.D.
259. DEF. A straight line is perpendicular to a plane,
when it is perpendicular to every line passing through its
foot in that plane. The foot i~ the point where the perpendicular meets, the plane.
Properly this definitron should follow Theorem IV, since we
have no right to assume vvithout proof that such a line is possible. Observe that in proving the theorem we prove that such a
line is possible before we make use of the definition.

Ex. 510. The sides of a triangle arp. 3, 4, and 5. Find the radii
of the inscribed and circumscribed circles.
Ex. 511. Find in terms of 7r the area of a circle circumscribed
about a triangle whose sides are 2, 3, and 4 eill. Ans.

~:

7T

eill.

Ex. 512. A driveway around a circular pond has a breadth of
6- rods and a surface of 10 acres. Find the diameter and area, of
the pond. Ans. to diameter, 84.H8.
Ex. 513. How many planes may be determined by four points
not in the same plane? See §256: 3.
Ex. 514. How many planes are 'determined by the parallel
edges of a ell be?
Ex. 515. How many planes are determined by one diagonal
of a cube and the edges it intersects?
Ex. 516. How many planes may be determined by 3 points
and 5 lines, no two lines being parallel or intersecting?
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THEOREM

§ 260

IV.

260. 1. A line perpendicular to 'two lines in a plane is
perpendicular, to the plane.
2. Through a given point within or without a plane; only
one perpendicular can be drawn to that plane.
I. Let AB be -.L • • • • • • • •
1. For let BG == any other

I· . · ·

2. Through G, any pt. in BG
constr. FD making DG = GF.
§195
-2
3. In 6 AFD, AF
Why? §240: 1
4. Sima in 6 FBD . . . . .
5. AF2 - Br + AB2 - BD2

+ ....

-2

-2

A

== 2 AG2 _

2 BG2•
§17: 2. f?ubtr.
-2-2
and AB - BD = .....

But AF - BF == ...
7. 2 AB2 = ...
Complete the proof applying §218: 2.
II. May be proved by a method similar to §59.

6.

THEOREM

V.

261. Every line perpendicular to another line, at a given
point, is in the plane perpendicular to the line at that point.
1. Let I BO ...L • •• and the plane
A
MN -.L ••• then BO is ....
2. For pass a plane MN through
AB and BO cutting plane MNin BO'.
3. BO' _L . •
Why? §261
-- -- .........G'..,.
4. BO' ~ . . .
Why? §59
8
G
t5. .
.
Q. E. D. ""--l-----.. . .N

Ex. 522

LINES AND PLANES.

THEOREM
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VI.

262. If from a point without a plane, a perpendicular and
oblique lines be drawn:
1. The perpendicular is the shortest distance from the point
to the plane, and conversely.
2. Oblique lines meeting the plane at equal distances from
the foot of the perpendicular are equal, and conversely.
3. Of two oblique lines meeting the plane at unequal distances from the foot of the perpendicular, the one cutting off
the greater distance is the longer, and conversely.
4-. Every point in the perpendicular is equidistant from all
points of the circumference of" any circle in the plane having
the foot of the perpendicular for its center, and conversely.

I, II, an<i III. Review the corresponding theorems in
plane geometry~ illustrate by objects, draw figures, and
prove.
IV. Apply parts II and III.
Ex. 517. A point is 4 i~ches from a plane. Find the length of
the locus of a point 5 inches from it in this plane. Ans. 6 7r incbe8.
Ex. 518. The locus of a point in a plane, 18 inches ,from a
point without it, is 10 7r inches in length. Find the distance of
the point frotn the plane.
Ex. 519. Equal lines from a point to a plane makA equal
angles with the perpendicular to the plane from that point.
.
Ex. 520. Find the IOQus of points, in a plane, 5 inches from a.
point 3 inches above the plane.
Ex. 521. Find the locus of a line perpendicular to a given line,
at a given point.
Ex. 522. What is the locus of a point 1 inch from a given UD_
limited plane? Illustrate this, using pieces of cardboard or stiff
paper.

263. Parallel planes are such as can never meet, however far produced.
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THEOREM

VII.
M~

264. Planes perpendicular

---.

to the same line are par-!1

(j

~ ........

N ..~ :

allel.
Apply §§259, 63,:
and 263.

1,

>0

./

15,

D"---~::......v'"

THEOREM

VIII.

265. If two parallel-plane8 are cut by a third plane, their
intersections are parallel.

p

Let the planes . . . . . .
1. For if . . . . are not
II · · · ·
Why? §15
~ 2. If ... the planes ...
which is. absurd.
§263
3. AB., .... II

A

N

Q.E.D

THEOREM

IX.

266. A straight line perpendicular
to one of two parallel plane~ is perpend1:cular to both.

Apply §§265 and 63:

B

/VI-------,
A,-: - - -,,I c
I

.. I
IV

I

p.-..a-----I-,

2.

I

8 ---JD
THEOREM

267.
planes

X.

Q

Two para:llel lines incl'ttded between two parallel
a~e equal.

'Apply §§265, 82, and 87:

2.

[Ex. 522]

PERPENDICULARS TO PLANES.

THEOREM
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XI.

268.' 1. Every plane which passes through a line perpendicular to a plane is perpendicular to that plane.
2. If two planes are perpendicular to each other, a straight
line in one, perpendicular to their intersection, is perpendicular
to the other.
3. A line perpendicular to a plane at a given point lies in
every plane passing through that point perpendicular to the
same plane.
f
I. Let AB ..l • . . . • • .
p,A
1. For draw 1 BD ..L ••••
2. L ABD . .. Why? §259
3. RtLABD... Why? §255
Complete the proof.
II. Apply §§255 and 260:
III. Apply §260: 2.

1.

THEOREM

F

c.--------.. . N
XII.

· 269. 1. Two straight lines perpendicular to the same
plane are parallel.
2. A plane perpendicular to one of two parallel lines is
perpendicular to the other also.
3. Lines\ parallel to .the same line are par,allel to each other.
I. Let AB · . · . · ·
A
-G
1. For through I AB and the pt.
D . ...- ..
2. The plane AD ...L • • • §268: 1
3. The I CD . .. Why? §268: 8
4. .
I BD Why? §259
'----------N·
5. .,
~ Why? §63: 2

II. Apply §§259, 63, 268: 1, and 268: 2.
III. Construct a figure and apply parts II and I.
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§ 270

THEOREM XIII.
270. If two planes are perpendicular to a thi'rd plane, their
intersection is perpendicular to that pla'/)Je.
,Let........
M
p
Q
1. For at N constr. PN J.. plane
RS.
2. PM lies in . . . and in . . .
and is their intersection.
VVhy? 268:3
N
3
.
Q. E. D. .......------'5
THEOREM XIV.
271. If two angles, not in the same plane, have their sides
parallel and lying in the same direction:
1: The angles are equal.
2. Their planes are parallel.

I. Let the L s : . . . . . .
1. For layoff AB === .. , .

f.

/

~

A,LL'

\

· ., and join · · ·
'G
Show by §87 that AD
and
II · · and. . . and . · ·
Complete the proof, applying
§§269: 3, 17: 1, 87: 3, 87: 2, and 48.
II. Let the L s . . . . . . . .
1. For through A pass a plane II plane EDF.
2. This plane cuts from Is BE and OF parts == AD.
Why? §267
3. But BE and OF as above shown == AD.
Complete the proof applying §256: 3.

= ..,

::!

Ex. 523. Through a given point, one plane can be passed parallel to a given plane, and but one.
Ex. 524. Tw~ parallel planes are everywhere equally distant.

Ex. 531.
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LINES CUT BY PLANES.

THEOREM

XV.

272. 1.

If two straight lines are cut by three parallel
planes, they are divided proportionally.
2. If any number of lines diverging form a point are cut
by two parallel planes, the segments cut off are proportional.
>

I.
1.
. .
also
2.

Let the /s
.
For join AC and pass planes
cutting . . ,. . . in EG and .
plane ..
EG II .. an,d GH . ...
Why? §265
3. BE: EA == .. Why? 180: 2
4. Siro..
5.
§17:1
Q. E.D.

II. Apply §§265 and 180: 2.
Ex. 525. All transversals cutting three parallel planes are
divided proportionally.
Ex. 526. Two lines cutting any nu~ber of parallel planes are
divided proportionally.
Ex. 527. The segments of one line made by three parallel,
planes are 15 and 20. Find the segmen ts of a line whose length
is 28 inches between the extreme planes.
Ex. 528. The segments of a line made by three'paranel planes
are 2a, and 3a. Find the Hegments of lines 15, 25, 35,and 45 inches
long made by the same planes.
Ex. 529. Prove that §271: 1 holds good when the sides of the
angle lie in opposite directions, and that §271: 2 holds good whenever the sides of the angles are parallel.
Ex. 530. The locus of a point equidistant from the planes
forming a dihedral angle consists of tv.ro planes perpendicular to
each other, bisecting the dihedral a.ngle and its supplement.
Ex. 531. If three parallel lines not coplanar intercepted between two planes are equal, the planes are parallel.
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§ 278

273. DEF. A polyhedral angle, or solid angle, is the
angle formed by three or more planes meeting in a common point qalled the vel'tex. Each of the plane angles is
called a face angle. Polyhedral angles are classified as
trihedral, quadrihedral, pentahedral, etc., according to the
number of their face a~gles, and are understood to be convex,
unless otherwise stated.
'
Ex. 532. Cut three plane angles out of
cardboard and place together, forming a
solid angle. The edges OB and 00 may be
cut half through and folded. OA and AD
may be held together by pasting over a slip
of paper. Figures made by the pupil himself
aid him much more than the most expensive
models.
THEOREM

XVI. '

274. In a trih~dral angle, the sum of any two face angles
is greater than the third.
Let 0 == a solid L contained
by the plane L s, {3, ()" and "I,
of which y is greatest; y < f3

A

+ o.

1. For, from "I, cut off f3' =::.f3.
Layoff OB == OA == OG.
Join BG and produce, it to
meet 00 in C. Join ....
2, 3; and 4. Prove 6 ABO =::. 6 BOG.
5.... BG == AB.
6. Bu.tBO< ....
7. GO
AG.
Complete the proof, applying §56.

c

r

<

Why?
Why? §53
Why?

Ex. 533. Two l?lanes bisecting vert,ical dihedral a!1gles form
one and the same plane.

Ex.' 533.

TRIH~DRAL

THEOREM
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ANGLES.

XVII.

275. If the three face angles of one trihedral angle are
equal to the three face angles of any other trihedral angle, each
to each, the equal face a~gle8 are equally inclined to each other.

"

A

("
.,.,-'"

8
* In the trihedral

...............

~.::-----_':.

D D'

8'

L s A. and A' let .

1. For layoff AC == A'G'.
Through a pass the plane BCD 1.. A 0 . . ... ,
through
.
2, 3, and 4. Prove 6 ABO == 6 ...
5. Sim. 6 ACB == 6 ...
6, 7, and 8. Prove 6 BAD ==16 B'A' D'.
9, 10, and 11. Prove 6 BOD == 6 B'C'D'.
12.... LBCD == LB'C'D'.·
13. But L BOD and B' 0' D' measure. . . . .
§255
14
.
15. Sim. the planes ABC and ABD ..... also
Q.E. D.

276. In the above figure, the trihedral angles A and A'
are not equal though their parts are all equal. Such
angles are called symmetrical solid angles, and similar
solids, symmetrical solids.
... The above proof was discovered by Miss Augusta Trumbull, now ~deceased,
while studying geometry as a pupil of the author at Central College Academy in
1869. Whether she was the first discoverer, I tlo not know.
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THEOREM

XVIII.

277. /The 8um of all the plane angle8 containing a polyhedral angle i8 les8 than four right angle8.

Let '0 - a polyhedral L of n faces;
the sum of . . .. . .
11
1. For pass a plane cutting the edges
in ..
2. L baf < L baO
Why? §274

o

+ ...

G

Why? §98
Why?
Q.E. D.

278. REMARK. Observe the limitation given in §273.
The sum of the face angles of a polyhedral angle having
reentrant angles may be increased without limit.
Ex. 534. How many kinds of polyhedral angles can be formed
using angles of 60° as face "angle.s ?
Ex. 535. How many kinds of solid angles can be formed using
angles of a regular pentagon as face angles?
Ex. 536. Can solid angles be JorIued using angles of regular
polygons of six or more sides as face angles?
Ex. 537. If a transversal plane cut two parallel planes: 1. rrhe
alternate dihedral angles are equal. 2. The corresponding dihedral angles are equal. 3. The sum of the interior dihedral angles
on ,the same side of the transversal is eqllarto two right ~ngles.
Ex. 538. If a- plalle cut two parallel planes, the planes bisecting alternate dihedral angles are parallel, also the bisectors of
corresponding angles.
Ex. 539. The distance between two parallel planes is 4 em.
Find the locus in one, of a point 5 em. from a circumference 10 cm.
in diameter, in the other.

Ex. 54:6
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PROJECTIONS.

279. DEF. The principles of projections as given in
plane geometry, §§211 and 212, are valid with slight.
modifications in solid geometry. The pl'ojection of a point
on a plane is the foot of the perpendicular let fall from
the point to the plane. The pl'ojection of any figure on a
plane' is the' figure formed by the projectIon of all its
points on the plane.
Ex. 540. Hold a 'circle so that its projection on a plane is a
straight line, hold it so that its projection is a circle. Bold a,
rectangle so that its projection is a rectangle; a square; a parallelogram; a straight line.
Ex. 541. Can you bold parallel nnes so that their projections·
on a plane will intersect?
."
Ex. 542. Mark on a piece 'of paper the longes~ and shortest;
projections of a line three inches long on the plane of the paper..

SUPPLEMENTARY THEOREMS AND EXERCISES.
THEOREM

XIX.

280. A line inclined to a plane
makes a smaller angle with its projection than with any other line in
the plane.
Apply §§263: 1 and 56.
Ex. 543. State and prove the co~-

B

A~-------'

verse of ex. 537.
Ex. 54-4. If a plane cut two parallel planes the planes bisecting
the interior angles on the same side of the transversal plane are
p~rpendicular.

Ex. 545. Two planes perpendicular to the same line are parallel.
Ex. 546. Three parallel planes divide a line into segments of
4 and 8, inches; the smaller segment of another line is 5. Find
the latlter line.
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THEOREM

§281

XX.

281. 1. The projections of lines equally inclined to a plane
are proportional to the line8 themselves.
2. The projections of equal
lines equally inclined to a
plane are equal.
I. Apply §187: 2.
II. Apply §72:' 2.

"'--------------.tN
THEOREM

XXI.

282. 1. The locu8 of a point equidistant from two given
points i8 the plane perpendicular to the line joining them, at its
-mid-point.
2. The locus of a point equid1·stant from three given points
-is the perpendicular to their plane at the center of the circle
·determined by them.
3. The locus of a point equidi8tant from four given points
-is a,- unique point.

I. Apply §§62 and 261.
II. Apply §§262~ 4.
III. Find the- intersection of the locus of a pOInt equi-distant from three of the points with the locus of a point
-equidistant from the fourth point and anyone of the first
three.
Ex. 547. The projection of a line 2 feet long, on a plane, is 16
inches. Find the projections of lines, 4, 5, and 6 feet long, parallel
to ·the first line on the same plane.
Ex. 548. One side of a rectangle, 6 by 8 inches, is parallel to a
plane inclined to the plane of the rectangle 60°. Find the area of
the projection of the rectangle.

Ex. 554:

LOCI OF POINTS AND PLANES.
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THEOREM' XXII.
283. 1. The locus of a point equidistant from two intersecting planes consist8 of two planes bisecting the dih'edral
angles formed by th13 planes.
2. The locu8 of a point equidistant from three given planes
forming a solid angle is the intersection of the planes bisecting
any two of the interior dihedral angles.
3. The locus of a point equidistant from ,four given plane8
of w~ich three form a solid angle and the fourth cuts all of
these, is a unique point, the intersection of the locus of a point
equidistant from the three first planes with the plane bisecting
the dihedral angle formed by any of these planes with the
fourth plane.
I. Apply §75.
II. and III. Of what loci is the locus the intersection?
<

Ex. 549: The locus of a point in a plane, at a given distance
from a point without the plane is a circle whose center is the projection ot the point.
....
Ex. ~50. Equa,. lines from a point to a plane make equal
angles with their projections in the plane.
Ex. 551. Prove by the method of limits:
1. That the, areas of the projections on the same plane of all
figures whose planes are parl;tllel are proportional to the areas of'
the figures themselves.
.
2. That the areas of these figures are to the areas of their projections, as a line in one perpendicular to their intersection is to
its projection in the other.
Ex. 552. Find the length of the projection of a line 10 inches
long on a plane to which it is inclined at an angle of 60°.
Ex. 553. Find the area of the projection of a triangle whose
sides are 9, 40, and 41, on a plane to which.. tbe plane of the triangle is inclined at an angle of 60°.
Ex. 554. Three parallel planes cut two lines so that the sum
of the parts intercepted between the extreme planes is 33. The
difference of the greater segments-of the two lines is 3. The sum
of the shorter segments }S ] 4. Find the lines and segments.
I

BOOK VI.
SURFACES AND VOLUMES OF SOLIDS.

284. DEF. A polyhedron is a solid bounded by planes
called faces. Solid angles about the same face are said to
be adjacent.
285. DEF. A polyhedron of four "faces is called a
tetrahedron, one of six faces a hexahedl'on, etc.

286. DEF. A diagona~ of a polyhedron is a line joining
two angles not adjacent.
287. DEF. A diagonal plane of a polyhedron passes
through two edges not in' the same face.
Ex. 555. How many diagonals haH a chalk box? How many
diagonal planes has it.

288. A prism is a polyhedron bounded
. by two equal polygons whose planes and a
sides are parallel, called bases, and by
planes passing through the homologous
sides of these polygons called lateral
faces. The altitude of a prism is the distance between the bases. Specify in the
figure the parts defined; also the lateral
edges and basal edges.

e

(,

Ex. 556. Pofnt out two faces of a chalk box that may be
regarde,d as itR bases as a prism. How many lateral edges has
the chalk box? How many basal edges has it?

Ex. 556

SOLIDS DEFINED.
THEOREM
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I.

289. 1.
~.

The lateral faces ,of a prism q;re parallelograms.
The lateral edges of a prism are equal.
Apply §§288 and 87: 3. Use fig. of §288.

I.
II. Apply §87:

2.

290. DEF. A prism is called right when its edges are
perpendicular to the base, oblique when they are inclined
to the' base.
291. DEF. A regular prism is a right prism whose base
is a regular polygon.
292. DEF. A pyramid is a polyhedron formed by a
polygon called the hase, and by triangles called lateral
faces meeting in a point called the vertex. ,The basal
edges are the intersections of the base with the lateral
faces. All other edges are called lateral edges.
293. DEF. A regular pyramid is one whose base i& a
regular polygon, the center of which is the projection of
the vertex. Its lateral edges meeting the plane of the
base at equal distances from the foot of the perpendicular
are all equal, and its lateral faces are equal triangles, their
homologous sides being equal.
294. DEF. Prisms and pyramids are called triangulq.r,
quadrangular, pentagonal, hexagonal, etc., according to
the number of sides in their bases.
295. DEF. Construct on paper an
equilateral triangle abc, alid triangles
equal to it on each of its sides. Cut half
through ab, ac, and be, and fold over
till d, e, and f meet. The solid thu-s
constructed is called a pegular tetrahedron. Define a regular tetrahedron.

e '-------~
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- §296

296. DEF. The altitude of a pyramid is the perpen~
dicular from the vertex to the base. The slant height of
a regular pyranlid is the distance from the vertex to a
basal edge.
Ex. 557. Construct a regular hexagonal pyramid each side of
whoEle base is 2 em. and its slant height 3 em.
Ex. 558. Find the surface of a regular tetrahedron whose- edge
is 20 cm.

297. DEF. A parallelopiped is a prism whose bases are
parallelograms. If its lateral edges are perpendicular to its
bases, it is called a right parallelopiped. If all its faces are
rectangles it is called a rectangulal' pal'allelopiped.

298. DEF.
are squares.

4- cube is a

parallelopiped all of whose faces

THEOREM

II.

cl,..------....c
299. The opposite faces of a
parallelopiped a're equal and para 1----------'
allel.
I
Apply §§87-:

2

and 271:

1, 2.

, ----- ,D).-

Ex. 559. A chalk box occupies A"
thp space of what geometrical solid?
'8
Measure its lateral edges and face diagonals. Compute its
diagonal.
Ex. 560. Find the base diagonal and diagonal of a rectangular
parallelopiped, the sides of whose base. are 3 and 4, and altitude
12. Ans. 5; 13.
Ex. -561. The diagonal of the rectangularparallelopiped, whose
edges are a, b, and c, is ~+ b2 + c2•
Ex. 562. FLnd the diagonal of a room 9 X 12, 8 ft high.
Ex. 563. Find the diagonal of the class room.

--------1

Ex. 571

CYLINDRICAL SURFACES.

303. DEF. iA cylinder whose elements are perpendicular to its bases is called a I'ight cylinder. A cylinder
whose bases are circles is called a circulal' cylinder.
Ex. 564. Construct a right circular cylinder. Cut out two
equal circles as bases. Make-out of a rectangular piece of paper a
tube whose diameter is the same as that of the circles, etc.
Ex. 565. Construct an oblique circular cylinder. Make the
tube a Jittle larger than in ex. 564, and flatten it till the circles fit
at the ends obliquely, etc.
Ex. 566. Find the entire surface of the class room in meters.
Ex. 567. TfJe basal edges of a hexagonal pyramid are each 6,
and its lateral edges, each 10. Find its altitude, also its slant
height to two places of decimals. Find its entire surface.
Ex. 568. The diagonal of a cube whose edge is a, is av3, and
its face diagonal is aY2.
Ex. 569. }'ind the entire surface of a c:ube whORe diagonal is 10.
Ex. 570. Find the entire surface of a cube whose face diagonal
is 10.
Ex. 571. Find the diagonal of. a cube whose face diagonal is 10.
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304. DEF. A line which moves in
:such a way that it continually passes
through a fixed point called the vertex and
intersects a curve called the directrix,
generates a conical surface. One position
of the line is called·an element. The part of
the surface above the vertex is called the
.upper nappe, that below, the lower nappe.

§ 304

h

305. A cone is a solid bounded by a conical surface
whose directrix is a closed curve and by a plane figllre
·called the bass.
306. A circulaf' cone is one which has a circle as its
base. A right circular cone is one in which the center of
the cir<fular base is the projection.of the vertex. Every
element of a right circular cone is equal. Why? §262: 2.
Ex. 572. Construct a right circular cone. Make two circular
pieces of cardboard, 1 inch and 3 inches in diameter, respectively.
Cut from the'larg-er a sector of 1200 for the lateral surface and
IUse the smaller circle as a base. "Vhy do we use a. sector of 1200 'l
What is the circu mference of the base?
Ex. 573. Find the slant height and altitude of the cone of ex.
572.
Ex. 574. What must be the diameter of the base, if we use the
sector of 240 0 for the lateral surface?
Ex. 575. Find the angle required so that a sector may make
the lateral surface of a cone whose slant height has to the radius
of the base the ratio 2 : 1; 3 : 2; 5: 2; 6 : 5; 8 : 3; 8 : 5; 12 : 7.
Ex. 576. The radius of the base of a right cir~ular cone is 4,
and its slant height, 5. Find its altitude.
Ex. 577. The altitude of a right circular cone is 8, and the
radius of its base, Q. Find its slant height.
Ex. 578. The slant height of a right circular cone is 13, and its
altitude, 12. Find the diameter, circumference, and area of its
b.ase. Ans. "to area 78.54.
Ex. 579. The area -of the base of a right circular cone is 81 7r,
and its slant height, 41. Find its altitude.

Ex..f)80

SURFACES OF SOLIDS.

r
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307. D:E1F. A cylindel' of I'~volution is the solid generated by revolving a rectangle about one side as an axis. A
cone of I'svo,ution is one generated by
V
the revolution of a right-angled triangle about one leg as an axis. Prove
that a cylinder of revolution is a right
circular cylinder; a cone of revolution,
a right circular cone; and conversely.
I

308. DEF. A fl'l!stum of a pYl'amid~
or of a c01!'e, is the part included be- A
tween the base and a plane parallel to it.

B

309. DEl!. 4". truncated prism, cylinder, pyramid, or
cone is t:q~ part included between the base and a plane
not parallel to- it.,
310. We will hereafter use letters to represent parts of
solids as follows:
V
S

==

the volume.
the surface, S, the lateral surface.
B
the larger base, b == the smaller base of a frustum.
R, r ::::::. the radii of 13 and b; also the radii of the circles
circumscribed about and inscribed in the base
of a prism.
P, p == the perimeters of Band b.
0, c == the circumferences of R an,d r.
h == the altitude of any solid.
hs ~ the slant height of a right pyramid or cone.
L, l == the, lateral edges of a solid.
A, a == the sides of. Band b.
~

=

Ex. 580. The angle of the sector of a circle reqnired as the
lateral surface of a cone is 860 0 (R -+ hs ). See ex. 572.
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§ 811

Ex. 581. Construct a frustum of a cone of revolution in which
0
'P = .5, hs = 1.5. (The lateral surface is a sector of 240
from a ring between two concentric circles, 1 ~ and 3 inches radii.)
Ex. 582. The slant height of the entire cocne of which the
frustum is determined by R, r, and hs is: Rhs -;- (R - 'P). See
fig. of §307, and prove by similar triangles.
R = 1,

311. DEF. A prism is insc"ibiJd in a cylinder or circumsc"ibed about it when its bases are inscribed in or
circumscribed about the cylinder, and conversely: The
pupil will define a pyramid, inscribed in a cone, a cone
inscribed in a _py"amid, a frustum of a pyramid inscribed in
the {"ustum of cone, etc.

a

Construct a frustum of a
regular triangular pyramid. Draw on ~
cardboard the equilateral 6 .ABC, on
each si!le an equal isosc. trapezoid, also
an equilateral 6 whose I = ilc; etc.
4
Ex. 584. Construct a frustum of a
regular hexagonal pyramid in which A l
= 1 in., a = ~ in., 1 = 1 in.
Ex. 585. Find h s , Sl, and S in the
frustum of ex. 58'4.
~
Ex. 586. In a frustum of a right circular cone, the area of the
lower base is 4 times tlhe area of the upper, the altitude is 1 inch
more than the radius of the upper base, and the slant height is 1
inch greater than the altitude. Find 'the radii of the bases, altitude, and slant height. Ans. to last, 5.
Ex. 5H3.'"

312. DEF. In applying the word limit to a polygop
inscribed in a curve, a prism inscribed in a cylinder, a
pyramid inscribed in a cone, etc., mathematical writers
usually assume that the word limit, or any word or sign
representing it, implies that the number of sides is indefinitely increased and their length diminished, so that the
lateral faces, whether parallelograms or triangles, approach
lines as limits. We will hereafter use the word limit as
applied to such figures in this sense.

Ex. 590
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THEOREM III.
313. 1. The limit of a prism inscribed in a cylinder is
_the cyl'inder.
2. The limit of a pyramid inscribed in a cone is the cone.
I. Let......... e
I V
1. For as the num:
ber of Is ... and their
,'
length '. . ... polygon
,
ABODE == the curve
. · . and pol. abede. · ·
A

2.

CJ

Be ..:...

I Bb'

A

etc. and Sz prism == Bl cylinder.
3. The prism AD ..:... cylinder Ad.
II. The proof is similar to the preceding.

Q. E.

n.

314. Observe that the proofs in §813 are valid as to all prismlike surfaces inscribed in cylindrical surfaces, whatever the form of
tbe directrix, also to all pyramid-like surfaces inscribed in conical
surfaces.
315. ,REMARK. Having proved that the cylinder is the
limit of the prism, it follows that all properties of the
prism are properties of the cylinder, excepting only the
one distinguishing property that the prism has plane lateral
surfaces. We do not, therefore, need to prove the properties of th'e cylinder and cone separately.
Ex. 587. Find the surface of the base of a triangular prism
whose sides are 9, 40, and 41.
Ex. 588. Find the surface of the base of a regular triangular
prism, one side of whose base is 3; a regular hexagonal J)rism,
one side of whose base is 2. Ans. 2.25 Va; 6
Ex. 589. Find the surface of the base of a circular cylinder,
the radius of whose base is 6. Ans. 36 'Ir.
Ex. 590. Find the entire surface of a right triangular priam,
the sides of whose base are 0, 6, and 7, and whose altitude is 10.

va.
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IV.
316. 1. Sections of a prism, or cylinder, made by parallel
planes which do not cut a base are equal polygon8 -or curves.
2. A section of a prism, or cylinder, .parallel to the base
is equal to the '·ba8e.
II. Let....
e
1. For Gg II Hh and Gg. == Hh.
THEOREM

§289:1

2. GHII . .; HKII . .; etc.
Why? §265
etc..
6
Why? §271: 1
4. GH == •. ; HK == .. ; etc.
Why? §87.: 2
5
.
. Why? §221: 4
II. Apply §316: 1. -:

3.

LGHE

=

L ·

L

oj

- D
8
Q. E. D.

Ex. 591. The lateral surface of a right prism of 7 sides, each of
which is a, whose altitude is h, is 7 ah. A.pply §§204: 2 and 290.
Ex. 592. The lateral surface of a right prism of n sides, each
of 'which is a, is nah.
.
Ex. 593. The lateral surface of a -right prism is the product of
the perimeter of its base by its altitude. '
Ex. 594. The lateral surface of a right cyl~nd~~ -is the.product
of the circumference of its base by its alt·itude. Apply §31R: 1.
Ex. 595. Find the lateral surface of a right cylinder whose
altitude is h and the radius of its base r. Ans. 2 1'rrh. Find its
entire surface. Ans. 2 7r r (h + r). .
Ex. 596. Find the lateral surface of a pyramid of 8 sides, each
side of the base being 2 and its slant height 20.
F~x. 597. FinO. the radius of the base of a right cone whose.
slant height isl0 and lateral sutface 100. Find its altitude. Ans.
3.18; 9.42.
Ex. 598. Find a side of the base of a regular triangular pyramid whose slant height ~s 10 and lateral surface 100. 'Ans. 6.67.'

Ex. 601
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THEOREM

V.

317. If a pyramid or cone be ClJ;t by a plane parallel to
the 'base: '
1. The lateral edges (in a cone, the elements) are qivided
proportionately to each other, and to the altitude. Formula:
L: l == L' : l' == H: h.
2. The section is a polygon (or curve) similar to the base.
3. Homologous sides of the bases' and the perimeters of the
bases, are to each other as their distances from the vertex.
Formula: A : a' == P : p r= H: h == L: l.
4. The areas of the base and section are proportional to
the squares of their distances from the vertex. Formul~': B : b
== H2 : h 2 == L2 : l2.

I. Apply §272: 2.
II. Let
.
1. For AB " . ., . .

V

II . ., and·. .
Why? §265
2. L A CB == L . . ; . . .. ; and . . .
Why? §271: 1 A_-----~~i,.,B
3. 6 A VC ""' 6 avc; . .. ~ ... ;
,
and. . .
Why? §187'
4. AC: ac == PC: Pc == BO: · .,
G
etc.
Why? §186
5. Pol. ABC""' pol. . . .
Why?
Q. E. D.
III. and IV. State by the figure and prove.
Ex. 599. A pyramid, whose basal edges are 6, 9, 12, 15, :;tnd
18, and altitude 21, is cut by a plane parallel to the base and 7
inches frOlll it. Find the edges of the upper base.
Ex. 600. A pyramid, whose lateral edges are 20, 25, 30, 35,
and 40, and altitude 15, is cut by a plane parallel t~ the base and
9 inches from vertex. Find the sides of the upper base.
Ex. 601. Find the radius of the ba.se of a cone "'''hose slant
height is 6 and entire surface 72.
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§ 318

VI.

318. 1. (The lateral surface of a prism is equivalent to the
product of its lateral edge by the perimeter of a right section.
Formulas: a) Sl ~ Pi)· b) S ~ Pl + 2B.
2. The lateral surface of a cylinder is equivalent to the
the circumference oj a right section by an element.
product
Formulas: a) St ~ Pl ~ 277" RZ)· b) S ~ 277" R (b + R.)
3. The lateral surface of a regular pyramid or a right
cone is equivalent to half the product of the perimeter of its
base by its slant height. Formulas: a) S, ~ i Ph)· b) Sl
~ l Oh === 77" Rhj c) S ~ 7T'R (h'+ R).
4-. The lateral surface of the frtl;stum of a pyramid or
cone is equivalent to the product of the sum of the perimeters
of its bases by half its slant height. Form'ulas: a) S, ~ !
(P
p) hs)· b) S, ~ 7r (R + r) hs; c) S ~ 7r { ( R + r)
hs
R2
r2• }
I. Apply §§289 and 204: 2.
II.' Apply §§318: 1 and 313: ~.
III. Draw a figure. Apply §§293
and 205: J.
IV. Draw a figure. Apply §§265
and 210: 1.
A.. ---

oJ

+
+ +

Ex. 602. In a regular pentagonal prism
a = 2, b = 12. Find Sl.
B
Ex. 603. Find in terms of 1r the entire surface of a cylinder in
which R = 5, h = 16.
Ex. 604. In a cone R = 15, h = 8. Find Sz and S.
Ex. 605. If a pyramid be cut by any number of planes parallel
to the base:
]. The edges and altitudes are divided proportionally.
2. The sections are similar figures.
3. The perimeters of the sections are proportional to t.heir
distances from the vertex, and their areas, to the squares of these
distancefl.

Ex. 605

\

VOLUMES.

319. Having defined the product of two lines as the
surface generated by moving one line vertically the length
of the other, we may define the pl'oduot of a 8ul'faoe and a
line as the solid generated by moving the surface vertically the length of the line. If a rectangle 5 inches long
and one inch wide be
dmoved vertically one a.......~_~~_~"'"
inch, five cubical
inches of volume will
be generated. How
many cubical inches A
of volume will be
generated if it be
raised tWd inohes? 3
G
inches?
6 inches?
320. Evidently we cannot use the surface to multiply
the line; that is, the commutative law of multiplication i~
not valid with the definition thus extended.
321. It is also evident that exactly the same solid is
generated whether we raise the entire surface at once or
raise 1, 2, 5, or .10 square inches at a time; so that the
distributive law of multiplication is valid.
322. If l represents the length of the base; w, its width,
and h, the altitude; it is evident that, so long as l, w, and
h are commensurable, V ~ l X w X h. Since this is
true, no matter how small the common measure, by the
principles of limits, it holds when l, w, and h are incommensurable. It is also evident that exactly the same .solid
is generated whether we move the surface AC the distance
Bb, the surface Ab the distance be, or the surface BO the
distance ab; that is, as regards the three line factors, the
commutative law of multiplication is valid; that is:
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The volumJe of a rectangular parallelopiped is the product
of its three d1:mensions, length, breadth, and thickness, or the
product of its base by its altitude.
Ex. 606. In a rectangular parallelopiped: l = 5, w =;= 6, h = 4.
Find V."
Ex. 607. Find the volume of a rectangular parallelopiped
whose dimensions are 11'5, 11'10, and 11'2.
Ex. 608. Find the volume of a rectangular parallelopiped
,~h?~seui~en.sionsare: 311'4, 311'6, 311'9.

VII.

THEOREM

323. . An oblique prism is equivalent to a righ:t prism having
the same lateral edge and a right section a -.. . - -.!.. - - - -?Ie
of the oblique prism for its base.
" '- "
.,. '" -' :
Let ABO-b be any . . . . and ADE
-d . . . . . . . having ADE a right
section of . . . . . then . . .
1. For Bb == Dd, etc. Why?
2. '. .. BD == bd, etc. Why?
Prove the solid abc-d == AB'O-D
by superposition and complete the
proof.
JL

•

•

yd
t

(.

•

8

Ex. 609. Find the yolum'e of an oblique prism; the area of
whose right section is 15 and whose altitude is 8.
Ex. 610. Find the volume of an oblique cylinder, whos~ right
section is a cir~]e, its radius, 5, and an element, 12. Would the
bases of this cylinder be circles?
Ex. 611. In a cone of revolution: R = 40, h = BO. It is cut
by planes parallel to the basp making the segments of the altitude, m, 2m, 3m, 4m, and 5m-, beginning with t,he base. Find 1)
each segment of the altitude; 2) each segment of the slant
height; 3) the radius of each section; 4) the area of each section
. 12544 7T',
_
1660 Tr
in terms of Tr. Ans. to aref!s: - - 9 - 10247T', 07617", - - 9 - '

Ex. 622

THEOREM

324.
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PARALLELOPIPEDS.

VIII.

A diagonal plane divides a parallelopiped into
two equivalent triangular prisms.
2. Conversely: a triangular prism
c
is half the volume of a parallelopiped
having double its base.
a
b
1.

I. Apply §323, and prove the
right prisms equal by superposition.
II. Let 4BD-a == the triangular
prism. Complete the CJ ABCD as
a base, then the parallelopiped A C,
-and apply ,§324: 1.

,
I

e ---- 1<--- . . . - --

h

1

~Q_-

/

/

"

"

...

A

Ex. 612.' Find a side of the base of a regular triangular pyramid whose entire surface is 1.00. Ans. 5.72.
Ex. 613. The edges of a rectangular parallelopiped are 2x, 5x,
and lOx, and its volum 2700. Find each edge.
Ex. 614. .F"ind the edge of a cube whose volume is 100, to two
planes of decimals.
Ex. 615. The diagonal of a rectangular parallelopiped whose
edgp.s are a, b, and c is V a2
b2 +c2 •
Ex. 616. The edges of a rectangular parallelopiped are 3, ,4,
and 12. Find its diagonal without finding any face diagonal.
Ex. 617. The diagonal of a rectangular parallelopiped is 34,
the base diagonal is 30, and one side of its base is 24:. Find its
edges'and volume.
\
Ex. 618. The difference between the diagonal and base-diagonal of a rectangular parallelopiped is 2, and the difference between
the base diagonal and the shorter side of the base is 6. Find its
~dges and volumes.
Ex. 619. Find the radius of a circle whose surface i.,; 100.
Ex. 620. Find the radius of a circle inscribed in an equilateral
triangle whose area is 100.
Ex. 621. Find the radius of a circle inscribed in a hexagon
whose area is 100.
Ex. 622. Find the surface of a cylinder in which R = 5,
h = 12.

+
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THEOREM ",IX.

325. 1. Any parallelopipe~ is equivalent to a rectangular
parallelopiped, having an equivalent base and equal altitude.
2. The volume of a prism is equivalent to the product of
its base by its altitude, or to the product of its three dimensions. Forrnulas: a) V = Bh; b) V = lbh*.
3. The volume of a cylinder is equivalent to the product
oj its base by its altitude. Forrnulas: a) V == Bh; b) V
7r R 2 h.
4. Prisms having equivalent bases and equal altitudes are
equivalent.

=

A
8

A

-- G

I. Let Ac -.... . . . . and Nl == ... ; then Ac~.
1. For produce the faces of Ac, let Ek == a right section
of Ac, and Eh == a paralleloptped having Eh as its base
and EG == AB as its altitude.
2. Eh.fL Ac.
Why? §323
Produce the faces of Eh, let Mn be a right section and
Mi . . . . .. Complete the proof.
II. Apply §§322 and 325: 1.
III. Apply §§324: 2 and 313: 1.
Apply 325: 2.
-It

l :::: -the length, b

== the breadth of the base.

Ex. 683

EQUIVALENT PYR-.MIDS.

THEOREM
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X.

326. Triangular pyramids which have equivalent base8 and
equal altitudes are equivalent.

y
Let Yand Z == ...
1. For pass planes
II ABO . ... dividing
AY and aZ into the a _
G
same number of equal A
parts. . .. On DEG
and deg as bases co~str.
the prisms
.
2. 6 ABO: 6 DBG == 6 abc. . .. Why? §317: 4
3. 6 DHG ~ 6 . .
Why?
4. Prism DHG-A ~ . . .
Why? §325: 4
5. Sim. prism . . ~ . ., etc.
6. Sum of
.
7. But indefinitely increasin'g the number of parts the
sum of prisms in Y == Yand. . . . . == z.
8
.
§169:s
Q. B. D.

Ex. 623. In ~ right prism: B = 8, h = 10. Find V.
Ex. 624. In a regular triangular prism: a (a side of the base)
= 8, h = 5. Find V. Ans. 80-V3 = 13.856.
Ex. 625. In a regular hexagonal prism: A = 2, h = 10. Find
V, S', and S. Ans. 6011'3; 120; 140.784.
Ex. 626. The basal edges of a prism are 5,6, and 7, h = 10;
find V, Sz and S. Ans. 146.9; 180; 209.38.
Ex. 627. In a cylinder: R = 5, h = 4. Find V, S, and S.
Ex. 628. In a square prism: V = 80, h = 15. Find A..
Ex. 629. In a square prisnl: V = 100, A = 5. Find h.
Ex. 630. In a regular hexagonal prism: Sz, = 300, h = 10.
Find A, P, B, and V.
Ex. 631. In a cyliuder: V = 100, R = 5. Find hand S.
Ex. 632. In a cylinder: S = 200, Sz = 100. Find V.
Ex. 6}J3. In a cylinder: S = 1000, h = 10. ll'ind V.
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I.
327. To construct two equal triangular pyramids and a
third pyramid equivalent to each oj these, which may be so
joined together that their sum is a right triangulatt· prism.
PROBLEM

1/

6

a:

c

A"
4'
(8
Fig. 2.

Fig.S.

1. Construct the equilateral 6 ABC, produce OB
making BA' == OB, constr. Bb ..L BA' at B, join bA' and
bO, canstr. 6 bOA" making bA" == bA' and CA" == CA,
~nd fold ,together forming a pyramid.
2. Canstr. a second pyramid == the first.
3. Canstr. (fig. 2.) 6 ab'A'" == 6 A'Bb of fig. 1, 6s
b'C'A'" andb'C'a' == 6 bOA" of fig 1, and 6 a'O'A'''' ==
6 A'Bb of fig. 1, and put together forming a third
pyramid.
\
4. Place the three pyramids 80 as to form a prism
(fig. 3), and prove'that the pyramid AaO-b ~ the pyramid
ACB-b.

XI.
328. 1. The volume of a triangular pyramid is one third
<Jf the prqduct of its base by its altitude. Formula: V ~ i Bh.
2 . The volume of any pyramtid or cone is one third of the
product of its base by its altitude. Formulas: a) V ~ i Bh j
b) V ~ i 7r R2 h.
I. See §327 and give th~ proof ~ormally using only
fig. 3.
THEOREM

Ex. 637

FRUSTUMS.
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II. Construct a figure to represent any pyramid, $tnd
complete a prism having the same base and lateral edge.
See the last figure of §325, and prove the theorem.

THEOREM

XII.

329~ A frustum of a pyramid, or cone,. is equivalent to
the sum of three pyramids, or cones, having the altitude of
the frustum, as a common altitude, and its lower base, upper
base, and a mean proportional between them as bases.
Formulas: a) V i~h (B+b+v/Bb))' b) V=!h1r
(R2
r2
Rr).

+ +

Let v;, := the volume of the cone of which the frustum
is a part; V c :::::: the volume of the part cut off; H == the \,
altitude of the entire cone, and h == the altitude of the
frustum; whence H - h == the altitude of the part cut off.
1. H: H-h== VB: Vb.
Why? §317: 4· 2. . '. H == hyB + eYB-Vb).
3. 'V ~ ~ - Vc =0= lHB-t (H-h) b ~! (HB-Ho
+ hb).
Why? §328: 2
4. HB-Hb d:!:: H (B-b) ~ hvB (B-b) -;- (vB-Vb) == hJ/B (vB+V b ) == h (B+VBb) ..
5. V~i{h(B+J/Bb) +hb} ~ih(B+b+Bb).
Q.E.D.

Ex. 634. How many feet of lumber in a square piece of timber
30 feet long, the large end 12 in. square, and the small end 8?
Ex. 635. In the frustum of a regul~r triangular pyramid: 8:n~
edge of the lower base is 6, an :edge of the upper base 4, and the
altitude 5. Find its volume. Ans. ~ X 95 V 3 = 54.85.
Ex. 636. In a frustum of a regular hexagonal pyramid: ..4. = 6,.
a = 2, h = 6. Find V. Ans. 270.2.
Ex. 687. In a frustum of a triapgular pyramid: h = 15, the
sides of the lower base are 10, 24, and 26, and the side of the
upper base homologous to 26 is 13. Find V and S.

,1
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§ 330

330. DEF. A sphel'e is a solid b9unded by a curved
surface every point of which is equidistant from a point
within calle.d the center.

331. DEF. Let the pupil define the terms, radius, diamets,., and tangent plane, as applied to a sphere. Consult
§§12 and 112.
THEOREM, XIII.

332. 1.
the diameter
s. Every
who8e center
the circle.
I. May

A plane tangent to a sphere is perpendicular to
at the point of contact.
section of a sphere made by a plane is a circle,
is in the diameter perpendicular to the plane of

be proved similarly to §127.
II. Apply §262: 4.

333. DEF. Sections of a sphere made by planes passing
through the center are called great ci,.cles. All other ~ec
tions are called small circles. Since the planes of all great
circles include the center, their intersections are diameters
and they bisect each other.
Ex. 638.
§310) = 12,
Ex. 689.
Find V.
Ex. 640.
Find v.
Ex. 641.
Ex. 642.
Find V.
Ex. 643.
7, 8, and 9.
Ex. 644.
Ex. 645.

In a square pyramid: .A (one side of the base, see
h = 80. Find V.
In a regular triangular pyramid: A = 5-V3, h = 12.
In a regular hexagonal pyramid: .A. = 4y'3, h

= 15.

In a nonagonal pyramid: B = 15, h = 5. Find V.
In a regular hexagonal pyramid: A = 8, h = 5.
In a pyramid: h = 15, and the sides of the base are
Find V.
In a right cone: R = 5, h = 24. Find V.
In a right cone: 0 = 125,644, h = 10. Find V.

THE SPHERE.

THEOREM
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XIV.

334. 1. Two points on the surface of a sphere, not in the
.same diameter, determine a great circle of the sphere.
2. Any three points on the surface of a sphere, not coplanar
with its center, determine a small circle of the sphere.

I. and II. Apply §§256: 3 and

33~: 2.

335. DEF. The poles of a circle of a sphere are the
extremities of the dialneter perpendicular to the plane of
the circle.
336. DEF. If a semicircle revolve
about its diameter as an axis, it
generates a sphere. Why? Every
arc generates a zone. The perpendiculars from the e~tremities of the
arc generate circles called the bases
of segments bounded by them and
R
the zones. The circumferences of
these circles are the bases of the zones. The altitude of a
segment or zone is the part of the axis intercepted by it.
337. DEF. Every sector of the generating semi-circle
generates a spherical sector. The radii of the sector
generate oonica/surfaolls. See §304.
Ex. 646. Point out in the figure above the spherical segments
and zones which have two bases, those which have but one
base, the straight lines which genera.te plane surfaces, t·hose which
generate conical surfaces, and the one which does not gpnerate a
surface, the arc which generatpB each zone, and the arc and ordinates which generate each Hegment.
Ex. 647. In a right'cone: R = 7, hs = 25. Find 11, and V.
Ex. 648. In a frustum of a cone: R = 6, r = 4, 11, = 9. Find V.
Ex. 649. In a frustum of a cone: R = 15, r =~, hs -= 18. Find
hand V.
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§338

338. DEF. As the semicircle ADB
revolves about AB as an axis through'
the angle DOC it generates a spherioal
ungula, or spherical wedge, and, its circumference, a June. The angle of thewedge or lune, and in general the angle
of any two arcs on the surface of a
B
sphere, is the angle between th~ radii DO and 00 perpendicular to the diameter. See §255.
II.

PROBLEM

339. 1. Given its pole and one point on its circumference;
construct a circle on a sphere.
2. To find' the diameter and circumference of a material
sphere.
3. To construct a great circle of the sphere, its pole being
given.
4-. To construct d great circle of the sphere, two points
being given.
5. To construct a small circle of the sphere three points
being given.
p

/ I

,/

A'

'C"t-----~A·'

C<--;- -- 8'
\

\

Q

'0'
Q'

1.* Given the pole P and the pt. A .
Place one pt. of the dividers on P, one on A

* A spherical surface is n.n absolute necessity. Fo'r private' study, a painted
croquet ball is sufficient. In the absence of a slated globe, a cheap substitute'
may be provided by turning a sphere out of wood on a lathe. The following
answers well for slating: Y2 pt. alcohol, 1 oz. shellac, ~ oz. best lampblack.
Apply several coats with a varnish brush. ,

Ex. 656

SPHERICAL SURFACES.
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Prove 6 PAO == 6 PBG, and hence that the -L from
any pt. as B meets PP' in C, etc.
II. 1. Draw any small 0 as . . .. , take any three
points as .... , measure the distances as AB, AD, BD,
between . . . ., mark three points same distances on a
plane surface and thus find the radius A'G' == A G.'
2. Constr. (figure 3) the rt6 A'P'C" having A'P=AP
and A' Oil == A (J. Draw A' Q' J.. A' pI meeting P' 0" produced in Q'; P Q' is the diameter of the sphere. Prove this.
III. Find the diameter and use the chord of 90° as the
radius. Why? §262: 4.
IV. With the two given points. as centers construct
arcs of great as. Their intersections are the poles. Apply
§262:

4.

V. Find the diameter of the sphere and the radius ofthe small 0 as above. From these find AP, etc.
Ex. 650. Draw on a spherical surface a great circle representing two opposite positions of the generating semicircle, and
small circles to represent the paths of various points. Endeavor
to imagine all of the figures in §§384-838.
Ex. 651. Point ou t the great circles, small circles, lines, zones,_
etc., on a geographical globe.
Ex. 652. Show that the zone generated by the arc ED, figure
of §336, is the part of the surface of the sphere intercepted betw~en
planes perpendicular to the diameter AB in e and d.
Ex. 653. In a frustum of a cone: R = 5, r = 8, V = 100.
Find h.
Ex. 654. In a frustum of a cone: h = R = 2r, V = 5041r.
Find h andr.
Ex. 655. The base of a triangle is 15, and the other sides, 6 and
12. Find the segments made by the bisector of the vertical
angle.
Ex. 656. Find the projections, on the base, of the sides of the
trlangle of ex. 655; also, its altitude, its area, and the radii of the
inscribed, circumscribed, and escribed circles.
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§ 340

XV.
340. 1. The 8urface of a zone is equivalent to the product
of its altitude by the circumference of a great circle. Formulas:
a) 8 ::c: 2 7T Rh)' b) ,8 ~ 7T Dh; c) 8 ~ Ok.
!B. The surface of a sphere is equivalent to the product of
its diameter by its circumference. Formulas: a) S ~ CD;
b) S ~ 7T D2; c) S ~ 4- 1r R2.
THEOREM

I. Let S

== the surf.

zone generated by

'-" AB revolving about the diameter as an

I

axis, k == ab the projection of '-" AB on
the diameter is the altitude. S ~ 2 7T Rh. E. - - ~:-'-" ~\- e
J-. For divide '-" AB into 4 equal parts I - - - - -'-'>~C
... · join
, bisect AD in .. , join F
/~~_'"
CG. Let fall -LS • • • • .
\
//
2. AN == . •
Why? §87: 2
b
3. OG === .. , === •. , ==., Why? §126: 1
4.' Surf gen. by AD J'I- • • • • • •
Why? §318:4b
5. But .. + .. == 2 Gg.
Why? §210: 2
6. .'. Surf. gen. by AD ::c= 27T Gg X AD.
7. D CGg ~ D . .
Why? §188: 2
8. CG: AD == . . . .
Why? §186
9. . . . ~ .. '.
10. Surf. gen. by I AD J'I- 21l" CG X ad.
11. Sim. surf. gen. by I ED
etc.
12. .'. Surf. gen. by AD
27T CG X abo
13. Continually bisecting '-"s AD etc. the broken lADE
== '-" AB, surf. gen. by broken I AD == zope gen. by AB,
CG= R.
14. .'. S ~ 21r Rh.
Q. E. D.
Prove formulas band C.
II. Since the surface of a sphere may be considered the
surface of a zone in which h == D . . . . . .

+ .....

J'l-I

Ex. 657

SPHERICAL VOLUMES.
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Ex. 657. The surface of a sphere is equi valen t to the surface of
four of its great circles.
THEOREM

XVI.

341. 1. The volume of a sphere is equivalent to the product
of its surface by one third of its radius, or to one sixth of 7r
times the cube 0.( its diameter. Formulas: a) V == ! SR;
b) V::0=

t

7rD3).

c) V::0=!

TrR3.

The volume of a spherical' sector is equivalent to the
product of its surface by one third the radius of the sphere.
Formulas: a) V::0= ! BR; b) ::0= i 7rR2 h.
3. The volume of a spherical segment of one base is equivalent to the sum of the volumes of a cylinder having the sary;~e
base and half the altitude and a sphere whose diameter is the
altitude of the segment.
Formulas: a) V::0= t 7f'R2 h
2.

+

t 7rh3 j

b) V,!l: ;h (3

R2

+ h2 ).

LetO::::
.
1. For about 0 circumscribe. . .,
C
pass planes Oab
dividing
the cube into
whose common
altitude is R.
. A /
2. Sum bases pyramids is . . . .
and sum vol. pyramids . . . . . .
3. Vol. cube ::0= ! SR.
4. Continually increase the number of faces of the
polyhedron by cutting off solid L s by tangent planes.
5. Surface of polyhedron == surface of sphere.
6. Volume
.
7. V ~ t SR.
Q. E. D.
Prove formulas band c.
II. Circumscribe a polyhedron about the sector, etc.
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§342

III. Let r == the radius of the base of
the sector . . . . , then V ~ ....
1. (2 R-h) h::D:. ... Why? §222: 2

+ ...

2.

•

.fL'.

_

- · ., R -.

r2

+h

2

2 h.

3. V::c= voL sector O-ADB-vol. cone
O-ACB:c= i 7T'R2 h-l7rr 2 (R-h).fL' . ..

!!: {r 4
-3
..f\-.

=== t ?Tr 2 h

+ 2r

2

h2

+ t?T h

3

+ h -r + r
4

4

2

2h·

=== ?T h (3r 2

6

+h

h2

2 .)

...I'\-

-.

.. }
Q. E. D.

Ex. 658. The surface of a sphere is equivalent to the lateral
surface of the circumscribed cylinder.
Ex. 659. The surface of a sphere is two thirds of the entire
surface of the circumscr~bedcylinder.
Ex. 660. Find the surface of a zone whose altitude is~4 in a
sphere whose radius is 5.
Ex. 661. In a zone: D
25 t h = 4. Find S. See §340: 1. '
Ex. 662. Find the surface of a sphere whose diameter is 5.
Ex. 663. In a sphere: S = 78.54. Find D and C.
Ex. 664. In a sphere: 0 = 12. Find D and S. (Use 1: 1T' =
.31831. )
Ex. 665. In a sphere: S = 100. Find R.
Ex. 666. The radius of the base of a zone is 8 and its altitude
is 2. Find Rand S.
.
Ex. 667. The volunle of a sphere is % of the volume of the
circumscribed cylinder.
Ex. 668. The volume of a cone inscribed in a hemisphere, its
vertex being the pole of the hemisphere, is half the volume of the
hemisphere.
Ex. 669. The volume of a Qylinder circumscribed about a
sphere is 18. ]'ind the volume of the sphere.
Ex. 670. The volume of a cone inscribed in a hemisphere is 12.
Find the volume of the hemisphere, also its convex surface a~d
entire surface.
Ex. 671. The volume of a sphere is 318.31. Find the' volume
and surface of the inscribed cube.

==

Ex. 677
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XVII.

THEOREM

342.

1. On the same sphere, or on equal spheres, lunes
and spherical wedges are equal when their angles are equal.
2. On the same 8phere, O'r on equal spheres, the surfaces of
lunes and the volume8 of spherical wedges have the same ratio
as their angles. Formulas: a) 8 1 : 8 2 : == ()1 : 62 ; b) V j :
V2 :.:::: () 1 : () 2' in which 9 i8 the n'umerical measure of the angle
of the lune; 9 == A 0 + 360 0 •
B. A lune is the same part of the surface of a sphere that
its anf}le i8 of four r1:ght angles. Formula8: a) S: 47f'R2 ==
() : 4rt L s; b) S ::D= 41r'f 2 9.
4. A spherical wedge is the same part of the sphere that
its angle is of four right angles. Formula: V ::c: t 7f'R3().

1. Construct a figure and
A

pr~ve

by superposition.

K

A

B

8

o

II. Use method of §175.
III. and IV. Apply §342:

2.

Ex. 672. In a sphere: S = 100 7f'. Find D and V.
Ex. 673. In a sphere: V = lOOO7f'. Find D and S.
Ex. 674. In a spherical sector: V = 288 '1r, r = 6. Find h.
Ex. 675. In a spherical sector: V = 2000, h = 10. Find R.
Ex. 676. Find the volume of a spherical wedge on a sphere
whose radius is 3 if 9 = 60 0 ; 45°; 90°; 120°; 150; 210°; 240°.
Ex. 677. The angle between two intersecting arcs on the surface of a sphere is measured by the angle between the tangents to
these arcs at the point of contact. A.pply §§127 and 338.

~
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THEOREM

XVIII.

343. 1. The surfaces of spheres and oj similar zones and
lunes have the same ratio as the squares of their radii.
Formula: 8 1 : 8 2 == Ri : R~.
2. The volumes of spheres and of similar sectors, segments,
and spherical wedges have the same ratio as the cubes of their
radii. Formula: Vt : V 2 == Ri : R~.
Let R t == the radius of the first sphere;
R 2 == the radius of the second sphere;
8 1 == the surface of the first sphere;
8 2 == the surface of the second sphere; etc.
Both parts may be proved by finding the values of 8 1 ,
8 2 , etc., in the preceding sections and dividing.
1

SUPPLEMENTARY THEOREMS AND EXERCISES.
THEOREM

344.

XIX.

There can be but jive regular polyhedrons.

I. 1. For not less than three equal plane L s can form ..
2. 3 L s of equilateral 68 == .. ; 4 L s .... ; 5 L s ...
6 L 8 . . • == 360 0 and cannot be used.
... not more than . . . . can be formed . . . . .
5. 3 L s of Os == " . ., and 4 L s . . . ".. not more than
one 0".".0
6. 3 L s of a r~g"Q.lar pentagon === • , • • and 4 L s of
a regular . . . . . ... not more than . . . .
7. 3 L s of a regular heptagon .. "
.
8. Not more. . . equilateral 6s,
, or
, and
no regular polygon of more than 6 Is can be used
,
. ". not nlore th~n five regular .... "
3.
4.

I

[Ex. 677]
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REGULAR POLYHEDRONS.

II. Five regular polyhedrons can be formed.
The pupil will prove this by actually constructing the
three with which he is not yet familiar; viz: the octahedron? whose 8 faces are equilateral triangles; the icosahedron? whose 20 faces are equilateral triangles, and the
dodecahedron, whose 12 faces are regular pentagons. Convenient groupings to save labor in constructing the regular
polyhedrons and folding thelu together are suggested by
the figures below. Edges constructed adjacent should be
cut half through, the others fastened by pasting over them
strips of thin but strong paper.

THEOREM

XX.

345. 1. In a regular tetrahedron: a) h8 == t ay 3; b)
a2V8; c) h == 1 ay6; d) V::!::= a3V2 -;- 12.
2. In a re{J.ular octahedron)· a) d == av"2 *; S == 2 a 2
-V3; V == i a3V2.

S

::!::=

I. a) Apply §215: 4.
b) Apply §205: 1.
c) Construct BE and AF J.. . .
and prove DG 1- base by
§§262: 4, 63, and 132.
A
II. Examine the octahedron you
have constructed. Observe that its
diagonal is the diagonal of a square, etc.
d

== the diagonal.

0
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THEOREM

§346

XXI.

346. The volurne of a truncated triangular prism is equivalent to: 1) The product of its bases by one third of the sum
of the altitudes of the vertices of the angles of its upper base.
Formula: V::0= t (h + h' + h") B.
2. The product of one third of the sum of its lateral edges
by a right section. Formula: V ~ i (l + l' + l") B r *.

I. Suggestions: In the figure, abc ==
the upper base and ab'c' a section II the
lower base. Show that the solid abcb' c' ::c: 2 pyramids having the common
base ab'c', the vertex of one being c, of
the other b, etc.
II. Suggestion: Divide the, prism
into two truncated right prisms by a
right section.

c.

G

Ex. 678. The volume of a truncated prism
whose right section is a parallelogram is half
B
the product of the sum of its edges by a right section.
Ex. 679. A prism whose right section is a parallelogram is a
parallelopiped.

347. DEF. A wedge is a solid bounded by a rectangular base, two trapezoids meeting in an edge parallel to
the base, and two triangular ends. The altitude is the
perpendicular from any point in the edge to the base.
348. DEF. We may regard a truncated triangular
prism as a wedgoid; its bases:as the ends, one la~eral face
the base, and the edge without it the 'edge of the wedge.
One of the parallel sides of the base may be reduced to
zero, reducing the base to a triangle.
*

Br

== a right section.

Ex. 67U
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PRISMOIDS.

349. DEF. A p,.i,moid is a solid whose lateral faces are
trapezoids, and bases polygons. The angles of the polygons are equal, and their planes are parallel since sides
forming the angles are parallel.
350. A quad"angula,. p"ismoid has a quadrilateral base.
If two sides of the base are parallel it is called tl'apszoidal,
which includes those having parallelograrns as bases. If
the base is a rectangle it is called a I'eotangular prismoid.
THEOREM

XXII.

351. 1. The volume of a wedgoid is one sixth of the product
oj the sum of the edge and the parallel sides of the base, by the
width of the base,. by the altitude. Formula: V ~ t (L
L'
+ l) who .

+

2. In a wedge: V ~t (2 L+l) who (Expres8 this in words.)
3. The volume of a rectangular prismoid is one sixth of
the product of the Bum of its bases and jour times a mean
section between them by the altitude. Formula: V ~ t (B

+ b + 4 M) h.

•
Fig. 1.

I.
II.
III.
and h
(L

+

Fig. 2.

Apply §§346: 2 and 205: 1.
Apply §§347 and 351: 1.
Find the volume of the prismoid in terms of L, l,
regarding it as two wedges. Show that M :0= t
l) (W + w), and substitute.
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THEOREM

§352

XXIII. "

+ +
+ +

352. 1. In any prismoid V ~ t (B
b
4. M) h.
In afrustum of a pyramid: V ~ t (B
b ~ M) h.
3. In any pyramid or wedge: V ~ t (B + 4- M) h.

2.

I. Prove by the method of §351: 3.
II. For a frusturn of a pyramid is the limit of a prismoid as a side of the lower base and the homologous side
of the upper base == O.
III. Prove by the method of limits.
353. DEF. A prismatoid is a solid
bounded by polygons whose fac~s are
parallel, as bases, and by triangles or
trapezoids, as lateral faces.
The adjacent figure represents a
prismatoid both of whose bases are triangles, with six triangles as lateral faces. A
It may be divided by passing planes
B
into four wedgoids and pyramids,
the first wedgoid cut off being indicated in the figure. The
sum of the bases of these solids is the same as the sum
of the bases of the prismatoid, also the sum of their mean
section and volumes; also the altitude of all is the same.
In like manner it might be shown in any particular case
that any particular prismatoid may be divided into pyramids and wedgoids, all having the same base and altitude.
The general proof is too abstruse to be profitably studied
by pupils of the grade for which this b~ok is written.
Ex. 680. Make and solve an easy numerical exercise illustrating each formula given in Theorems XX-XXIII.
Ex. ,681. Give a definit,ion of the wedge as a wedgoid beginning: A wedge is a wed[Joid •..•.

BOOK VII.
THE SPHERE.

354. DEF. A spherical polygon is a spherical surface
bounded by arcs of great circles, usually limited to surfaces each of whose sides and angles is less than 180 0 ,
unless otherwise expressly stated.
355. DEF. Besides classes corresponding to those of
- plane triangles, spherical triangles may be birectangular,
having two right angles, trirectangular, having three right
angles, quadrantal, having one side a quadrant, biquadrantal and triquadrantal.
356. DEF. A spherical pyramid is a solid whose base
is a spherical polygon, whose vertex is the center of the
sphere, and whose lateral faces are planes determined by
its sides. Since central angles are measured by the arcs
intercepted by their sides, the sides of the polygon have
the same measures as the face angles of the polyhedral
angle. The angles of the polygon are evidently the inclination of the faces.
Ex. 682. Name ten claElses of spherical polygons. See §92.
Ex. 683. Narne six classes of spherical triangles corresponding
to the six classes of plane triangles. See §§81 and 32.
Ex. 684. Define the base, vertical angle, altitude, medi~n, and
angle bisector of a spherical triangle, by the aid of the corresponding definition in Plane Geometry; also the hypotenuse and
legs of a right spherical triangle.
Ex. 685. Is it possible for a spherical triangle to have three
obtuHe angles? See §356, cut out three obtuse angles and see
whether they can be put together to form a solid angle.
Ex. 686. Can a spherical 6 have three rt L s?
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THEOREM

§ 357

I.

357. 1. Any side of a spherical triangle is less than the
-BUm of the other two.
2. The Bum of the sides of a spherical polygon is less than
360°.

8

c
I. Apply §274.
II. Apply §277.
358. Through two given points on the surface of a sphere
.construct ,a great circle of the sphere.
I

\

, Find the circumference of the sphere if not giyen,
-§339: 2. With the chord of a quadrant as radius and the
points as centers
.
THEOREM

II.

A

359. The angle between twp arcs of
great circles is measured by the arc of ,a
.great circle intercepted between them, which
.has their intersection as its pole"

Apply §§177 and 255.
Ex. 687. Find the surface of a lune whose angle is 72° on a
.sphere whos6 radius is 4; also the volume of the ungula of which.
·the lune is the base.

Ex. 694

THE SPHERE.

PROBLEM

173:

I..

360. Construct on the surface of a sphere, at a given point
in the circumference of a great circle, an angle equal to a;
given angle.
PROBLEM

II.

361. Oonstruct a great circle perpendicular to any circle of
a sphere at a given point.
Through P
.
1. From A layoff equal/ distances PD and PO on . . . . .
2. With a and D as centers. . . .
3. Through E and P. . . . . .
In proof apply §§123: 3, 122: 2,
48, 260: 1, and 268: ~.
Ex. 688. Construct a spherical polygon of each class named
in exercises 682 and 688.
Ex. 689. Construct a spherical triangle of each class named in
§355. See §§839 and 361.
Ex. 690. Find the volume of a cone in which the surface of the
base = 31.831 in. and the lateral surface 62.162, to two places of
decimals.
Ex. 691. "The upper base of a frustuln of a cone is one fourth
of the lower base, its altitude is 10, and its volume,1000. Find the"
radii of its bases, its slant height, and its entire surface.
Ex. 692. The sides of the base of a triangular pyramid are Sa,.
4a, and 5a, and its altitude, 6a. Find its volume in terms of a.
Ex. 693. Find the value of a in the pyramid of exercise 692 if
its volume is 1000, also each side of its base, the surface of its
base, the surface of each lateral face, and its entire surface.
Ex. 694. A pyramid whose altitude is 100 is divided into three
equal parts by planes parallel to its boase. Find the altitude of
each part.
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THEOREM

III.

362. The shortest distance on the surface of a sphere between two points is the smaller of the two arcs of the great
circle determined by them.

Let AB be the less . . . . . . . .
A
1. For let 0 be any pt. . . . . .
2. Join AO and OB by arcs of great Os.
3. From AB cut off AD == A o.
C
[)
4, 5. Prove that '-.-/ DB
Be.
E
6. Since ''-.-/ AO ==. '-.-/ AD they may be so
placed as to coincide and the distances, whatever the shortest path, must be equal.
7. With B as a pole Cfonstruct a small d through D.
Since '-.-/ BD
Be, '-.-/ DE cuts BO.
Why? §17: 4
8. ... The shortest path from B to C
the shortest
path from B to D and the sum. . . . ..
9. . .. The shortest path from A to B passing through
any point a without '-.-/ AB
Q. E. D.

< '-.-/

< '-.-/

>

> .·.··.·.··

Ex. 695. If two parallel planes are cut by a third plane: 1) the
alternate dihedral angles formed are equal; 2) the corresponding
dihedral angles are equal; 3) the sum of the interior dihedral
angles on the same side of the transversal plane are equal.
Ex. 696. State and prove the converse of exercise 695.
Ex. 697. The part of a line intercepted bet"'''een two parallel
planes is 50 cm and its projection on one of these planes is 48 cm.
Find the distance between the planes.
Ex. 698. Supposing the earth to be a sphere, in what direction
should a flying machine capable of moving over every part of the
earth start from New York to reach by the shortest route a point
1800 east of New York on the same parallel of latitude. See §§362
and 332: 2.
Ex. 699. Construct a great circle of a sphere and find its
pole (see §339: 2), then construct a great circle perpendicular to
the first (§361). Prove that the second circle passes through the
poles of the first.

Ex. 702
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THEOREM

IV.

363. 1. Every great circle bisects a sphere and its surface.
Any two great circles bisect each other. '
Equal cir,cles are equally distant from the center, and
conversely.
4-. Of two unequal c.ircles the smaller is the more remote
from the center, and conversely.
5. A point a quadrant distant from each of two points on
the circumference of a great circle is a pole of that circle.
6. A pole of any circle of a sphere is equally distant from
every point on its circumference.
2.
3.

I. Prove by superposition.
II. Their common section passes
through ,vbat point?
III. and IV. Pass a plane through H
the centers of the circles and sphere,
and apply §125.
V. Apply §332: 2 and 262: 4.
VI. Apply §§333, 335, and 262: 4.

364. DEF. Symmetrical
spherical triangles have all
their parts equal; but differently arranged.

A

A

lJ __ '

, Ex. 700. The radii of two 8
E
spheres are to each other as 2
F
to 5, and the volume of the first
is 64 cu. em. li'ind" the volume of the second.
Ex. 701. Find the surface of a lune of 45° on each sphere of ex.
700.
Ex. 702. Find the volume of an angula of 120° on each sphere
of ex. 700.
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V.
365. If, from the vertices of the angles of a spherical triangle,
arcs of great circles be drawn intersecting each other, a second
triangle will be formed whose vertices are poles of the given
triangle.
THEOREM

Apply §363:

2.

366. DEF. Two spherical triangles so related that the vertices
of the angles of one are poles of
the sides of the other are called
po/a,. tl'iang/8s.

The pupil should draw the
arcs, complete the circumferences,
D
note the number of spherical triangles formed, and remember that only the two triangles most central to each other
are regarded as polar.
THEOREM

VI.

367. Each angle of a spherical triangle is the supplement
of the opposite side of the' polar triangle.

Let AEO
.
1. For if necessary produce
2. L A is measured ....
3. '-' B'E === 90° ~ DC' == ....
Complete the proof.

.
Why? §359
Why? §366

Ex. 703. The angles of a spherical triangle are 80°, 1000 , and
120°. Fin d the sides of the polar triangle.
Ex. 704. The sides of a spherical triangle are 70°, 80°, and
90 0 ( Find the angles of the polar triangles.
Ex. 705. If one side of a spherical triangle is a quadrant one
angle of ,its polar triangle is a right angle.
Ex. 706. Narne the triangles described in exercise 705.

Ex. 706
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SPHERICAL TRIANGLES.

THEOREM VII.
368. If two spherical triangles have the three sides. of the

one equal to the three sides of the other, each to each, the
angles are equal, (1nd conversely.

Apply §275, observing that '-' A 0 measures L A 00, etc., and
that L B measures the 8
inclination of the planes
AOB and COB, etc.
THEOREM

A'

A
\

I

\

I
\

I

,

II

-__ ~OO~--_
"
--/

/
/

C

/

8/

'\

'\

"

C'

VIII.

369. 1. If two spherical triangles have two sides and the
included angle of the one equal to two sides and -the included
angle of the other, each to each, the triangles are either equal
or symmetrical.
2. If t1.00 spherical triangles have two angles and ,the included side of the one equal to two angies and the included
side of the other, each to each, the triangles are either equal
or symmetrical.
.

D
I. Let 6sABC. · · · .. A
A. Let the equal parts be
similarly situated. Prove as
in §38.
B. Let..the equal parts be 8
E
differently arranged as in
F
DS ABO and DE' F.
1. For constr. 6DEF symmetrical with DE'F.
2.-5. Prove that 6 DEF = 6 ABC.
6. But 6 DEF is by constr. · . · · ·
7.
Q. E.
II. Prove in a manner similar to that used above.

E'

D.-
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PROBLLEM III.
370. 1. To bisect a spherical angle.

~.

To bisect an arc on a sphere.
THEOREM

IX.

371. 1. In an isosceles spherical triangle the angles opposite the equal sides are equal.
:2. Oonverse of the first part.
This may be proved by the method used in proving the
like theorems in plane geometry.
THEOREM

X.

372. Two equilateral spherical triangles are equivalent.
\

Let the spherical · · · · · .
A
A
1. Let P be the pole of
'\
the small circle determined
,:
by A, B, and C; and pI • • •
p ~\ '
81
2. Join AP, . . . . . . . .
\
Prove that 6 ABP == 6
G
(/
A'B'PI , D PEO' ... , 6 PAO== . .. ; and complete the
\ proof.
XI.
373. The greater side of a spherical triangle is opposite
the greater angle, and conversely.
This may be proved by the method used in §54.
THEOREM

Ex. 707. Are DsABe and A'B'C' in the above figure equal or
symmetrical'?
Ex. 708. Two equiangular spherical triangles are equivalent.
Ex. 709. State the reciprocal of §371: 1,

Ex. 715

SPHERICAL VOLUMES.

THEOREM
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XII.

374. 1. The Bum of the sides of a spherical polygon is less
than the circumference of a great circle.
2. The sum of the angles of a spherical triangle is more
than two right angles and less than six right angles.
3. The sum oj the angles of a spherical polygon of n -sides
is 'more than 2(n-2) right angles and le88 than 2n right
angles.

I. Apply §277.
II. Let A, B, and 0 == L s ...
1. For let a', b' , and c' - the
corresp. Is of the polar 6.
2. Then: A+a' ==2 quadrants,
B + b' === •••• , 0 + c'
.
Why? §367
3. . .. A
B + 0 + a' + b'
D
+ c' == 6 quadrants.
Why? §374: 1
4. But a' + b' + c' < 4 ...
5. A' + B'
0' > 2 quadrants.
6. A < 2 quadrants, B < .. and C < ... Why? §354

+

+

7.

Q.E.D.

III. Draw a polygon, divide it into
triangles, and apply §§374: 2 and 354.
Ex. 710. If two spherical triangles have
two sides and the included angle of the one
equal to two sides and the included angle
of the other, each to each, they are equiv- B
alent.
Ex. 711. State and prove the reciprocal of ex. 710.
Ex. 712. Of what theorem is §371: 1 the reciprocal?
Ex. 713. Construct a trirectangnlar spherical triangle.
Ex. 714. Construct a triquadrantal spherical tria.ngle.
Ex. 715. A trirectangular triangle is triquadrantal, and conversely.
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THEOREM

§ il75

XIII.

375. 1. The surface of a "trirectangular triangle is one
eighth of the surface of the sphere. Formula: S = ! 7rR2 .
2. The surface of a lune is twice the p~oduct of the number
of right angles in its angle by a trirectangular triangle.
Formula: S ~ 7r R2 T.
.
I. Construct two great OS _L each other, and a third 0
with their intersections as its pole by §§339 and 361, and
prove the theorem.
II. Apply §§342: 3 and 375: 1.

376. DEF. ~ The spherical exoess of a spherical triangle
is the number of right angles by which the sum of its
angles exceeds two right angles. Observe that it is a
number, not a magnitude, as here defined. Formula: E =

A

+

B

+

0-2.*

Ex. 716. Find the volume of a sphere whose surface is 100.
Ex. 717. Find the surface of a sphere whose volume is 1000.
Ex. 718. Find the circumference of a sphere whose surface is
100; whose volume is 1000.
Ex. 719. Find the surface and volume of a sphere whose circumference is 60.
Ex. 720. In a cylin-der S' = 100, h; = 12, find R; if S' = 200 and
R = 5, find hi if V = 300 and h = 12, find R; if V = 400 and R
= 8, find h.
Ex. 721.' Prove the following formulas:
1. In a cylinder: R = S' -;- 27rh, h = S' -;- 27rR, D = S' -;- 7rh,
h = S'-;- 7rD; h = V -;- 7f'R2, R ,= VV : 7rh, h =4 V -;-7r D2
2. In a cone: R = S' -;- 7f'h', h' = S' -+- 7rR; h =3 V -+- 7rR2, R =
]/3 V -+- 7rh.

3. In a sphere: R
V === C 3 -+~67r2 V.

= ]/ 1rS;

= ~ ]/& : 7r, D = VS : 7r, S === 02 -+-7r, C'
67l"2, R = ~3 V -+- 4 7r , D = ~6 V -+-7rC, =

* A, B, and 0, here == the number of rt L s in each L.

Ex. 722
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AREA OF SPHERICAL TRIANGLES.

THEOREM

XIV.

377. 1. If two arcs intersect in the 8urface of a hemisphere,
the sum of the two opposite triangles thus formed is equivalent
to the surface of a lune .whose angle is the inclination of the
arcs.
2. The surface of a spherical triangle is equivalent to the
product of its spherical excess by a trirectangular triangle.
Formula: S = ET.
E

Fig. 1.

Fig. 2.

I. Let ~B ABO and EBD. . . . ., then D ABE + 6
BOD :n: the lune BEB'A.
Prove that 6 BOD === 6 AB', etc.
II. Let ABO be
.
1. For constr. the great o,DHK so that D ABO may
fall wholly in one hemisphere, prod. AB . ... , AO ....
2. D HAG + D DAE~ 2A X T.*
Why?
3. D OBD + 6 GBK:n: 2B X T.*
Why?
4. 6 KOE
6 HOI:n: 20 X T.*
Why?
5. But the sum of the 6 DB === 4 T + 2 6 ABO.

+

6.

4T+26ABC~2(A+B+O)T.

7
8. ABO:n: (A

.

+ B + 0-2)T = ET.

Q.E. D.

Ex. 722. In a cone: S' = 150, h' 5, find R; S' = 250, R
find h; V = 500, R = 5, find h; V = 600, h = 12, find R.

* .4, B, and a == the number of right angles in these angles.

=

25,
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§378

GEOMETRY OF SPACE.

~378. DEF. The spherical excess of a polygon is the
number of right angles found by subtracting from the SUIn
of its angles two right angles taken as many times as the
polygon has sides less two. Formula: E == ~-2(n-2).*
THEOREM XV.
379. The area of a spherical polygon is the product of its

spherical excess by a trirectangu,lar triangle.

Formula: S

~

ET~ I~-2(n-2.)I~

Apply §377:

2.

SUPPLEMENTARY THEOREMS AND EXERCISES.
THEOREM XVI.
380. 1. The volyme of a spherical triangular pyramid is
E7rR3.-;- 18 == (A
B
C-2)7rR3 -;- 18.
2. The volume of any spherical pyramid is Err R3 -;- 18

+ +

==

{~-2

(n-2)}7rR3 +-18.

Use the method of limits, applying §§328, 377:
379.
.

2,

and

Ex. 723. Find the surface of a spherical tJriangle whose angles
are 70°, 80°, and 90°, if R is 12.
~;x. 724.
Find the surface of a spherical pentagon whose
angles are HOo, 100°, 130°, 150°, and 170°.
Ex. 725. There can be no spherical pentagon having the
angles 95°, 100°, 110°, 115°, and 120°.
Ex. 726. In a spherical 6: A = B = C = 75°, R = 90; find V.
Ex. 727. Each angle of a quadrangular spherical pyramid is
105° and R -= 5;- find V.
Ex. 728. Find the volume of a hexagonal spherical pyramid
each of whose angles is ]2~0 on a unit sphere.

* ~ == the number of right angles in the sum of the angles of the polygon.

Ex. 739

SURFACES AND VOLUMES.

THEOREM

1~3

XVII.

(Requires §§282 and 283.)

381. 1. Through any four points, not in the same plane
and no three in a straight line, one surface of a 8phere may be
made to pass, and but one.
2. A sphere may be circumscribed about any tetrahedron or
inscribed in it.
I. Apply §282: 3.
II. Apply §§282: 3 and 283:

3.

Ex. 729. In a regular tetrahedron: hs = ~av3; a = 2 h s + vS
1/'8 -+- vB = ~ hli6; 8 = t h2 y'3; V = h: li6-+27 = h3V3 -+- 8 = liS3 y'2 -+- (12 X 4li33).
Ex. 730. ~"ind formulas for the octahedron corresponding 'two
those for the tetrahedron in ex. 729.
Ex. 731. Find the slant height, altitude, surface, and volume
of ~ regular tetrahedron whose edge is 3.
Ex. 732. Find the edge, altitude, surface, and volume of a regular tetrahedron whose slant, height is 2.
Ex. 733. In a regular tetrahedron 8 = 100; find a and h.
Ex. 734. In a regular octahedron 8 = 240; find Ct.
Ex. 735. In a regular icosahedron 8 = 720: find a.
Ex. 736. In a frustum of a pyramid the sides of Bare 12, 16,
and 20. The side of b honlologous to 12 is 6, h = 15. Find V.
Ex. 737. The ends of a round log are 8 ft. and 5 ft. and its
length 180 feet. How many feet of lumber can be made from it,
allowing two fifths for waste?
Ex. 738. In a cylindrical cistern: .R = 10 ft., r = 6 ft., h ~ 12
ft. 10 in. How many barrels of water does it contain when full ?
Ex. 739. The weight of a cubic foot of water is about 62.5
Ihs., the specific gravity of the earth is about 6*, and its volume
about that of a sphere whose diameter is 7,918 miles. Find the
volume of the eartb in cubic miles, also its V\reight in tons.

= lY' 6 Vyl2 ==

* That is, each cubic foot of the earth is 8S heavy as 6 cubic feet of water.
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§ 382

GEOMETRY OF SPACE.

THEOREM XVIII.
382. If a cone has the center of the sphere as its vertex
and the same base as the circumscribed cylinder:
1. Any. section of the sphere by a plane parallel to the base
is less than a great circle by the corresponding section of the
cone.
2. The volume of any segrnent of the sphere made by planes
'parallel to the base is les8 than the corresponding segment of the
circumscribed cylinder by the corre8ponding segment of the cone.
3. The volume of a spherical segment is equivalent to the
product of one half the sum of its bases by its altitude increased
by the volume of a sphere wh08e diameter is the altitude of the
segment. Formulas: a) V ~ ~7rh (r~ + r~) + 7rh 3 -+- 6;
b) V ~ ~7rh(ri' + r~ + 1 h 2 ).

I.

Let the quadrant AP,

D

. . .,

Q~

--:..",--.P

6 .. , and the ordinate bc be revolved
about. . . . ., then 7r be 2 ~ 7rR2 i 1- 9 I
d.
,
7r X bk 2 •
0 -'-- - - - . - - It _' n
171
b
1. For Ob == bk.
Why?
G
J(
2. bC 2 ~ (R
Ob) (R - Ob). A
0
Why? §222: 2
'-------~
3. 7rbC 2 7rR2 - 7rM2.
Why?
II. Let V ~ the volume and h the altitude of the segment generated by the revolution o( bcned, and frustum
gb the volume of the frustum of a cone generated by
trapezoid gb, then V ~ 7rR 2 h - frustum gb.
1. For bisect bd in l, and draw . . . . . , erect ...L s to be
and di at ....
2. 7r bc 2 ~ 7rR2 - 7rbk 2; 7rde 2
7rR2 - 7rgd. Why~
3. 7rbC 2 X bl ~ 7rR2 X bl . .. ; 7rtle 2 de ~ .... Why?
4. Indefinitely increasing the number of divisions:
sum cyl. 7rbe 2 bl etc. == V; sum cy!. bh etc. == frustum gb.
I

+

-f'-

-f'-

Ex. 743
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CAVALIERY SOLIDS.

5. .. V::= 7rR2 h - frustum by.
Why?
III. 1. V ~ 7rR2 h - trrrh(bk2
dg 2 + bh X dg) ~
t7rh(R2 - blc 2 )
!7rh(R2 - dg 2 )
t 7rh (bh 2 dg 2
2bkxdg).
2. But R2 - bk 2 == bc 2 == ri; R2 - ... ; and dg - bit
== h.
Why?
3. V ~ t7rh(ri
r~
!- h 2 ).
Q. E. D.

+

+

+

+

+ +

383. DEF. It is evident from the above demonstration
that every section of the part of the cylinder without the
sphere made by a plane parallel to the base is equivalent
to the corresponding section of the cone. All solids of
which this is true, whatever their form, are called Cavalieri
bodie~, from Cavalieri (1598-1647), an Italian mathematician, who proved that the segments of all such bodies
included between parallel plane~ are equivalent.
Ex. 740. Find the volume of a segment of one base if r = 1()
and h = 5.
Ex. 741. Find the volume of a segment of two bases if rl = 15,.
r2 = 20, h = 6.
Ex. 742. Find the altitude of a segment of the bases if V =
1,000, r 1 = 12, and r 2 = 10, also the diameter of the sphere.
Ex. 743. In a section of a railroad cut 100 feet long the slopeof the natural surface is uniform, the width at the bottonl is 30
feet, the depth at the first end is 10 fee.t and 20 feet at the other
end, and the slope of the sides of the cut is one and one half-toone, that is, where the depth is 10 feet the width of the cut at topis 60 feet. ]'ind the number of cubic yards in the excavation.
See §352. What would be the number of cubic yards if the depth
at one side remained the same and the depth of the other sidewas reduced 40 per cent.* Ans. 2,962 cu. yds; 2,111 cu. ydH.

* Observe that it makes no difference whether the bottom is level or on a.
grade. By making the sections short enough to make errors owing to inequalities of surface of no consequence, the volume of any cut required in grading
railroads, streets, and lots may be obtained, using only a level, a tape measure,.
and rods.

BOOK VIII.
SYMMETRY, MAXIMA and MINIMA, LOCI OF EQUATIONS.

I. SYMMETRY.
384. DEF. Two points are symmetl'ical with I'eference
to the mid-point of, the line joining them (see fig. 1).
385. DEF. Two figures are symmetrical with reference
to a point as the center of symmetry when to every point in
the one there corresponds a symmetrical point in the other.

386. DEF. A figure is symmetl'ical with reference to a
centsI' of symmetry when it may be divid~d into two symmetrical 'figures, - by a line if a plane figure; by a plane
if not a plane figure.

A

8
Fig. 1.

8'

A

B'

;{

8

8'

Fig. 2.

Fig. 3.

Ex. 744. Illustrate §§384, 385, and 386 by the above figures.
Ex. 745. Illustrate §386 by dividing a circle into two symmetrical figures. '
.
Ex. 746. If, on revolving one of two figures about a point as a
center through an angle of 1800 , every point coincides with a corresponding point of the oth~r, the figures are symmetrical.

387. DEF. Two points are symmetrical with I'sference
to a line as an axis of symmetry when it bisects at right
angles the line joining them.

Ex. 753

388.
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SYMMETRY.

Two points are symmetrical with ,.eference

DEF.

to the plane which bisects at right angles the straight line
joining them.
389. DEF. Figures are Slmmetl'ical with referenoe to a
line or plane as defined with reference to a point in §§385
and 386.

A

!
i

X/__.. .I_-XA-t--~..;::;.,--+X
I

X
Fig 1.

A

C~8fh X

X',~:a

r:~'~BI
.1

A'
Fig. 3.

Ex. 74:7. A square is symmetrical with reference to the intersection of its diagonals.
Ex. 748. Illustrate aymnletry with reference to an axis by the
abo ve figures.
Ex. 749. Illustrate by material objects: a) two points symmetrical with reference to a plane; 2) two lines symmetrical wit,h
reference to a plane; n) two equal plane figures symmetrical with
reference to a plane.
Ex. 750. A square is symmetrical with reference to either
diagonal.
Ex. 751. A Hquare is symmetrical with reference to what
two other lines?
Ex. 752. A rectangle is symmetrical with reference to a line
through the intersection of its diagonals perpendicular to its sides.
Ex. 753. An isosceles triangle is symmetrical with reference to
its altitude.
.

390. DEF. Every line through the center of symmetry
of a sYlnmetrical figure and terminated by it is called a
diameter. Hence by the definition of the center of symmetry
this center is the mid-point of any dianleter of every figure
symmetrical with reference to a center, and conversely.
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SYMMETRY.

THEOREM

§391

I.

391. 1. Two figures symmetrical with reference to a point
are equal.
2. Two figures symmetrical with reference to an axis are
equal.
3. A, plane figure symmetrical with reference to a point is
bisected by every diameter.
4. A plane figure symmetrical with reference to an axis is
bisected by it.
5. Lines symmetrical with reference to a point are parallel.
6. Lines symmetrical with reference to an axis (if not parallel) -intersect in the axis of symmetry, which is also their
angle bisector, and conversely.
I. Make the figures coincide by rotating-one about the
center of symmetry. (See figures of §386.)
II; Make the figures coincide by revolving one about
the axis. (See figures of §389.)
,
III. Apply §§386, 385, and 384.
IV. Apply §§383 and 391: 2.
v. Construct a suitable figure, draw two diameters
forming t~o 68, prove thern equal, and apply §66: 1.
VI. Construct a suitable figure, join 2 symmetrical
points, and prove by equal 68.
392. RliJMARK. It may similarly be proved that plane figures
sym metrical with reference to a plane are equal; and it may also
be proved by the method of limits, inscribing plane surfaces and
pyramids, that all surfaces and solids symmetrical with reference
to a plane are equivalent. When synlmetricalspherical triangles
are so placed that two ang-Ies of the one are adjacent to the equal
angles of the other, as in the figure to §364, they are symmetrical
with reference to the plane of the common side.
.
Ex. 154. How may two symmetrical solid angles be so place<l
that they are symmetrjcal with reference to a plane?
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SYM~IETRY.

Ex. 756

THEOREM

II.

393. A figure symmetrical with reference to two axes inter8ecting at right angles is symmetrical with reference to their
intersection, as its center of symmetry.

Let axis XX'

y

-L • . •

and ....

8
A
1. For let P == any pt.
in . . . . .
Xl-+--------"'":t:-----,---+--X
2. Let P' be syrn. to
D
c
P with ... YY', p'" ...
and P" syrn. to P' . . . .
Complete the proof showing that PP" is D, that its
diagonals meet at the intersection of the axes, etc.

VS

Ex. 755. Hero's proof t·hat the area of
any triangle =

(s-a) (s-b) (s-c)

*

£E
8

(§241): Inscribe a 0 and join the center to
" "
the points of tangency and to the vertices. A
:
C
On ACproduced take OM = GB. Then AM
H
= 8, and area 6=A.MXOH (Why?). }'rom
o draw a line ..L to OA, and front C draw a line..L to AC; let t,heso
lines intersect in N, and let ON intersect AC in P. Join A.N. Show
that 6s AOD, A.OP, OHP, and PCN are similar; also that 60PC
~ 6APN, and 6ACN

PC

= HP

AM

..• OM

=

"J

AO

6GOB. ... GB or OM

= (CN)
GO or OB

AH) =

HO
AM2
(HC.
HP (Why?). ... AM· eM = Hi'· AH

He · AH (Wh ?)
OH2
y
Complete the proof.
Ex. 756. Find by Hero's Formula the altitude of a triangle in
terms of the sides; also the radius of the inscribed circle.

* This is known as Hero's Formula, from its discoverer, Hero or Heron of
Alexandria, 284-221, B.C., or, according to some authorities, about a century later.
Ball's History of Mathematics, p. 90.
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SYMMETRY.

§394-

SUPPLEMENTARY THEOREMS AND EXERCISES.
THEOREM

III.

394. A solid symmetrical with reference to three planfts at
right angles to each other is symmetrical with reference to their
common intersection as its center of symmetry.
THEOREM

IV.

+ Is

395. 1. A regular polygon of 2m
1
with reference to any altitude as an axris.

is symmetrical

o
E

F

Fig. 1.

Fig. 2.

A regular polygon of 2n sides is symmetrical with reference to any diagonal, and also to any line joining ihe midpoints of opposite sides.
2.

396. DEF. We will briefly note a few of the many
kinds of symmetry besides twofold symmetry, above explained, and understood where no other is indicated. If,
on rotating a figure about a point through an angle of
120°, every point coincides with the former position of
another- point, it has threefold symmetry; if through 72°,
fivefold symmetl'!; if through 7r-;-n, n-fold symmetry.
Similarly a solid may have n-fold symmetry with reference
to an axis.
Ex. 757. A triangle symmetrical with reference to any altitude
is isosceles, and conversely.
Ex. 758. A polygon of 6 sides has 2-fold, 3-fold, and 6-fold
symmetry.

Ex. 761

SYl\Il\fETRY.

THEOREM

191

V.

397. 1. The circle is a figure of perfect symmetry.
2. Conversely: A figure symmetrical with reference to every
diameter is a circle, etc.
3. The sphere is afigure of pe1fect symmetry. *
I. a) The circle has evidently n-fold symmetry, whatever the value of n with reference to its center.
b) It is symmetrical with reference to every diameter.
Why? §§12 and 384 X't--~~~--V\
II. a) Let the figure XAX' . . . .
For if not. . . .
§12
b) Let
.
For to every pt. A there corresponds. .. Why? §122
III. a) Rotating the sphere about its center ..
Why? §330
b) Revolving it about any diameter ... Why? §119: 2
c) It is symmetrical with reference to every plane passing through its center.
Let 0 == a sphere, XX' any plane through its center
and A any point on its surface, then to A . . .
1. For through A pass a great <::) -L XX'.
Complete the proof.
Ex. 759. a) A polygon of n sides has n-fold symmetry; b)
a polygon of 'Inn sides has m-fold, n-fold, and mn-fold symmetry;
c) a polygon of mnr sides bas m-fold, n-fold, r-fold, mn-fold, mrfold, nr-fold, and mnr-fold symmetry.
Ex. 760. How many axes or symmetry have regular polygons
of the following number of sides: 3, 5,6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12?
Ex. 761~ What kinds of symmetry has a dodecagon?

* It may be shown conversely that a figure symmetrical with reference to
any plane through its center or possessing n-fold symmetry with reference to
any diameter for all possible values of n, is It sphere.
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MAXIMA AND MINIMA.

II.

MAXIMA

and

§398

MINIMA.

398. DEF. In the curve ABCDEGF, A, C, E, and F
represent maximum values of the ordinate or distance from
the axis XX'. B, D, and G represent minimum values of
the ordinate.
Observe that the minimum value D is
greate:r; than the maximum A, etc. _
A maxif!lum is greater than the values immediately preceding and succeeding it.
Let the pupi~ define a minimum.
THEOREM

VI.'

The product of the parts into which a line is divided
is a maximum when the parts are equal.
399.

Let I AB · · · then A C X -CB A
q
B
is a maximum ...
1. For let a d == AO the greater part.
2.
a-d.....
/
3. ..
a 2 - d 2 == AC X CB.
Why? §208
4. Which is a ma~imum when d == 0 and AO === OB.

+

Q.E. D.

Ex. 762. Find the area of the maximum rectangle the sum of
whose adjacent sides is 20.
Ex. 763. Let ABOD be any quadrilateral and E and F the
mid~points of its diagonals AC and BD; .AB2 + BC2 + CD 2 +
DA 2 = W
BD2 + 4EF2 *. Apply §240: 1.

+

* This is known as Euler's Theorem, from its discoverer, Leonard Euler,
1707-1783, whose mathematical writings more than filled forty folio volumes.

Ex. 769

MAXIMA AND MINIMA.

THEOREM

193

VII.

400. The area of a triangle having two sides given is a
maximum when these sides form a right angle.

Let BAG be a 6 in which 8'
8
BA .1. ••• and AB'C. . .. ~~ ........
Then I.:::. ABO> . . .
:\
.. /........ ~
1. For constr. B'D .1. •
: \
2. B'A> .. Why? §60 ~ __ ~\
3
BD == B'D.
0
4
BAC> ..
Why? 205:

5

Q. E.D.

- 401. DEF. /sopel'imetl'ic figures are such as have equal
perimeters.
Ex. 764. Find the area and third side of the maximum triangle, two of whose sides are 5 and 12.
Ex. 765. Find the maximum area of a triangle, the sum of two
of whose sides is 20; also the length of each side. (Apply §§400
and 399.)
Ex. 766. The rectangle of a given area whose perimeter is a
minimum is a square.
Ex. 767. Find the sides of the quadrilateral whose area is 100
having a minimum perimeter.
Ex. 768. Prove as a limiting case of ex. 763 that the sum of
the squares on the sides of a parallelogram is equivalent to the
sum of the squares on the diagonals.
1
Ex. 769. Between two lines not coplanar one perpendicular can be drawn,
and but one. Let AH and KD == .....
'Through H, any point in AH, pass I Of
D
II KD. Through KD pass a plane J.. the
plane of AH and OH which will cut AB
in some point as L* (Why?). From L
8
let fall LM J.. KD. Prove that LM is
K
also J.. AH, and that no other I can be J.. to AH and KD.

* L, M, and the line LM are not shown in the cut.
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MAXIMA AND MINIMA.

THEOREM

§402

VIII.

402. 1. Of all triangles having a given base and area the
isosceles triangle has the minimu,m perimeter.
2. Of all, isoperimetric triangles having a given base. the
isosceles triangle has the maximum area.
8. The maximum isoperimetric polygon qf a given number
of sides must be equilateral.
B ----------::.,--E'

E

0,////
/
I

I

I
I

_

A~

A£--

Fig.l.

'C
Fig. 2.

I. (Fig. 1.) Let ABO be an isosceles 6 and .... ,
then AB
BO < AD
DC.
1. For prod. AB making BE == AB; join .. , .. , .. , ..
Complete the proof showing that BD II AG, EO ..1.. AO,
that CD == ED, etc.
II. (Fig. 2.) Let.....
If E is the intersection of AD produced (or if possible
AD) with BE II AC, prove that D falls between A and E
(see §57 proof); hence that the altitude and area of
6ADO< ...
III. For, if any two sides of ,a polygon are unequal, its
area may be increased by making these sides equal without
making any cha~ge in tbei~ sum or in' any other part of
the figure. Let the pupil illustrate this by a figure.

+

+

Ex. 770. Find the area of the greatest triangle whose perimeter is 100.
Ex. 771. Find the mini'mum perimeter of a triangle whose bas~
is 6 ID. and area 12 sq. m. Ans. 16 ID.
.

Ex. 771
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l\:lAXIMA AND MINIl\IA.

SUPPLEMENTARY THEOREM AND EXERCISES.
THEOREM

IX.

403. 1. Of t1VO isoperimetric polygons of the same number
of sides the regular polygon is the maximum.
2. Of regular isoperimetric polygons the onf3 which has the
greater number of sides is the greater.
3. The circle is the maximum isoperimetric figure.

I. Let P

==

a maximum equi1=
II
;
, ........~,
lateral polygon of any number of 8 I , , - ' / ' "(j
Is, then P is equiangular and
' \/ .. "
,........
,. ....
regular.
1 ~"G
1. For, if possible, let two ~dja/)
cent L s, Band 0, be unequal. Let A
ABOD == the part cut off by a
diagonal joining the vertices of the L s A and D adjacent
to Band O. Through B, the vertex of the smaller L" construct BG II OD, produce AB to E; bisect L GBE by BH
meeting DO produced in H; construct 01 II BH. . . ..
2,3,4,5,6. Prove BI== HC. §§67: 1,,2,46: 1,87: 2,17
7. 6 BHI::0:: 6 BHa.
Why?
8. ABCD ~ AIHD.
Subtracting equals above from ABHD.

+

9. Also AI
IB == AB.
10. DH - CH == DC.
11. AI DH == AB
DC.
Why?
AIHD and ABCD are both isoperimetric and equivalent,
and P' is isoperimetric and equivalent to a polygon not
equilateral, which is absurd.
Why? §402: 3
12. ... L B == L C, and P is "equiangular and regular.
II. Let P == a regular polygon of n Is, Q a regular
polygon of n - 1 Is; P > Q.

+

+

=
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§404

CONSTRUCTION OF ALGEBRAIC EXPRESSIONS.

1. _For any I of Q may be considered as 2 Is connected
by a straight L, and Q an irregular polygon of n Is.
2. . .. P> Q.
Why? §403: 1
3~ .'. Much more then Q > a regular polygon of n - 2
Is, or a smaller number of sides.
III. Apply §173. ~
Ex. 772. Find the minimum distance: a) from a point to a
line, §60: 1; b) ditto to a plane, §262: 1; c) from the center to a
chord through a given point in a circle, §§125 and 60; d) ditto
to a circle through a given point in a sphere, §§363 and 262.
Ex. 773. ~"ind the maximum chord in a circle.
Ex. 774. Find the area of the maximum triangle inscribed in
a semicircle whose radius is 10.
Ex. 775. Find the area of the largest field that can be inclosed
by a fence 62,832 rods long.

AD

,/

?~"'A

PA0p A~,-;.O
~/

t

B

,',/

B

Ex. 776. Find the maximum and minimum distances of a
point from a given circumference: a) the point without the circle;
b) the point within the circle.
'

III.

CONSTRUCTION OF ALGEBRAIC EXPRESSIONS.

404. In constructing algebraic expressions the mintlS
sign (-) signifies a direction opposite to that expressed
by the plus sign (+). Usually + is to the right, or
upwards. Construct m
n.
m
C
D
A----------B
n

+

On the indefinite-line AB layoff AO == m, and DO == n;
then AD == m + n. Le~ the pupil construct m - n.
Ex. 777. Construct x

Ex. 778. Construct z

= v2; then V v2 +

c2 •

= V~ See §219: 1.
= V a2 + b2 + c2 • Construct

a2

+ b2

Ex.785 CONSTRUCTION OF ALGEBRAIC EXPRESSIONS.

Ex. 779. Constrnct 11 =

1/a2 ab

=

>

where a b. See §219:
a2
also x = b. See §183.
b2,

Ex. 780. Construct x = c;
Ex. 781. Construct x 2 = be. See §224:
Ex. 782. Construct x
then 11 = b'v -;- e, etc.
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abc 2 +-

2.

1.

e
= 0'
2

deg. First construct v

405. To construct the sunl or difference of surfaces
they must in general either be reduced to similar figures
or to rectangles, parallelograms, or triangles, having equal
altitudes or bases. Unless they are similar figures, it is
usually, most convenient to reduce them to squares.
406. As we can only add and subtract like magnitudes,
we must make algebraic expressions homogeneous to construct them, which is usually done by a linear unit factor
which we will represent by u. a + be + ed 2 == au;+ be +
cd 2 -T- U == a + be -+- 'u + cd 2 + u 2 when U ;= 1, the first
consisting of areas, the latter of lines.

+
+

Ex. 783. Construct z2 = m 2 n 2• See §219: 1.
Ex. 784. Make the following expressions homogeneous by the
use of the unit factor u, viz.: a b2, a be dB, x
y3
z5.
Ex. 785. Construct the four forms of the two roots of the
equation, x 2 + 2ax = + b2•
I. x

=-

a

+ +

+ +

± V a2 + b2 •

+

Construct AB = V a2 b2. From D, any point in the indefinite
line XX', layoff DE = - a to the left. From E lay off ~F = AB
to the right, and EF' = - AB to the left. DF and DF' == the
values of x.
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II. x = + a + V a 2 + b2 • The pupil wiJl construct this. .
III. x = - 'a + V a2 - b2• Apply §219: 2, and complete as in I.
IV. x ~
a + V a 2 - b2 •
The pupil will illustrate imaginary roots by a construction
showing that V a2 - b2 is impossible when b > a.

+

IV.

~ LOCI OF EQUATIONS.

~07. The same equation may represent various loci
according to the system used. The simplest is that of
orthogonal coordinates, also called Cartesian coordinates,
from its inventor, Rene Descartes.

*

408. DEF. Two lines
pI
called axes intersect, at
right angles .at a point
B
called the origin. XX', X'
usually horizontal, is
called the axis of abscissas
pI!
or axis of x: Y1T, is
called the axis of ordinates or axis of Y:

y

o

A

X

yl

409. DEF. The position of a point P is determined by
two coordinates: its ordinate y, the distance from the axis
of X; and its abscissa x, the distance from its projection on
the X axis to the origin. The pupil will specify the coordinates of P, P', P", and P"'.
410. DEF. When the point is to the right of the Y; axis
+, when to the left, - ; when above the ~ axis y is +,
when below, -. The pupil will specify the signs of x and
y for the points P, P', P", and P"'.
x is

* Rene Deecartes, 1596-1650, the greatest mathematician and philosopher of
his age, and one of the most distinguished of any age, was born at La Haye,
Touraine, France, wrote chiefly in Holland, and died in Sweden, where he went
by invitation of Queen Christina.

Ex. 786
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411. DEF. The axes divide the angular magnitude
about 0 into four quadrants; the first quadrant containing
P; the second, P'; the thi,.d~ P"; the fourth, P"'.
412. DEF. The equations of a point are x == a, Y === b;
if x == 2 and y == 3, the point is named 2, 3. To construct this point we measure to the right 2, upwards 3;
if 2 is -, ,ve measure to the left, etc.

*

Ex. 786. Construct the points: 3, 4; -3, 4; ,-3, -4; 3, -4.

413. DEF. In the equations of a point, x and y can
have only one value. In all other equations of loci, x and
yare variables, having an indefinite number of values.
In the equation y == 1- x,
y
find the values of y corA
G
'responding to: x == 0, x
== 2, x === 4, x == 6, x ==
-2, x == - 4, and draw nX/_-T-....,...~~--"~~--"'~
a line through these
points, thus constructing B
y'
the equation.
414. Known points may be represented by x', y'; x",
y"; etc. If Oa' ==x', aa' == y'; if Oe' ==x"', ee'===y"';etc.
415. DEF. Prove that aa' : Oa == bb': Ob' == ee': Oe',
etc., thus proving that~ when a lin~ passes through the
origin, the ratio of the ordinate to the abscissa is constant.
This ratio is called the tangent t of the angle XOA, and is
positive or negative as y and x have like or unlike signs.

~

* Quadrille ruled paper with every fifth line heavy is the most conven~ent in
constructing loci
~ Similarly sin () == 'II : d; cos 0 == x : d; cot () == x : 'II; sec () == d :x ; esc
() == d : x; in which d is the distance from the origin to the point of which x and
'II are coordinates, and always positive, the sign of the function in every quadrant
being determined by the eigns of aJ and Y.
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416. DEF. 0 == LXBA; m ~
the tangent of 0; a
OB and
b - OA, the intercepts on the
axes of X and Y respectively.
m - b: a, in this case positive
since a is measured to the right,
and b upwards, from B, the
vertex of the angle. By §67: 2,
all parallel lines.

y
A

A'

b

f

()

and m are the same for
<

Ex. 787. Find m if a = 6 and b = 3; if a = 2 and b = 4; if a =
= 9; if a = - 2, b == - 4; if a~= 2, b = - 6;

9, b = 3; if a = 6; b
if a = - 3, b = 6.

-·THEOREM

X.

The equation of a straight line:
,
y'
through the origin is, a) y = -, x; b) y

417.
1.
~.

3.

.

x

==

==

b}·
m (x-x');

+ mx =

when m and b are given, y
through a given point, y-y'

4.. through two given points, y-y' ==

~

mx;

y;;x --y;x (x -x').

pA
6

0

9

p

X
Fig. 2.

Fig. l.

Fig. 3.

Fig. 4.

I. (Figures 1 or 2).
LetAO==.anyl ... ;then ...
1. For 60Gg.r"'J 6 . . .
Why?
2. . ..

X' :

y' = x : y ... y

4. Also, since y': x'

=~
x.
x

== m, Y === 1nx.

Why?
Q. E. D.

Ex. 795
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(Figure 3 or 4). Let AB == ... and ... , then ...
For 6 ... ~ 6 . . .
Why?
. . . : . . - .. : . .
Why?
a: b = ~ + a : y ... y = (b : a) x + b.
But b : a
m (§416) ... y == mx
b.
III. Since the line passes through the point x', y', we
have two equations containing band rlt, viz: 1) y = mx
+ b; 2) y' = mx' + b. Eliminate b by subtraction.
IV. Since. the points x', y', and x", y" are on the line,
we have three simultaneous equations containing m and b,.
viz.: 1) y= mx
b; 2) y' = mx'
b; 3) y" = mx"
b.
Prove by equations 2) and 3) that m = (y" - y') -+(x" - x'), and substitute this value for m in the equation
y-y' == m (x-x), obtained as before.
II.
1.
2.
3.
4.

=

+

+

+

+

Ex. 788. Prove that m is po;itive in the acute angle XBA
3), and negative in the obtuse angle XBA (fig. 4).
Ex. 7H9. Write the equations of lines passing through the
following points: 1) 8, 6; 8, 4; 2) - 6, - 8;
1, - 1; 3) 2, - 4;:
-1,3.
Ex. 790. What is the value of m in the following equations:
(fi~.

+

= 2xj y = - ax; y =-X;Xj 3x+4y=O, i.e., y =
= 0; 4y - 16x = 0; 6x - 3y = O?

y

-

~Xj 2x+5y

Ex. 791. What are the values of m ~nd b in the equations:
3x + 4; y = ~x - 7; y = - ~x - 8; 2y
x
=10x+y=4; y-x.=6; x-y=11?
Ex. 792. Write the equations of lines in which: 1) m = 2, b = 5;
2)m=-3,b=6; 3)m=2,b=0; 4)m=0,b=-4.
Ex. 7\)3. Compute mentally the value of m in the equations of
lines passing through the following pairs of points: 1) 0, 0; 4, 4;
2) 0, 2; 4,6; a) 0,2; -4, -6; 4) 0, -2; -4, 6; 5) -10, -12; -15,
-22; 6) 20, 30; 40,100.
Ex. 794. Reduce to the form y = mx + b the following equay

+

= 2x + 5; y = -

tions· 3x
· "

1

+

+ 6y = 24 x = 2y _
4

+

10- ~ ' 3

!L
8

= !-.
~+~
== xy"
60.
2' x
y

3y
7 + 2x
30 = o.
Ex. 795. Write the equations of the sides of a triangle, the
vertices of whose angles are 0, 0; 0, 6; and 3, 4.
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THEOREM ,XI.
418. 1. If two lines meet at right angles and m and m'
represent the tangents of their angles with the axis of x, m ==
- 1 -;- m'.
2. The' equation of the line passing through the point lX', y',

perpendicular to the line y = mx + b, is: y - y' == - !-.
m
(x - x').
3. The equation of the line passing through the point x', y',
paral,lel to the line y == mx + b, is: y - y' == m
x').

ex -

I. Since, by §416, m is A'
the same for all II Is, let m
Q
A
== tang. XOA and rn' ==
P
tang. XOA' ..L each other.
y'
Prove by ~ 6s, applying
!J
also §§416 and 410, that x: y -~;""---';Oll'o---'-;'----~--X
== y' : -x', etc.
VII. Apply §§417: 3 and 418: 1.
III. Apply §§417: 3 and 416.

y

Ex. 796. Write the equations of lines through the origin perpendicular to the lines in which m = 3; ~; %; ~; 2; - 5.
Ex. 797. Write the equations of lines through the origin parallel to the lines: y = 3x - 10; y = - ~ x
16; 2y - ax = 4;
.ax - 5y = - 15. Also write the equations of lines through the
point 7,12, perpendicular to these lines.
Ex. 798. Write the equations of lines parallel to the line y =
2x
20, and passing through the points 3, 6; -4, 8; 5, -10; 12,
-20; 6, O.
Ex. 799. Find the value of 1n if a line passes through the
points 3, 5 and 6, 12. See proof pf §415: 4.
Ex. 800. Write the equations of lines passing through ,the
origin perpendicular to each of the~following lines: y = x; 2x 3;

+

+

+

.

x

y _.

3y=6x+ 7; x= 2y-10; ~x+ 7y= 20; i +8-

~y

3

+7

=

o.

1, x

+2 3

Ex. 801
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THEOREM

XII.

419. 1. The equation of a circle whose center is at the
origin and whose radius is r, is: x 2 + y2 == r 2.
2. The equation of the circle whose center is at the point
a, b, is: (x-a)2
(y-b)2 === r 2.

+

y
p

y

p

o --~--,---X
Ed
Let P == any pt. in 0 0, then.
For Od == x, DP = y, and OP == r.
. .. x 2
y2
r2•
Why? §216
Let 0 == ...., O'e==- a, Oe == bj then ....
For OG == x- a.
Why?
2. PG == Y - b.
Why?
3. (x-a)2 + (y - b)2 == r 2.
Why? §216

I.
1.
2.
II.
1.

+ ==

Q. E. D.

+

420. Let the pupil construct the curve x 2 - y2 = 24. Let
him then construct the curve xy = 12 on axes having same origin
but bisecting the angles made by the first axes. He will find that
the two loci exactly coincide, also that each curve has four
separate parts called branches. The discussion of the rema.rkable
changes in the form of the equation of a locus by changing the
direction of the axes and the position of the origin is a most
interesting part of analytic geometry.
x2

Ex. 801. Find the points at which the circles x 2
y2 - 6x - 4y = 12 cut the axes.

+

+ y2 = 25 .and
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Ex. 802. Find the maximum and minimum values of x and y
in the equation of the circle x 2 y2 = 100. Ans. to minimum
values: x = - 5, Y = -:- 5.

+

421. If two loci have a common point,x and y must have the
same values in both'loci. The lines y = 3x and y = 2x + 5 meet
at the point x = 5, y = 15, since these values of x and yare
true in both equations. They are found by solving the two equations considered as simUltaneous.

+

Ex. 803. .At what point do the lines y + 2x = 11 and 3y
4x
= 25 intersect? Ans. 4, 3.
Ex. 804. Is the line 4x - 3y = 1 concurrent with the two
lines of ex. 803?

+

422. Since, at the axis of X, y = 0, the line 3x. 5y.:= 30 cuts
the axis of X at the point w:here ax = 30, x = 10, and y = 0, and
cuts the axis of Y at the point where x = 0, 5y = 30, and y = 6.

+

805. Find the points ,where the line 2x
By = 18 cuts the
What are the intercepts of this line on the axes? See §416.
806. Write the equations of lines passing through the
perpendicular to each of the tines specified in ex. 800.
Ex~ 807. Find the distance from the or~gin to the point 3, 4.
Ex. 808. Find the points of intersection of the circle x 2 + y2
= 25 with the straight line 3x 4y ;::: 12; also the intersection of
the above circle and straight line with each of the following
curves: y2 = lOX, 4x2 + 36y2 ;::: 144, x 2 - y2 ;::: 16.
In the four' next exercises give any convenient value to a and c.
Ex. 809. Construct the cissoid of Diocles: y2 = x 3 + (2a-x)*.
Ex: 810. Construct the conchoid of Nicomedes: x 2 = (y
c)2
(a2 --.:. y2) -+- y2*.
Ex. 811. CODstruct the witch of Agnesi: y2 = 4a 2 x+ (2a-x).-f
Ex. 812. Construct the semi-cubical parabola or Neilian: y =
aYx3:j:.

Ex.
axes.
Ex.
origin

+

+

* These curves, which may be mechanically constructed, were invented by
the Greek mathematicians whose names they bear, who solved by their aid the
celebrated problems of trisecting an angle and duplicating the cube, probably
in the second century before Christ.
t Invented by Donna Maria Gaetana Agnesi, 1718-1799, an Italian lady, professor of mathematics in the University of Bologna.
t This curv~ was rectified, i. e., the length of an arc found in linear units, by
Wm. Neill, a pupil of Wallis, in 1657. It was the first curve rectified. .

BOOK IX.
THE CONIC SECTIONS. *

423. DEF. The parabola is the locus of a point which
is the same distance from a fixed point, called the focus,
that it is from a fixed line, called the directrix. The
point 0 nearest the directrix is called the vertex and is
evidently on the perpendicular from F to AB, the directrix.
All lines parallel to AF are called diameters. AF extended
is called the principal diameter or axis. A chord through
the focus PFP' is called a focalohord. EE', the double
ordinate t to the axis through the focus, is called the latus
reotum. p
OA == OF. Why?

=

424. The equation of the
parabola is: y2
4px.
1. For y2 = PC2•

==

2

2)- PC =PJ12 -

FC

2

Dh---f_ _P..,,::;-

G

•

3) But PF==. PD == CA
== 00
OA == x
p.

+

8.y

+

AIoo---+~--'-----X

4) FC== 00- OF =
x-p.
2
5) PF
Why?

== . ..

6)

2

F0 == .....

7) ... y2 == 4px. Why?
Ex. 813. Find p in the parabola y2 = 20x. ADS. 5.
Ex. 814. Find the equation of the parabola in whicbp
Ans.y= 8x.

= 2.

* The conic sections are so called since they are sections of a cone made by a
plane as explained in works on conic sections.
.
t See §142.
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425. Y
-I-- 21/ px, hence for every positive value of y
there is an equal negative value, and the curve is symmetrical with reference to the axis of .x; and every ordinate is
bisected by the axis. (See §389.)

426. When x == OF·==. p, y == EF. y2 ==. 4px when
becomes y2 ::::::: 4p 2 .•. y
-I-- 2p, and the latus rectum == 4p.
x

==

== p

Ex. 815. What is the latus rectum of each of the following
parabolas: y2 = 8x; y2 = 12x; y2 = 16x; y2 = 20x?
Ex. 816. Construct the parabola: y2 = 12x. First find the
values of x corresponding to y = 0; y = + 2; 11 = + 4; 11 = + 6;
y'=
8; y =
10; 11 =
12; y =+ 14; and CODstr. these points.
Ex. 817. (y')2: (y")2 =x': x", that is, the squares of ordinates
are proportional to the corresponding abscissas.

+

+

+

427. The area included between the parabola and a double
ordinate to the axis is two thirfk'l of the circumscribed rectangle.
Formula: _Area == 2xy -+- 3.

Let · · · · · · ·
a'
A
For let A == x", y", B == e
x', y', etc., be points . . .
9 l----.;t::;...---'7f'B-==--~ h
1. 0 bh ~ y' (x" - x'), i I--~--~k
and 0 gd -""- . . .
Why?
C
2. ... 0 gd: 0 bh ==
a
X
I-----L-----'r----f--(y" - y') x': (x" - x) y'.. O
3. Since x", y", and x', y'
are on the curve, (y")2 ==
4px", and (y') 2 == 4px'.
4. 'By subtraction and
e'l-'-·-----..I:--~
factoring (y"-y') (y" +y')
A' r
== 4p (x"-x') ... (y"-y') + (x"-x') == 4p -+-(y"+y').
5. As y" == y', 4p -;- (y"
y') == 2p + y'.
6. . .. (y" - y') -;- (x" - x') == 2p -;- y'.

+

Ex. 818
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7. (y" - y')
4px' == 1 : 2.

X' :

(x" -

x') y'

==

2px' : (y')2

== 2px' :

I

8. Now the sum of the inscribed os differs from the
part of the circumscribed rectangle within the parabola
less than the sum of os BA, CB, etc. The sum of the
bases of these last os is OA, and, as the number of pointe
iS1ndefinitely increased, their altitudes == o.
9. . .. Sum os bh, ck, etc., == the area of the parabola.
Complete the proof.
428. DEF. An ellips8 is the locus of a point the sUm of
the distance~ of which from two fixed points, called foci, is
constant.
Ex. 818. Construct an el- E
8
lipse. Fasten a pin to each -end
D
of a short piece of thread.
Stick the pins through paper A' I'
0
into a smooth board so that
~-fC------t---~..a..--IA
the thread will not be streched.
Keep the &nds of the thread
down to the paper, and draw I D'
the curve with a pencil keeping f
B/
the thread stretched by the point of the pencil.

429. DEF. The distance from any point on the curve
to either focus is called ~ I'adius V8ctOI'. By §428 the sum
of the radii vectores is constant. This sum is represented
by 2a. The point 0, half way between the foci, is called
the centel' of the ellipse. Every line through the center is
called a diam etel'. The diameter AA' is called the major
axis, and the diameter BB' is called the minor axis.

430. OB is represented by b, OF by c, FP by r, F'P
by r'. Let the pupil prove by §§428, 429, and 76 that
FB == J/" B
OA == OA' == a; also by §206 that b2
2
2
a - c•

==

==
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431. Find the equation of the ellipse, the major axis
being the axis of x, and the center, the origin.
y
Let P == any point
on the curve.
FD == e-x.
F'D'=:= C
x.
X' A'
1. r2
y2 + (c
F'
- X)2.
Why?

==

(c

2. (r')2
X)2.

+

+

==

y2

A X

+

y'

3. (r')2 - (r')2 == 4ex.
4. r'
r == 2a.
5. r' - r
2cx -;- a.
6. r
a - ex -+ a.
.
2
2

Why?
Why?, §429
By division.
Why?

+
==
==

7.

y2

+e

8.
9.

a2

y2

a2 y2

10. Also

-

+ (a

2ex

+x

2 -

e2 ) x 2

== a

+ b2 x 2 == a2 b2•
y2

e2 x 2
a
e2 ). Why?
Why? §430

== a2 -2cx + - 2 - . See 1 and 6.
2

(a 2

-

b2
== 2 (a2 - x 2 ).
a

Q. E. F.

432. Since y = + 9.- V' a 2 - x 2 : 1) x cannot >a (Why?),
a .
hence the curve lies between + a and -a. 2) If x == a,
y == 0, and y can be > 0 or < 0, only when x < a; hence
the curve meets the lines perpendicular to the axis of X at
A and A' in these points, and only in these points, and
these perpendiculars are tangent to the curve. 3) Similarly
the tangents at Band B' are perpendicular to the minor
axis. 4) The ordinates to each axis are perpendicular to
that axis. Why? §142.
b .. / - - '
a .. / - 433.* Since y = + a v a2 - x 2 and x
± b v b2-x2 ,
the curve is symmetrical with reference to each axis, and:

==

* §§433 and 434 require a knowledge of §§384--391 and 393 in symmetry.

Ex. 820
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1. Each axis bisects alI" ordinates to it.
2. Tangents at the extrelnities of an ordinate to either
axis meet this axis at the same point.
3. Normals at the extremities of an ordinate to either
axis are also concurrent with the axis.
434. Since the curve is symmetrical '\vith reference to
two lines perpendicular to each other, it is symmetrical
with reference to their intersection as a center, and:
1. Every diameter is bisected at the center.
2. Every dianleter bisects the ellipse and its surface.
3. Tangents at the extremities of a diameter are parallel to each other.
Ex. 819. In the ellipse 25y2
3, and when x = 4.

+ 16x2 =

400, find y when x

=

435. DEF. The latus rectum is the double ordinate to
the major axis at either focus, and is represented by 2l.
436. The latus rectum is a third proportional to the

axes. Substitute
c for x, and l for y, in the equation y2
.
2
(a 2 - x ), and reduce, showing that a : b = b : l.

=~
a

Ex. 820. Find the latus rectum of the ellipse of ex. 819.

437. The squares of any two ordinates to the. major axis
of an ellipse have the same ratio as the products of the segments
into which they divide it.
1. (y') 2 • • • • • • •
§431 eq. 10
2. (y") 2. • • • • • •
§431 eq. 10
3. (y') 2 : (y") 2 === a 2 -:-( X'2) : a 2 - (x") 2== (a
x')
(a- x') : (a x") (a - x").
Why? §17: 2
Show that a
x' and a - x' are the segments into
which y' divides the" axis, and complete the, proof. ·

+

+

+
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438. If a point is
without an ellipse, the sum
of its distances from the
foci is greater than ~a; if
it is within the ellipse, the

8

E

C

A

A

sum ,of these distances is
les8 than ~a)· and conversely.
Let Rand R' == the pointEl, and apply §57. The converse may be proved by the method of §54: 2.
439. The bisector of the exterior angle made by the radii
vectores at any point on an'ellipse is a tangent to the curve.

Fig. of §438. Let BO bisect EDF, th~. . . . . . . . ...
1. For p~oduce F'D making DE == DF, and join EF.
2. DG -L EF, and FG == GE.
Why? §45: 2
3. Let P == any point in BG other than D; join ..' ...
4. PE === PF.
Why?

5. F'P+PE==F'P+PF.
Complete the proof.

Why?

440. From §439 it follows that L CDF= L BDF'. If a room
ware in the-form of & prolate spheroid made by revolving a semiellipse on its major axis and its walls good reflpctors of sound, a
whisper in orie focus would be plainly heard at the other, since, in
the case of sound, the angles of incidence and reflection are equal.
Let the pupil illustrate this property of the ellipse by heat and
light, the law of reflection being the same.

441. DEF. The circles whose diameters are the major
and minor axes of the ellipse respectively are called the
major and minor auxiliary circle,,, Let the pupil illustrate
this definition by a figure.
Ex. 821. The sq~ares of ordinates to the minor axis of an
ellipse are proportional to the products of the segments into
which they divide it.

Ex. 828
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442. An ordinate to the major axis of an ellipse is to the
corresponding ordinate to the major auxiliary circle as b: a.
Let y and y'
corresponding ordinates to an ellipse
and its major auxiliary circle.
1. Since a circle is an ellipse in which a === b === r, (y') 2

=

==a 2 - x 2 •
2. y2 === ••••

Why? §428: 10
Why?
Why? Q. E. D.

3. . .. y2 : (y')2 === b 2 : a 2.
4. y: y' === a : b.

Let the pupil illustrate this by a figure.
Ex. 822. A.n ordinate to the minor axis of an ellipse is to the
corresponding ordinate to the minor auxiliary circle as a : b.

443. The area of the ellipse is to the area of the major
auxiliary circle as b : a.
Let
·
d
1. For let bc == I of it
polygon inscribed in the
ellipse 0; construct the
ordinates bd and ce; extend
them to meet 0 0 in b' and A'·_..d.-r-~=--o:-----~
.
A
e 0
c', join be and b'c'. Let y'
:= bd; y" === ce; Y' == b'd, pI == c'e. Prove that trapezoid
de: trap. dc' :::::::: y'
y" : Y'
pI::::::: b : a; that tlie inscribed polygons == the ellipse and 0 respectively, and
. .. that the area of the ellipse 0 : area of 0 0 == b : a,
applying §§210, 155, and 442.

+

+

444. The area of the ellipse i8 ?tab.

Why? §442

Ex. 823. Find the total area of the ellipse 9x2

+ 16y2 = 144.

445. DEF. The eccentricity of an ellipse is the ratio of
the distance between the foci to the major axis. Formula~
e = c : a = V a 2 - b2 : a.
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THE CONIC SECTIONS.

446. DEF. The hyperbola is the locus of a point the
difference of whose distances from two given" points is
constant.
447. The terms foci, k
£ h
transverse axis, conjuEt
gate axis, diameter, raU
C'
p
diu8 vector, center, etc.,
and the letters a, b, c,
r, and r' are used as
in the ellipse, but, by
the above definition,
f
D
D
r' - r ~ 2a making
the branch CAD" or ~ 6'
6 k
r - r' ==== 2a, making
. '
the branch 0' A'D', and since) c
a, we assume that
b2 === c2 - a 2 .. The two branches EBE', GB'E' constitute
what is called the conjugate hyperbola in which F" and
F''' are the foci, and r'" - r" === 2b' or r" - r'" = 2b.

>

I

448. The equation of the hyperbola is: b2 x2 - a 2 y2 =
a2 b2 • The proof differs from that of the equation of the
ellipse only in the signs.
449. The equation of the conjugate hyperbola is similarly proved to be: b2 x2 - a2 y2
a2 b2 •

== -

450. The,equation b 2 x
a
~ -1- a 2 b 2 , by §§448
.and 449, represents all four branches of the curve, and is
,called the complete hyperbola.
2 -

2 y2

451. Since, by §§448,
Y = a~ V x 2 -a 2 , no point in the
.
-,hyperbola can lie between x === + a and x , - a. Since,
by §449, x =

r

V y 2 _ b2 , no point of the conjugate hyper-

bola can lie between y ===

+ b,

and y === -

b.

(Ex. 82R)

TANGEN'J~S TO CONIC SECTIONS.
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452. The pupil will prove that all the properties of the
ellipse given in §§433 and 434 are properties of the hyperbola.
GENERAL SUPPLEMENT.

TANGENTS TO THE .CONIC SECTIONS.

453. Let x', y' == the point A,
and x", y" ::= the point A'. By
§417: 4 the equation of a straight line A
passing through these points isy-y'
y" - y'
,

==="
x - x,(x-x).

By §170 the limit of a secant, as the points of intersection approach, is a tangent. Hence to find the equation
of a tangent to any curve we need only to ascertain by the
equation of the curve the limit of y" - y' : x" - x' as y"
== y' and x" == x', and substitute this value in the above
equation.

454. In the parabola, by §427 eq.6, as y" == y' and
y" == y', y" - y' : x" - x' == 2p : y'; . '. the equation of

f

the tangent to the parabola is : y - y' = 2 (x - x').
-y
455. In the ellipse, by §431, the points x', y' and x",
y" being on the curve, b2(x')2 + a 2(y')2 === a 2'b 2 and b2
(x") 2 + a 2 (y") 2 === a 2 b2, hence by subtraction, factoring,
and reducing: y" - y' : x" - x' == - (b 2 x' -;- a 2 y')
(x - x'); .'. the equation of the tangent to the ellipse is :
b 2 x'
- (x - x').
Y - y' === - a 2 y'
,
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§456

456. It may be shown in like manner that the equation
b2 x'
of the tangent to the hyperbola
is V-V' === -2-' (x-X').
\
a y
Y
457. DEF. A normal to a curve is the line perpendicular to the tangent at the point of contact.
458. 1. The equation of the normal to the parabola is:
y-y
2.

,

=-

y'
,
2p (x-x).

Why? §§418: 2,454

The equation of the normal to the ellipse is: y -

y'

a 2 y'
b~' (x- x').

Why? §§418: 2,455
x
'
3., The equation of the normal to the hyperbola is:
a 2 y'
y - y' === - b2 x' (x- x').
Why? §§418: 2, 456
:.=

459. Clearing of fractions, transposing, and reducing,
the equations of the tangents to the conic sections may be
reduced to the following simpler forms:
1. Tangent to the parabola: y' y = 2a (x + x').
2. Tangent to the ellipse: a 2 y'y - b 2 x'x = a 2 b2 •
3. Tangent to the hyperbola: a 2 y'y:- b2 x'x = -a 2 b2 •
460. DEF. By the
length of the tangent, or
length of the normal, we
understand that part of
the line included between the point of con'tact and the axis of x:
The subtangent and subnormal are the projections of th~ tangent and
normal as above limited, on the axis of X

/)

A

x

--!.-J,.~~~~~::--~;----~

Ex. 827

TANGEN!S, NORMALS, ASYMPTOTES.
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Ex. 824. Find the equations of the tangen·t and normal to the
parabola y2 = 12x, at the points 8, 6 and 12, 12.
Ex. 825. li"ind the equations of the tangent and normal to the
ellipse 9x2
16 y 2 = 144, at x' = 3, y' = ... ?; also the length of
the latus rectum.

+

461. 1. Making y = 0, in §459: 1, we find that x = -x',
and the length of the subtangent to the parabola is 2x'.
2. In the rt6APB, fig. of §460, AP == V PB2+ AB2;
.'. the length of the tangent is 1/ (y')2 + 4(X')2.
I

462. 1. Making y = 0, in the formula of §458: 1, we
find that x = 2p + x', and hence that Be, the subnormal,
is 2a or half the latus rectum for every point in the
parabola.
2. The length of the normal is: 1/(y')2+4a 2 • Why?
463. Since PF = x + p, by'§424, and. AF= x + p, by
§§423 and 409, the 6APF is isosceles and L APF =
LPAF. (Why?) Let PD be a diameter and therefore
parallel to AX; L GPD = L GAX; L GPD = LAP~'and
the L DPC = L OPF; that is, the normal at any point of a
parabola bisects the angle formed by· the diameter and
focal chord.
464. From §463 it is evident that a mirror, every section
of which, passing through a common axis, is an equal
parabola, reflects rays of light parallel to this axis to the
focus.
'
Ex. 826. li'ind the points where the tangent and normal of the
ellipse and hyperbola cut the axis of x.
Ex. 8~7. Find the lengths of the subtangent, tangent, subnormal and normal of the ellipse and hyperbola.

465. DEF. From the equations y = mx and a 2 y 2 - b2 x 2
== a 2 b2 , used as sImultaneous, we find that x = + 1/ a 2 b2
-+- (a 2 m 2 - b2 ). As a 2 b2 is constant, x can become indef-
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§466

initely large, only when the denominator becomes indefinitely small, that' is when m == b -:- a; that is, a line
passing through the origin and making such an angle with
the' axis of .x; that m == -+- b : a, meets the curve only at
an infinite distance. Lines which a curve continually
approaches but touches only at an infinite distance are
called asymptotes. Let the pupil point out the two
asymptotes to the hyperbola in the figure of §447.

466. The equations of the tangent and normal are the
same for the conjugate hyperbola as for the original, aNd
the asymptotes are common, as may be shown by deducing
them in the same way.
467. If b = a, the equation of the complete hyperbola
becomes y2 -- x 2 = -1- a 2 , differing from that of the circle,
having the same· center, only in the signs. Such an
hyperbola is called an equilateral hyperbola. In many of
its properties it remarkably resembl~s the circle.
,468. DEF. The curve described by any point on the
circumference of a wheel as it rolls on a flat surface is
called a cycloid, and the part included between two successive contacts of the point on the wheel with the surface on
which it rolles is called an arch of the cycloid.
Ex. 828. Construct three arches of a cycloid on paper, using
a spool, pencil, and straight. edge.

469. It is proYed in works on calculus that one arch of a
cycloid is 4 times the diameter of the generating circle; th~t is,
while the wheel makes one revolution, a point on its circumference
moves four tlimes the diameter of the ""heel. Hence in any exact
number of revolutions, a point on the circunlf~rence moves 4 -+- 7r
times the distance over which the wheel rolls. Formula: Length
arch = 8r.

Ex. 829

CYCLOID, CATENARY, RAYS.
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Ex. 829. Find the distance which a point on t.he circumference
of a wheel of a railroad car moves while the care moves 100
nliles. Ans. 127.324 miles.

470. If an arch of a cycloid be constructed so as to be convex
downwards, a ball inlpelled by gravity would roll from any point
to the lowest point in the same time as from the highest, not considering friction, also a body will roU or slide from one point to
another quicker on the arc of a cycloid joining the points than on
any other curve.
471. DEF. The catenary is the curve representing the position
of a rope, supposed to be perfectly flexible, suspended between two
supports. The computation of the length involves the use of
exponential equations.
472. DEF. Three or more lines passing through a common point called the ray center, taken together, are called
a pencil of rays, and each line is called a ray. Two pairs
of points are said to be radially situated when their distances from the ray center are proportional. Thus, in the
figure of §137, the two pairs of points n, h)· p, p). etc.,
are radially situated with reference to the center O.
473. Two figures are radially situated with reference to
a center, when all their points are radially situated with
reference to that center. Thus the two polygons of the
figure of §137 are radially situated w~th reference to the
center O. The circles 0 and P in the figure of ex. 248
are radially situated with reference to the intersections of
both pairs of conlmon tangents. In the figure of §326; four
triangles are radially situated with reference to the center X.
474. Since two triangles baving an angle in conlIDon and the
sides about it proportional are similar, all homologous lines of
figures radially situated are proportional, and the figures are
similar, whether plane or solid. Conversely it may be similarly
shown that all similar solids may be so 'placed 8S to be radially
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sitnated. If, in two similar plane figures, three pairs of homologous points, not colinear, are radially situated, the figures are
radially situated. If, in two similar solids, four pairs of honlologous points, not coplanar, and no three colinear, are radially
situated~ the solids are radially situated.
I

475. DEF. A pal'aboloid is the solid generated by the
revolution of the part of the surface of the parabola, included between an ordinate to' the axis and the curve,
about the axis.
476. The vohtme of the
paraboloid is half the volume
of the circumscribed cylinder. 8

.e

Formula: V

~

t7T'y 2 X •

Let the parabola OA revdlve . . . . .
1.

For let A

==

c/

A
h

t--------'T---:::::o"F:::::-----1

i I----*"--~

0

I---J..._ _-+-_ _+a~_x

x", y"

2.. Let solid gd == the
solid generated by 0 gd as
the parabola revolves about e"
A' ~
its axis, etc.
. 3. Solid gd :.r.... 7T'{ (y") 2 - (y')2} x' and solid bh ~
7r(x" - x') (y') 2.
\Vhy?
4.· ... Solid gd : solid bh = . . . = (y" - V') (y" + V')
x' : (x" - x') (y') 2.
5. But as x" == x' and y" == V', y" - y' : x" - x' ==
2p : yt.
Why? §427: 6
6. ... Limit solid gd : solid bh == limit 2p (y"
V')
x': (y')3 == 4px' : (y')2 = 1 : 1.
Complete the proof.

+

Ex. 830. Find t.he volume of the paraboloid in which x
and JI = 10.

=

8,

Ex. H80

VOLUME OF THE SPHEROIDS.
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477. DEF. The solid generated by an ellipse revolving
about its major axis is called a prolate spheroid, and the
solid generated by an ellipse revolving about its minor
axis is called an oblate sphel'oid.
478. The volume of a prolate spheroid is to the volume of
the sphere whose diameter is its major axis as b2 : a 2 •

Let 0 0 have the major
d
axis. . . . .
---1. For let be
r;
2. Let vol. de and vol.
de' == the volumes of the
A
frustums of cones gener- A'
d
e 0
ated by the trapezoids de
and dc' as the figures revolve about the axis A'A.
3. Vol. de ~ ide X 7r {(y') 2 + (y") 2 + y'y")} and
vol. dc" ~ . . .
'Vhy?
4. . .. Vol. de : vol. dc' == (y') 2 + (y") 2 + y'y" : (P) 2
+ (Y")2 + Y'Y"'.
5. ... As y" == y' and Y" == Y", vol. de : vol. dc' ==
(y')2 : (P)2 == b2 : a 2.
Why? §439
6. As the number of Is increases indefinitely, the inscr.
polygons == the ellipse and 0, as limits, and the sum of
the frustums == the spheroid and sphere, and since\all the
frustums have the common ratio b2 : a 2 , vol. spheroid:
vol. sphere == b2 : a 2 •

* . · ··

I

479. By methods similar to those of §443 and 478, it
may be proved that the area of an ellipse is to the area of
the minor auxiliary circle as a : b, and the volume of an
oblate spheroid to the volume of the i sphere having its minor
axis as a diameter as a~ : b 2 •
* See

§443 for notation, etc.
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§4-80

480. 1. The volume of a pr9late spheroid is t7rab2. Why?
2. The volume of an oblate 8pheroid is !7ra 2 b.
Why?
Ex. 831. Find the volume of a paraboloid whose abscissa is 8
and ordinate 4.

481. REMARK. By the proof of §440, the area 6f a segment of an ellipse formed by ordinates to its major axis
is to the area of the corresponding segment of the major
auxiliary circle as b : a; by proof of §474, a segment of a
prolate spheroid is to the correspondi,ng segment of the
sphere as b2 : a 2 •
\
Ex. 832. Find the volumes of the prolate and oblate spheroids
generated by an ellipse whose axes are 10 and 18.
Ex. 833. If the polar diameter of the earth be 7900 miles and
its equatorial, diameter ~926 miles, find its volume on the supposition that it is an oblate spheroid, also the diameter of the sphere
having the sarne volume.

482. Let BOA be a quadrant;
let the line MQ, parallel to OA,
move at a uniform rate from the
position' OA to the position Be,
and the radius OR move uniformly in the same time from the position OA to the position OB. BPL,
the locus of the intersection of MQ
and OR, is called a quadratrix. *
Let MQ and M'Q'be anytwopositiona of MQ. Then by definition
OB: OM = LBOA: LAOP and

C

M

Q

Q'
'0

.~

OB:OM'= LBOA :LBOP'.' .'. OM: OM'=LAOR :LAOR'. Why?

Ex. 834. State the property of the quadratrix given in §482,
-and show that it is valid if. the figure be extended to the quadrant
below OA.
* The quadratrix was invented by Hippias of Athens about 462 B. c., for the
purpose of solving the celebrated problem of the trisection of an angle.

Ex. 836

TRISECTION OF AN

ANGL~.
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Ex. 835. Show how any angle less than 1800 may be trisected
by means of the quadratrix; also how it may be divided into any
number of equal parts.
Ex. 836. Show how a polygon of any nUlnber of sides may be
inscribed in a circle by means of the quadratrix.
483. The trisection of an angle and the duplication of the
cube, that is, finding the side of a cube whose volume is double
that of a given cube, are two famous problems in geometry. It
has long been known that the two problems are identical, each
depending on the insertion of two geometric means between two
lines, and also that they cannot be solved by the dividers and
straight edp;e only. They may, however, be solved in many ways
mechanicall.v..A.rchimedes* solved them mechanically in a number
of ways. They may be thus "solved by the quadratrix, cissoid,
and conchoid (see exercises 835, 809,810), and by the parabola.
See also Ball's IIistory of Mathematics, and J{lein's Famous Prob..
lems in Elementary Geometry.
484. Gauging or measuring the volume of a cask can be
merely approximated by geometrical formulas. In case the cask
is approximately the middle frustum of a prolate spheroid: V =
~1rh (1"1
r~) approximately.t For proof and for other methods
s~e Encyclopedia Britannica, "Mensuration".

+

* Archimedes of Syracuse (287-212 B. c.) was the most celebrated mathematician and physicist of ancient times.
t rl, and r2 represent the radii of the middle and ends of the cask respectively. Observe that the formula is identical with that for finding the volume of
a prismatoid, §353.

FORMULAS.
1. Circle: area == ler == 11"d 2 -+- 4 == 7rT 2 • §§233, 238.
2.
circumference: C == 7T'd == 271'r.
see 6s also §249 (1-14); ex. 475 (1-10).
3. Cycloid: length of arch.== 8r == 4 X base -7- 71'. §469
4. Cylinder: Sl == Pi == 27T'Rl.
§318
§318
5.
right: Sl == Ph; S == 271'R (h + R).
"
V == Bh == 7rR 2 h.
§325
6. Cone: Se == tCh == 7rRh; S == 7f'R (h + R).
§318
7.
V == !Bh == !7f'R 2 h.
§328
8.
L : l == L' : l' == H: h; C: c = L : l == H: h
B : b == H2 h2 : == L2 == l2 == R2 : r 2 •
§317
See also ex. 721 (four formulas).
frustum of: Sl == 7T' (R
r) hs ; S == 7f'{hs (R
9.
r)R2
r 2 }.
§318
10.
V== ih (B
b + VBb) == !71'h (R2
r2
Rr).
§329
11. Cycloid: length of arch == 8r == 4 X base -+- 11". §469
12. Ellipse: area == 7rab.
,§444
13.
eccentricity: e ~ c : a == Va 2 - b 2 : a.
§445
14.
ordinates: (y')2: (y")2 = (a
x') (a~x')
: (a+,x") (a-x").
§437
§436
15.
latus rectum: l = b 2 -;- a.
16. Lune: S == 47f'R2(}.
§342
17. Octahedron, regular: d == aV2; S == 2a 2 ]/3;
§345
V== !a 3 V2.
See ex. 731.
§427
18. Parabola: area ==. i xy.
§476
19. Paraboloid: V == t 7T y 2 X.
§204
20. Parallelogram: area, A = bh.

+
+

+

+

+

+

+
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A : A' === bh: b'h'; if h == h'; A: A' == b:b';
if b := b': A : A' === h ~ h'.
§204
22. Polygon, regular: area == tpr.
§233
radii inscribed on circumscribed polygons,
see §249'(15 formulas), ex. 475 (10 formulas).
See also §§98 and 236:
2B.
§318
23. Prism: Sz === Pl; S = Pl
24.
truncated triangular: V = t (h + h' + h")
B == i (l + l' + b") Br.
§346
25.
do base parallelogram:" V = tel + l' b"
b''') Br.
Ex. 678
4M) h.
§353
26. Prismatoid: V === t (B + b
27. Prismoid: V == t (B + b + 4m) h.
§353
28. Pyramid: Sz === t Ph, S == l Ph + B.
§318
29.
V == i Bk.
§328
30.
L: l=L': l' = H: h; A: a~P:p=H:h=L: l. §317
31.
B:b==H2:h 2 ==l2:l2.
§317
32.
V == t( B
4.llf) h.
§352
33. Frustum: S, === t(P+ p) hs ; S=t(P+p) hs ~
B
b.
,§318
34.
V == t hs (B
b
4.iJ1) h.
§352
35. Sphere: surface == CD == 1TD2 :.= 41TR2 == C2 -;- 1T §340
36.
Volume
1TD3 -;- 6 == i SR === 41TR3 -;- 3. §341
See also §342, 343, also ex. 721 (eight form.).
Miscellaneous, .see ex. 721 (eightformulas).
37. Spherical polygon, area: S == ET.
§379
38.
spherical excess of: E == ~ - 2 (n -2) ==
A
B + C + D, etc., - 2 (n - 2).
§379
§318
39. Spherical pyramid: V == e1TR3 -+- 18.
40. Spherica1 sector: V = i SR = i 1TR 2 h.
§341
41. Spherical segment, one base: V === t 1TR 2 h +
t7rh3 == 1Th (3R2 + h2) -;- 6.
§341
1Th 3
42.
do two bases: V == !1rh (r~ + ri)
+- 6 == irk (ri+ rl
ih 2 ).
§382
21.

+

+ +

+

+

+

+

+ +

=

+

+

+
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43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.

50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.

64.
65.
66.

67.
68.

GENERAL SUPPLEMENT.

Spherical triangle: area == ET.
§377
spherical excess of: E == A
B + 0 - 2. §376
Spherical vvedge: V == l TrR 3 0..
§342
Spherical zone: S = 27rRh = 7rDh = Oh.
§340
§480
Spheroid, oblate: V == .g.7ra 2 b.
§480
do prolate: V == t-rrab 2 •
Tetrahedron, regular: hs == t aV 3 ; 1ft.1,. -- 1-3
§345
aV 6; S
a 2 V3.
3
§345
V
a 1/2 -+- 12.
See also ex. 729 (9 formulas).
Trapezoid: area == th (b + b')' == hm.
§210
medial: m == t (b
b').
§210
Triangle: area == tbh
t (a b + c) r == sr. §205
area == V-' s (s - a) (s - b) (8 - c).
§241
T: T' == bh : b'h'; if h == h'; T: T' === b : b'; if
b==b', T: T' h: h'.
§205
§244
angle bisector of angle C == 1/ab - mn.
do == 2 V ab s (s - c) -;- (a -1- b).
Ex. 476
acute: c2 == a2
b2 - 2ab a. '
§217
obtuse: c2 == a 2 + b2
2abq-.
§217
right: c==va 2 + b2 ;a== V(c+b) (c-b);
ac : h === h : bc.
§214
c : a == a : ac ; a 2 :' b2 == ac : bC'
§214
median on sidec=
(a 2 + b2 ) - (tC)2. §240
r = T+s=Vs(s-a) (s-b) (s-c)-+-Vs. §248
R == ab -+- 2b c •
§244
R=abc~4T=abc+-Vs(s-a) (s~b) (s-c). §248
fs (8- b) (s-c)
§248
R == ~ a
(s-ii) - ~
s- a
·
Medians right triangles, see ex. 454.
Ungula, see spherical wedge.
§351
Wedge: V = t (2L
l) who
§357
Wedgoid: V = t (.L + L'
l) who

+

==

==

+

+

==

'+

+

vt

+

+
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FORMULAS OF ANALYTICAL GEOMETRY.

m::::= (y' : x') == (b : a). .
Equations of:
1. the straight line: a) y == (y' -;- x') X; b) y == mx; c)
y == mx +b; d) y-y'==m (x-x'); e) y -y'==
(y" - V') (x - x') -.;- (x" - x')
§417
2. the ljne through x', y' i. the line y = mx + b is y
§418
- y' ==- m (x - x').
3. do II, y==mx+ bisy-y'== - (1-.;-m) (x-x'). §418
4. the circle: a) x2 y2 == r2; b) (x - a)2
(y
__ b)2==r 2 •
§419
5. the ellipse: a 2 y2 + b2 x'l. == a 2 b 2 •
§431
6. the hyperbola: a 2 y 2 - b2 x 2 == + a 2 b 2 • §§448, 449
7. the equilateral hyperbola: x 2 - y2 = + a 2 •
§467
8. the parabola: y2 == 4px.
§424
9. the cissoid of Diocles: y2 = x 3 -;- (2a - x). Ex~ 809
10. the conchoid of Nicomedes: x 2
(y
c)2 (a'll _y2)
-.;- y2.
Ex. 810
11. the semicubical parabola or neilian; y = a-vx 3 •
Ex. 812
12. the ,vitch of Agnesi: y2 = 4a 2x -;- (2a- x) Ex. 811
13. the tangent to a circle: y- y' == -x' (x-x') -;- y'.
14. the tangent to a parabola: y - y' ::::= 2a (x - x')
-.;- y'
,
§454
15. the tangent to an ellipse: y- y' == - b 2 x' (x -x')
-;- a 2 1.
§455
16. the tangent to the hyperbola: y - y' ==b 2 x' (x-x')
-;- a 2 y'r.
§456
17. the norIllal to the circle: y == y' x -;- x'.
18. the normal to the parabola: y - y' == - y' (x - x')
-.;- 2a.
§458
19. the normal to the ellipse: y - y' = a 2 y' (x---x') -;b2 x'.
§458
20. the normal to the hyperbola: y - y' = - a 2 y'

+

+

== +

(x-x') -;- b2 x'.

r§458
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REGULAR POLYGONS.

Figure.

II Side. IApothem. I

Area.

Triangle .........
1
.2887
.4331
.5000 1.0000
Quadrilateral. '1
1
.6882 1.5210
Pentagon........
.8660 2.5980
Hexagon .......
1
1 1.0383 3.6341
Heptagon ......
1 1.2071 4.8284
Octagon .........
Nonagon........ I 1 1.3737 6.1817
1 1.53881 7.6940
Decagon .........
1 1.7029 9.3660
Undecagon ....
1 1.8660 11.1960
Dodecagon ....
1 12.0286 13.1859
13-sided .........
1 2.1906 15.3342
14- " .........
1 2.3523 17.6423
15- " .........
1 2.5137 20.1096
16- " .........
1 2.6748 22.7358
17- " .........
1 2.8357 25.5213
18- " .........
1 2.9964 28.4658
19- " .........
1 3.1569 31.5690
20- " .........

ApE>them.

I

1
1
1
1
1
1
1 I
1
1\
-1'
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Side.

I

Area.

3.4642 5.1963
2.0000 4.0000
1.4531 3.6328
1.1547 3.4641
.9632 3.3712
.8284 ;.3134
.7279 3.2756
.6498 3.2490
.5872 3.2296
.5359 3.2154
.4930 3.2045
.4565 3.1955
.4251 3.1883
.3978 3.1824
.3739 3.1782
.352713.1743
.3337 3.1702
.3168 3.1680

CONSTANTS.

3.14159265; log 7r == 0.49714987;
== .31830989; 1 -T- 7r2 == .10132118;
V7r ::::: 1.77245385; V2 == 1.41421;
V3 == 1.73205; V5 ==_ 2.2361; V6 -== 2.4495; y7 :::::
2.6458; 1/10 == 3.1623; -'y2 == 1.25992; -'y3 == 1.44225.
Equatorial semi-diameter of the earth == 3,963.9 miles.
Polar semi-diameter of the earth == ,3,950.7 miles.
Mean distance of earth to sun = 92.8 nlillions of miles.
One cubic foot of water at 4° C. weighs 62.32 Ibs.
?T :::=

1 +-

?T

INDEX.. *
Abscissa: def. 408.
.A ntecedent: der. 150.
Acute angle: def. 26.
Apothem: def. 141.
Acute-angled triangle: def. 32;
Archimed~s: 483, Dote.
th.217.
Area (i. e. the number of uDits
Agnesi, Maria: ex. 811, note.'
of surface in a plane figure
Algebraic expressions, see conor its equivalent in curved
struction §§404-406.
surfaces, illustrated in 198,
199).
Alternate angles: def. 65; see
circle: 221, 233, 237-239,
angles, equality of.
250; n. ex. 445, 447-450,
Altitude: (i. e. distance from
492, 493, 504-506, 619.
base to most distant part
ellipse: 443, 444; n. ex. 823.
of a figure) prism 288; pyramid.296.
miscellaneous: 242,243, 318,
triang-lp: def. 33; tho 72, 110,
340,343,345; ex. 455 - 460,
5Dl-598, 611, 622, 6~5
205.
see also 317, 322, 325, 329,
633.
340,346.351, 352, 353,3~2.
parabola: 427.
Angle: def 19.
I paralleJog-ram: 204; n.ex. 361,
central: def. 116; tho 175- I
362.371.
177; ex. 196-199.
polygon: 221, 233, 236, 249;
construction of: 34; pr. f\X.
tho ex. 475; n. ex 413,414,
40, 44, 87, 88, 143-145,
441.621.
153.
projected surfaces: 1b. ex. 551,
n ex.553.'
equality of: 66, 67, 70, 72,
rectangle: 198; n. ex. 34974)87,123,188,271,275;
ex. 89. 529",
354.
sector: 239, n. ex. 442,443,
between chords: 179; n. ex.
463, 464, 469.
326,327.
between chord and tangent:
square: 198, 235.
trappzoid: 210; n. ex. 366,
178;ll.ex.304.305.
between secants: 1 79; n. ex.
367,380.
triangle: 205, 220, 241; ex.
306,359.
measurement of: 178, 179.
369. 372, 373, 395, 402,
4' 5,444,488,489,587.
vertex of: def. 19.
see also acute L, bisection of AAymptotes of Hyperbola: 465.
L , corresponding L, circle
Auxiliary circles to ellipse: 441
(L inscribed in), segment
-443.
containing given perigon,
Axes of coordinates: 407, 408.
of ellipse: 429
<;>btuse L , right L , straight
of hyperbola: 447.
L, triangle.

* Figures refer to sections except when preceded by ex., then to the number
of the exercise.
Abbreviations used: def" definition; ex.. exercise; tho ex., theorelU exercise:
p. ex., numerical exercise; pr., prohlem or constrnction: th .• theorem.
>

~
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,
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INDEX.

.Axis of parabola: 423.
Base (side on which a figure
is supposed to stand, also
the fa.ce of a solid parallel to the base is called
the upper base): 33, 204,
205, 288, 292, 301-..303,
305. 310, 316-318, 336;
ex. 368. 386,564, 597,691.
Bisector of an~le: probe 42; tho
75, 110, 191, 244; tho ex.
81-83.
Bisection of a straight line:
probe 49; tho 110.
Catenary: 471.
Cavalieri: 383.
Cavalieri bodies: 382, 383.
Circle: 12, 13 112-147, 221
-223,2~1-235 248-250,
419;th ex. 183,185.
arc: det 13; the 12~-124,
129.1-75-179; the ex. 191,
192,202-205; D.ex. 358,359.
center: def. 12; prob. 133.
chord: def. 13; tho 119, 122125, 134, 222;ex.191,192,
202-205, 21:J, 408, 439,
440,492,493.
circumference: der. 12; tho 132,
133, 238, 250; n. ex. 446-450,504.
circumscribed and inscribed:
def. 118; tho 221, 244, 248,
249; ex. 243,246,470,472,
474,475,478,481.
diameter: def. 12; tho 119,
122, 222, 238,. 244, 250.
equation: 419.
escribed: def. 148 (p., 67);
tho 248; constr. ex. 240,
241; n. ex. 471.
five positions of: 146.
radius: def. 12; tho 248-250;
tho ex. 475; D. ex. 619621.
'
see also: a,rea, auxiliary circle, sphere, tangent.
Circular ring: ex. 497-49!;l,
Cissoid; ex. 809~

Commensurable andincommellsurable quantities: def. 148
(p. 68), 166.
Complement of ang-Ie: def. 27,
28; ex. 28, 30, 31,34}46.
Conchoid: ex. 810.
Concurrent lines: def. 105; tho
110.
Cone: def. 305; tho 313-318; tho
ex. 580, 582, 721; const.r.
ex. 572, 581; D. PX. 573579. 601, 604, 611, 644,
645, 647-649, 653, 654,
722; see frustum volume.
Conic sections: 423 - 467, 475,
477.
Conical surface: def. 304.
Conjn~ate angle: del. 27,28; ex.
29,33,34.
Consequent: def. 150.
Constant: def. 162.
Construction of algflbraic expressions: 404-406; ex.
777-785.
Correspondinp; angles: def. 65;
tho 66,67.
Converse: deL 50.
Coordinates: 407-415; ex. 786,
787,801,802,808.
Cosecant: def. 415 note.
Cosine: def. 415 Dote.
Cotangent: deL 415 note.
Cube: del. 298; n. ex. 568-571,
614.
Curve: def. 171.
Cycloid: 468-470; ex. 829.
Cylinder: def. classes and parts,
301-303, 307, 311; th.
313--316,318, 325; th. ex.
594, 595, 721; constr. ex.
564,565; D. ex. 589, 603,
610, 622, 627, 631-633,
738.
Cylindrical surface: def. 300.
to;

I

Decagon: deL 92; construction,
231.
Descartes: 407.
Diagonal to polygon: del. 93;
th~ 87,89,108, 192;th.ex.
490.

INDEX.

de to polyhedron: del. 286;
ex. 515. 559-563, 568
-571, 615-618.
Diagonal plane: def. 287.
Dihedral angle: deL 255; th. ex.
530.533.537, 538.
Diocles: ex. 809. note.
Directrix: 300 304, 423.
Dodecagon: 92; ex. 142, 148.
Dodecahedron: 344.
Earth: ex. 6HS, 739, 833.
Eccentrici ty of elli pae: 445.
Element: 300, 304.
Ellipse: 428-445, ex. 818; n.
ex. 819-823.
tangents and

Hippias: 482, note.
HOlnologous: deY. 39; th. 72,
111, 187, ] 92, 1£)4, 220,
221; ex. 176, 177, 193,
402-406,413.
Hypotenuse: def. 33; tho 215,
2E>3; ex. 388-396, 502, 503.
Hypothesis: def. 41; ex. 48, 49.
Hypel'bo]a: 446-452,456,458,
465-467.
do. equilateral; 467.
see asymptotes, tangent, normal.
Icosahedron: 344;n. ex. 735.
Latus rectum of ellipse: 435,
43(); D. ex. 820. 825.
do. parabola: 423> 426; n. ex.
815.
I"imits: def.163-165.168 312;
tho 169. 170, 173, 313315; ex. 272 - 279.
Limit, of polyg-on: 173.
I..Jine: def. 5, 8; straight do: 9;
ex. 3-6.
Locus: def. 61; tho 62, 75,282,
283; ex. 80,121--123.157,
182,183,211--214.225-229, 247 282, 283, 313,
320-325,517,518,520522, 530, 54n.
loci of equations: 407-422;
ex. 796-812.
Lune: def. 338; tho 342, 343; D.
ex 687, 701.

norma,}s to:

439, 455, 457 - 459; ·n. ex.
825 -827.
see area.
Enveloping lines: 58, ln6.
Equivalent magnitude~: def.
167.
Euler, Euler's theorem: ex. 163.
Ext,remes: def. 150.
Extreme and meAn ratio: def.
229~ prob. 230; ex. 429,
430.
Fif\]d work: 101-103, 242.
243; ex. 149-155, 455460.
Focus: parabola, 423; ellipse,
428; hyperbola 447.
Frustum. pyramid, and cone:
det308;th.317,318,329;
constr. ex. 583. 584; n. fAX.
585. 586, 635-637, 648,
649, 653, 654~ 691, 694,
736, 737.
Gaug-jDg: 484.

Geometry: def. 1.
do. plane: 18-253; 384-403.
do. of space: 254 383, 386,
38!)-394, 3H7.
Geometrieal figure: ~t'f. 11.
IIero, Hero's fOrlTIula: ex. 755,
756.
Hexagon: def. 92; tho 139;
constr. prob. 100, 137; ex.
141,223, 24H, 847, 441,621.
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Magnitudes, equality of: 14, ex.
14.
~{aximaandminima:398-403;
ex. 762, 764-7H7, 770776.
Means: deL 150.
1\1ean proportional: def. 150;
tho ] G4 222,224.
Median of trinngle: def.44; tho
110, 240: ex. 58, 5B, 70,
78,79,454,466 487.
do. of polygon: 109, 3H5.
Medial of trap~zoid: def. 209;
th.210;ex.368,380.
Nappe: 304.
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Neill, Neilian: ex. 812 ~
Nicomedes: ex. 810, note.
Normal to eHipse: 457, 458,
460,462; ex. 825--827.
do. to hyperbola: 457, 458,
460,466; ex. 826,827.
do. to parabola: 457, 458;
462; ex. 824.
Oblique angle: def. 26.
Ohtuse angle: def. 26; ex. 22.
obtuse-angled triangle: 32.
Octagon: 92, 131, 249; ex. 346,
475.
.
Octahedron: 344, 345, th._ ex.
730; ll. ex. 734.
Ordinate to axis: 409.
do. to circle: def.142; tho 222;
n. ex, 407, 436.
do. to conic sections: 425,
427,433-437,442; ex.821,
822.
Parabola: 423-427.454, 458,
459, 462--4f.4,476; ex. 813
-817,824.
see area, ordinate, normal,
tangent.
Paraboloid: 475, 476; ex. 830.
Parallel lines: def. '15; th 6669, 88, 90, 107, 129,180,
267, 269; ex. 13, 88-99~
145, 152, 172) 278, 492,
493.
, constrnction,of: 64, 107.
line parallel to plane: 258.
parallel planes: 264:-267,
272, 316, 317; ex. 522529, 531, 537-539, 543546,554,694--697.
Parallelogram: dei. 82; tho 87,
89,108,204,240; ex. 167,
172-175, 361, 362, 364,
371, 468, 768.
Parallelopipfld: def. 297; tho
299, 322-325; ex. 559$63, 566, 606-608, 613618,679.
Pentagon: 92,231; ex 303.
Perimeter of polygon: deL 91.
Perjgon: 21; ex. 24,64.

Perpendicular: def: 23; tho 59,
60, 62, 63; 110, 122, 127.
construction of: 51.
and oblique lines: 76.262.
to plane: 260, 268--270.
to two/ lines not coplanar:
ex. 769.
plane p. to line: 264, 269,
270.
plane p. to plane: 261, 268,
270.
Plane: def. 10; ex. 8, 9; position
determined: 256.
Point: def. 6; ex. 1.
Polar triangles: 365-367. .
Pole of circle: 335, 339.
Polygon: de£. 91-97; th. 98,
99; probe 225, 227, 231233.236.247,249; ex. 218,
222-224, 301-303, 356,
357,411--414,474,475.
classes of: 92.
.
regular: def. 94.
convex and concave; 95, 96.
in8crlbed and circumscribed:
117, 118, 140, 2H6 249,
483; ex. 224, 282-284, 475.
similar: de£. 186; tho 192194 221; n. ex. 411--414;
see apothem, area, limit.
Polyhedral anp;le: 273, 277,
278; ex. 532, 534-538.
Polyhedron: 284-287, 344.
Postulates: 16.
,
Prism: def. . 288, 311; th. 289,
313-316, 323-325; 'ex.
587-593, 602, 609, 623630.
altitude and base of: 288.
right: 290.
regular: 291.
truncated: 309, 346; ex. 678.
Prismatoid: 353; ex. 743.
Prismoid: 349--352; ex. 681.
Product of Jines: 198-203, 208;
ex. 349-354.
do surface by line: 319-322.
Projections: 211-213, 279281; ex. 374--377, 395,
547-553,656,697.
Proportion; 149-161.
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Propof1iiohal1ines: th. 180,220

230, 272, 317; prob. 181183, 185-195; ex. 296300, 328, 402-420, 429,
430, 5~5-528, 554.
Pyramid; def., pa,rtsandclasses:
292-296, 308-311; pro
327; tho 317, 318, 326329, 352; tho ex. 605; n: ex.
567, 596-.600, 612, 634643, 692-794.
Pythagoras: 2 1 6 . ,
Pythagorean theore~ 215,
216, 218;th. ex. 494.

Segment of circle: 114,184,311,
.

31~.

do. of sphere: BBG, 341, B43,
382; ex. 74-0-74-2.
Sin~: 143, 415 note; ex. 316,
B1D.

Solid: 3, 8; ex. 8; see geometry
of'space, polyhedral angles.
Space: 2.
.
Sphere: 380-343. 354-383,
B97; ex. 646, 650-652.
t>57-677; ()82-68H, 6H871H, 721, 72S-728, 7~n742.
Spherical excess of tl iangJe:
Quadratrix~ 4A2.
376, 377.
Qoadrilateral: def. 79; tho 87,
do. of polygon: 378, B79.
245; tho ~x. 85, 128, 1~9. Spherical polygon: 354, 855,
131. 167, 284,763; n. ex.
357, ,074. 37H; ex. 682222.302,763,767.
686,724,725.
classes of: 80-86.
do. pyramid: :356, 380; (-lX.
726-728.
Radian: dt-'f. 251; n. ex. 495,
do sector: 337, 341, 343; ex.
496.
- 67-1,675.
Radius vector: 429,447.
do. triangle: 354, 350, il57,
Railroad cut, volume: ex. 743.
364-377; ex. 683-686,
Ratio: deL 149; see proportion.
689,703--715,723.
Ray~ ray center: 472-474.
do wedge: BB8, 342, 343; ex.
Rectangle: 8C). 224. 226. 246;
676,702.
ex. 132, 185, 186, 349see segment. zone.
354.
Spheroid: 478-481; ex. 832,
Reductio ad absurdunl: 47.
833.
Right angle: def. 22; th. 121; Square:
def. 86; prob.100, 130,
ex. 23 -25; see perpendicu219, 224, 225,228; ex. 18G
lar.
-187.243-~45,378}379,
Right-au{l:led triangle: 32, 71,
397, 425-428, 438, 750,
77, 214 -216, '218.253; ex.
751.
146, 147, 184, 230, 320,
do.
on lines: 206-208, 215830, 381-396, 421-424,
219,
363.
453, 454, 478, 481, 487, Straip:ht ex.
angle: 20, 21; ex. 2350~, 503.
25,72.
Rhomboid: 83.
Supplement: 27,28; ex. 28, 30,
Rhombus: 84; ex. 133.
32,34,44-46.
Secant to ar(l: 143, 415 note; Surface: 4,8; ex. 2, 7; 8ee area,
ex. 318. 319.
also cone. cylinder, Cll be,
dodecahedron,
frustn m,
to circle: lIB. 170, 179, 223;
ex. 286, 291, ~92, 306,
icosahedron, octahedron,
859, 415-420.
pyramid. segment, sphere,
to curve: 171, 172.
spherics I triao~'Ie, zone.
Sector: 115, 2H!); ex. 442, 443, Symmetry: 384-an7; ex. 744463,464, 469.
754,7r>7-761.
<

•
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do. of ellipsfl: 433, ·434.
do. of hyperbola: 452.
do. of parabola: 425.
Tangent to arc: 143, 415 note.
do. to circle: 112, 126-128,
148 (p. 67), 172 223; ex.
209--212,224--229,240-243, 248-252, 285, 288,
291-295, 304, 305, 3:~3
335, 338, 34U, 34-2, 358,
417,418.
do. tf) curve: def. 171.
do. to ellipse: 439, 453, 455,
459,460; ex. 825-827.
do. to hyperbola: 453, 456,
459, 465; ex. 826,827.
do. to parabola: 453, 454,
459-461; ex 824.
do. to sphere: 331, 3S_2.
tangent circles: 135, 136; ex.
215-217,251,252,336341, 432-435.
Tetrahedron: 285,344,345; ex.
729, 731-733.
Thesis: 41.
Transversal: 65-68, 90, 98,
180; ex. 2D6, 299, 300,554.
Trapezium: 80.
'l"'rapezoid: 81, 209, 210; ex.
366-368, 380.
Triangle; def.,classes, and parts:
30-33.
construction of: 35-37, 52;

~x.43,60,63,73,329--332,

342-345.
equality of: 38, 40, 48, 77,
104; 156, 176, 177.
maxima and ,rninin1a of: 400.
402; ex. 764.765,770 774.
equilateral t.: 31,45 46.100,
138; ex 59--61,63 70 79,
219-221, 441, 479, 480,
489 620, 770, 771.
isoscel~st.: 31, 45, 46, 402; ~x.
55,59,69,83,84,89,114
-117,124, 125, 184, 200,
753,757.771.
similar t,.: def. 186; tho 187,
188, 220; ex. 402-405,
410,411.
.
angles of t.: 45, 54, 70-72,
<

78, 218; th. ex. 100-102,
109, 124, 125, 147; n. {lX.
IOO-108, 114-120, 184,
18D, 190, 193-195 201,
230,231,301,355.
angle bisBctor of t.: 110,191,
244; f'X. 307-309, 314,
315.348,476,477, 6~5.
sideR, of t.: 46, 48, 53-58,
214-218, 240, 244, 253;
{lX. 76-79, 20U, 296, ~97.
~~99, 300, 307-309, 314,
343-~4;), 348, 360, 398401,451-454,485--488.
see also median, area, rightangled t., Apbflrical t.
Trihedral angle: 273-275.
Trisect (divide into three equal
parts): 108.
Trisection of angle: 483.
Truncated prism: 309, 346; ex.
678.
Ungula: 338, 342, 343; ex. 676,
702.
Unique point: 106, 110, 282,
283.
Unit circle: 234, 237.
Units of length, surface, etc.: as
in arithmetic.
Variable: 162, 164, 165.
Vertical an~les: 29; ex. 35-38,
533,538.
Volume: def. 319-322.
do. cask: 484.
do cone: 328; ex. 644, 645,
647,670,690,721,722.
do. cylinder: 3~5; f'x. 610,
627, 631-633, 669, 7~0,
721,737,738.
do. frustum, cone, or pyralnid:
329,352; ex. 634--637,648,
64B, 653, 654, 691, 694,
706,737.
do. octahedron:345;~x.730,
734.
do. paraboloid: 476; ex; 830,·
831.
do. prism: 325; ex. 609,623630.

INDEX.

do. prislll0id, prismatoid:
352, 353; ex. 743.
do. pyramid: 328, 352; ex.
638--643,692--694.
do. sphere: 341; ex. 667673,716,719,721,739.
do spherical pyramid: 380;
ex. 726-728.
do spherical sector: 341; 343,
ex. 674, 675.
do. spherical segment: 34],
382; ex. 740-742.
do. spherical ,veiige: 342,

233
343; ex. 676, 702.
do. spheroid: 478-481; ex.
882,833.
do. tetrs,hedron: 343; ex. 729,
731-733.
do. truncated prism: 346; ex.
678.
do. "\vedge, wedgoid: H5], 35'2.

VVedge:347,348, 351, 352.
Wedgoid: 348,351,352.
Zone: 336. 340, 34H; ex. 6:>1,
652, 661, 666.

